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REMEMBER TO FOLLOW ALONG IN THE OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE
AS YOU READ OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY 2.

If you do not do each corresponding chapter in the Outrageous Mastery
PlayGuide, you will completely miss the power of these manuscripts.  As you do
the corresponding X-ercises in the PlayGuide you will feel yourself changing.
You will begin to own the power.  It will not happen by merely reading about it.
Play full out.  Claim your power.  Go for all of it.

Throughout this book, I will include parts that I did not use in my first book.  I
wanted Outrageous Mastery to have a flowing, rather simple content therefore I
left out much of what was initially planned for it.  I will include a lot of it in
Outrageous Mastery 2, How YOU Can Xperiment with Power.  It will look like this
and be in a dark blue color.  I will also change the font in case you print it out in
black and white.  It will look just like this paragraph does.

Are you ready for an Xperiment in Power?  Your very own Xperiment with Power?  It will
take commitment and dedication on your part.  It will take putting aside some of your old
beliefs and trying on some new ones.  It will require you to step outside of your comfort
zone.  It may be a little risky and a bit scary.

How badly do you want it?

How committed are you?

NOW, GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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1.  HOW DID I DO WHAT I DID?

Outrageous Mastery describes the process I used when I first began Xperimenting.  I
had heard one of the Mormon apostles say we could have an answer to every prayer
and he said the method was outlined in a Mormon scripture.  At the time I was 150%
Mormon – believed it all.  The prophet and apostles were God’s mouthpiece on earth
and what they said was scripture and was to be taken as such.  We were told that God
spoke through them and they received daily revelation for us.  So with this Utah
Mormon foundation, there was no room for doubt.  If they said it, it was true.  Period.

Now, I don’t believe in indoctrination but having this kind of belief is powerful merely
because it erases all doubt.  We all know of the dangers of this kind of belief, Tom
Jones/Jonestown, etc., but leaving that aside – it was an effective way to learn about
faith with no doubt.

So my odyssey began in this manner, I already had the faith, especially since this was
after my ‘repentance’ experience and I had simple directions to follow.

The directions were this:
1.  Using all my intelligence and means available to me, I was to make a decision about
the thing I desired to know or have or whatever.
2.  After making my decision based on my own intelligence, I was to pray and ask God if
it was the right decision.  I found it necessary to get as close as I could to a place of
neutrality first – where I would be okay with any answer.
3.  If it was the right decision, I would feel peaceful about it – feel a peace in my mind
and heart.
4.  If it were not the right decision, I would have a stupor of thought.  I guess I would
define this as a bit of a confused feeling.

I would pray and immediately test for the peace or stupor.  Neither would last long – just
an immediate and temporary feeling.

Now, should I tell you that there were times when I really wanted a yes answer?  And I
prayed repeatedly until I got one?  I kept giving God reasons why my decision was the
best one.  Eventually, I would get the peace I was looking for (maybe I created it
myself).  And guess, what?  I always regretted it.

I wish I could tell you I learned my lesson after a few times – but no – when I want
something, I really want it.  So I learned that lesson many times.

And I should also mention that I never ran across another Mormon that used this
technique – except the hundreds I taught about it.

I started small.
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For instance, I would be shopping for a new outfit.  I remember once shopping in a
certain part of a department store and finding an off-white jacket and slacks that
matched.  I loved them.  But I needed a skirt, since I would mainly be wearing it to
church and church events.  The pants wouldn’t do me much good.  I searched
everywhere.  No luck.

So I prayed about it.  My prayer probably went something like this, “Heavenly Father, I
really want a skirt to match this outfit.  I need it for church.  Help me find one, please.  In
the name of Jesus Christ, Amen.”

Then while shopping, I listened for guidance.  I wasn’t listening for a voice necessarily –
although, many times words would come into my head – but merely feelings of
direction.

This time, what I felt (after a little while) was a slight pull to go to the discount section of
the store.  I did.  And there was the skirt – same material, same color and my size.  Was
I really a size 7 back then?

Anyway, little incidents like this make your faith stronger and stronger.  I used it a lot
shopping.  (Okay, so I love to shop.)  I would offer silent prayers of ‘telling’ God what I
wanted and why and then listen for an answer, all the time.  And I mean all the time.
Sometimes, several times a day.  I got real good at this.

I used this method when I bought the expensive stereo components and my husband
freaked out.  I picked out what I wanted at the store.  I wanted to help my friend out who
had nine children and was using a port-a-pot outside while pregnant and her husband
had just taken all their savings to open his dream store.  Oh yes, and I wanted a stereo
– a nice one.

This was when the only furniture we had was driven 3000 miles by my dad and mom,
packed into their motor home and taken from his trailer park – dryer hanging off the
back.

We didn’t have an extra cent to our name and I offered my prayer while shopping in the
little stereo store.  I got the okay – then asked repeatedly just to make sure.

Remember, my husband was very upset and I was very calm.  “God would take care of
everything.”  A week later this man from out of town called and gave my husband a
check for the exact amount I had spent.  My husband walked in the house – his face
white – and said, “You won’t believe what just happened. . . .”

So I was fully confident when I wanted that beautiful custom-designed home, even
though we had no money, that God would give it to me.  100% confident.  I knew He
would.  I couldn’t wait to kneel down and pray about it.
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“Heavenly Father, you know the Thurber’s home and how gorgeous it is.  It would be so
perfect for our family.  I want it so badly.  Will you give it to me?”

The answer I felt in my head was, “No, I have another mansion for you.”

I was shocked and ticked off.

I thought He meant I would get one in heaven, which was what the scriptures taught,
and I did not want to wait.

I was completely confident He would say yes because of all my experiences.  I couldn’t
understand why He would say no – until I got the mansion that was three times larger
and three times more elegant.

Knowing I had been given this answer, gave me the confidence to tell my husband
when we were primed for disaster that, “God has given this home to me.  He will not let
us fail.”  My faith and my certainty were complete.  There was not an ounce of doubt –
not a drop.

This kind of faith produces miracles.

Many times in my life when times got rough, I looked back to that time and would ask
myself, “How did I have that kind of faith?  What did it feel like?  How can I have it
again?”

Back then I used the same method to heal my son and take him off his medications.  I
told God what I wanted and why I wanted it.  The answer I received was to wean him off
the medications according to the timetable I would feel.

And I would feel when and how much to cut back on his meds until he was completely
off them.

Please do not think this is the answer for you if you are on medication or one of your
loved ones is.  It was my personal answer – for that unique situation.  And I was
extremely Xperienced at the process.  I recognized the ‘voice’ completely.

Testing, Xperimenting, learning to hear and feel inspiration and guidance is powerful.  It
develops your faith and teaches you lessons along the way.

Now, is it essential to believe in God to do this?  Of course not.  Defining to yourself
what you do believe in is important.  Then if you believe in a Higher Self, or Infinite
Intelligence, or your own brain power – start telling ‘it’ what you want and why (not in a
pleading or begging way) – and begin listening for the answers.

Xperiment with it.  Test it out.  Play with it.  Have fun with it.  What do you have to lose?
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When it came to my year and a half with Religious Science (which is not Scientology), I
was taught that our thoughts create our reality.  Therefore, in Xperimenting with that, I
gave The Universe direction as to what I wanted and accepted that it would be so.
They always end their ‘prayers’ with “And So It Is!”  Another way to increase faith.

Hence, the $5,000 twice, the $10,000, the $40,000 and the IRS audit that not only
ended with me not owing money but also brought me a lot more.

I often get surprised with much more than I initially wanted and it often comes in much
better ways than I had anticipated.

It never – ever – comes in ways I expect.

And I never tell “it” HOW to do it.  That doesn’t work.  At least not for me.

Have you noticed how I ‘direct’ and how I don’t ask?  This is essential.  I have never
found any power in asking.

Although, I must admit, there have been times (and still are) when I have looked up and
pleaded with every ounce of me.  “Help me!  I need help now!”   More direction.

Reading a book on manifesting prosperity years ago, I had read that you command the
Universe.  This was just too strong for me to comprehend.  But it works.  And who am I
to argue with what works?

When it came to the money from my dad’s estate, I had named The Power - My Genius
God Friends (GGF).  As I was riding on the plane wondering why my father had done
the things he had, the words I previously wrote about came into my mind.  I argued.  But
in the end I trusted the words because I had listened for so many years and knew what
guidance and inspiration ‘sounded’ like.

And what does guidance and inspiration sound like?  When I was a Mormon, they called
it the ‘still, small voice.’  Everyone reading my words has felt guidance and inspiration.
You may have a different word for it but the help, advice, guidance; or/and warnings
come to us when we listen.

Probably the biggest hindrance is telling ourselves, “It is just all in my head, and it is
only me speaking.”  We doubt before we give it a chance.  Opening our minds and
hearts and actively listening will bring results.  And yes, you may have to test out some
of the answers.  Xperiment.

Rules I have developed for myself:
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1.  If it doesn’t agree with my integrity, Hour of Power, highest good – then I don’t listen.
2.  I always use my common sense – at least most of the time.
3.  I don’t even ask when I am down and out.  I don’t trust what will come.  It may be my
own voice telling me I am an idiot or some such thing.
4.  The guidance that comes – always comes with pure love for me.  It doesn’t condemn
me or make me feel guilty.  It has great compassion for me.  It wants me happy and
alive.  It wants me successful.  I don’t listen to any other voice.

Are there times when my desires do not come?  Yes.

But the fascinating part about that is – it seems that sometimes there is a higher good
for me than what I desire – like a lesson I can use in life.  Let me clarify that so that
sentence is not used as an excuse for it not working.  What comes is what my deepest
desire is.  Sometimes, I think I want such and such and that will fulfill my desire when in
reality, I have a much deeper desire and that is what is being created.

Included in my Hour of Power is, “Everything ALWAYS works out perfectly for me!”

And you know what?  It does!

That is my belief and I create it.  So if something does not come my way or in the time I
desire, I look for the higher gift.  It is always there.

I look to be taught by this voice of guidance.  I look for lessons.  I look for gifts.  I use it
for counsel, for love, for help.  I feel a very personal connection with it.  I love how it
feels.  I love the encouragement it gives me.

It is waiting for you.

Xperiment.

***** Please do not go on until you have gone to the corresponding
chapter in your PlayGuide!
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2.  HOW DID I USE IT WHEN I NEEDED PEACE AND POWER
IN MY HOME – WHEN I NEEDED HELP BEING A BETTER
MOM OR PARTNER?

When I was a Mormon and prayed a lot, and when those times came when I felt like
nothing was going right in our home – or there was too much discord – or whatever, I
would go to a special place and kneel down and pray.  What was different about this
prayer was that I would take a piece of paper and a pen with me.

I would describe the problem I was having and ask for the help and answers I needed to
fix the problem in our home.

Then I would listen for the answer.

I would many times write page after page of guidance.

Then I would follow up using the guidance and instructions; peace and happiness would
be restored in our home in a few days or weeks.  The instructions I got were very
specific.

This is such a powerful process and the more you do it, the better you get at it.

And you don’t have to pray to make it work.

You can drive to a quiet beautiful spot – with paper and pen – and begin asking your
questions.  Then write what comes to your mind.  You may be shocked.

I just cannot say enough about trusting the feeling you have and the guidance you hear
while tuning out the “oh, it is just me making it up” or “how do I know it is not me talking
to myself” or “will people think I am crazy if I tell them I hear voices in my head?”

All these thoughts are valid but they also stop the incredible and powerful ideas and
guidance that can come to us.

It is kind of like being a child and covering your ears and talking while your ears are
covered so you can’t hear what someone else is saying.

There is something to just shutting up and listening.

You never have to do anything that feels wrong or crazy.
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But you will have to do things that maybe you didn’t have the courage to do before.  Let
me say this again, you may have to do things that maybe you didn’t have the courage to
do before.

Wimping out by not having the courage to act on your ideas keeps you in the same
place as you were before.  You must be courageous and be willing to go outside of your
comfort zone.  I have known many times that the phone call I felt impressed to make
would take all my courage – but I did it anyway.  And then hung up the phone with my
mouth open – hardly believing the miracle that just occurred.

I will give you an incredibly powerful way to ‘hear’ the guidance when you get to the
chapter on Creating A X-ecutive Mastermind Team For Your Life.

Using an X-ecutive Mastermind Team makes it a touch easier to do the process and
have faith in the guidance you get.

Although, if you are someone who has an intense belief in God, you can do it fairly
easily through prayer if you believe God really cares about you and loves you as one of
His beloved children.  Give up the crazy notion that you are not important enough, or
‘how could God care about me’ or ‘how could God waste His time on what I am doing.’
Give it up now.  It is impeding your relationship with God and with yourself.  If you
believe in God, believe that you are His most special and favorite child and go to Him as
the One who cares more about you than anyone else in the world.  If He is omnipresent
and all the other omni’s (I can’t remember them all), then surely He has the capability to
know you intimately.  I take the time to know each of my children intimately.  Is God less
than me as a mom?  I’m not trying to be sacrilegious but give up the crazy notion that
you are not important enough.  You are important and special enough.  Trust me on
that!

I just can’t stress enough, though, that it is possible for crazy stuff to come into your
head.  After all, our minds have the ability to tell us anything.  Therefore, ALWAYS use
your common sense and don’t do any crazy stuff thinking God told you to do it.

If you are divine with divine powers, you also have divine wisdom.  Use it!

***** Please do not go on until you have gone to the corresponding
chapter in your PlayGuide!
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3.  HOW DOES IT ALL WORK?

How does it all work?  How do we create miracles?  How do we change our lives, our
emotions, our body, and finances; how do we make our dreams become reality?

These are the fundamental ways.

1.  We must get clear – crystal-clear on what it is we want.
If you have lost your dream somewhere you will need to find it.  I suggest going
somewhere alone – possibly a walk somewhere – and get in touch the deepest part
of you.  Pretend a magic fairy lands in front of you and tells you you can have three
wishes.  What would they be?  If you could really change your life, how would you
change it?  What would you want?  The key word here is ‘you.’  Leave everyone else
out of the equation and discover what you desire.  This is important.  Focus on you
for now.

FOLLOW ALONG IN THE OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE.  DO THE
EXERCISES THAT COINCIDE WITH THE PARAGRAPHS

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Next you must give it some detail.  What would it look like if you had it?  What would
your life look like if you had it?  What would it feel like?

2.  We must believe there is a way for it to occur even if we have no clue what it
is.

Using the logic in your brain will usually not suffice.

What if everyone on the earth knew of your dreams and desires and was committed
to making them come true for you, of course they could and in all probability would
be realized.

Now, what if there are powers we cannot see that could be committed to your
dreams being realized?

If these two scenarios were true, would it be possible for you to believe that
somehow, someway they could be materialized?

Right now, all we are doing is pretending – playing a game.  Play the game and
see what happens.
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Think about it.  What if everyone on earth knew and loved you.  What if you
shared with them your heartfelt desires, dreams, and they each wanted more
than anything to make them come true for you.  There would be no limit on
money, love, connections, or anything.

BELIEVERS IN GOD
Let’s say you believe in a God; now pretend God wants your happiness and joy
more than anything and will make it happen for you.

BELIEVERS IN A HIGHER POWER
Maybe you don’t believe in a God like most religions teach but you believe there
is some kind of power out there larger than yourself; pretend it is committed to
the realization of your dreams.

AGNOSTIC
Maybe you are an atheist or agnostic and you believe there is nothing other than
what you can see and touch on a physical plane.  Have you ever had some
unexplained experience in your life that made you wonder for a few seconds if
maybe there were more than just you?  Could there be something in science we
have not yet discovered?  Whatever your answer is to the proceeding questions,
pretend you have power over the elements and ‘you’ could cause things to
happen.  Pretend you are just that powerful.

All of the above is to just show that there could be a way to make our dreams
come true and to help the logic in our brains climb the hurdle of disbelief.  Just
because we cannot see a way for it to happen does not mean it cannot.

Actually, it is essential to believe that there are powers beyond our own that can
bring anything into reality; even if you want to believe that there is a possibility for
‘you’ to have ‘super-human’ powers.

As weird as it may seem, it doesn’t matter what your beliefs about a God are to
make it work, it just matters that you believe in some kind of power beyond your
own.

I want to share an Xperience I had when I was a Mormon and living in Chicago,
Illinois.  My husband had just finished dental school.  We had grown to love
Chicago and wanted to make our life there.  In anticipation of his passing the
board exams and moving from the status of ‘student family’ with no jobs and
three children to a wealthy dentist family, we began negotiations for the
construction of a dental office in one of the exclusive downtown high-rises.  We
picked out a large expensive car to buy; we began discussions to live in the high-
rise and have them knock out walls so we could combine two apartments.  I went
to Saks Fifth Avenue and bought some clothes.
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I had wanted my husband to take several dental board exams around the country
as a back up plan but he only wanted to take the one for Illinois or for that area.
Anyway, he failed the exam.  We now had nowhere to live and nowhere where
he could practice dentistry.  Dental board exams wouldn’t be given again for six
to twelve months.

As I prayed about what we should do, I felt a peace and knowing that something
would just come to us.  I felt like we wouldn’t have to do anything – it would just
appear for us.

So we waited.  And we waited.  We began running out of money so I flew home
with my three little ones (all under the age of three) and moved in with mom and
dad in Utah.  David stayed in Chicago in our apartment.

I can’t remember how long it took after I moved to Utah – maybe a month – but
one Sunday night he called and said there was a Mormon dental student who
had served a Mormon mission in Switzerland.  He had planned and organized
everything to go to Switzerland for a year and work as a dentist for the Swiss
government after finishing dental school.  He had the apartment, the job,
everything.  Now, he wasn’t sure he wanted to do it and asked David if he
wanted to go in his place.

David asked me what we should do.  I told him I would discuss it with my parents
and pray about it.  I prayed about it and knew it was what we had been waiting
for.

Within two weeks we were on an airplane to Switzerland.  We had a furnished
apartment in a little French-speaking town.  They had even gone out and
purchased a little refrigerator for us saying he knew Americans had refrigerators.
The owner went around the apartment and pointed out all the faucets with a big
smile telling us in his broken English that we had hot water in each of them.
About now I am thinking, “This could have been scary.”

We got three months paid vacation during the year so we traveled throughout
Europe.  We didn’t need to do anything for this.  It was a perfect time for us since
none of our children were old enough for school and it was an adventure.  (Have
I mentioned that I love adventure?)

I need to mention again, that I was very good at praying and hearing answers.
Please don’t try to copy what I do until you have read this entire book, done the
exercises and done some Xperimenting on your own.  There is definitely a
process in learning how to discern answers.

This little story just illustrates many points I will cover in Outrageous Mastery 2.
One of those is that we must believe there is a way for it to occur even if we have
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no clue what it is.  It also suggests that maybe there is a design for our lives.  I
never doubted for a second whether or not something would fall in our laps.  I
knew it would.

By the way, David did fly to the states and take a few dental boards while we
were in Switzerland so we would have a place to move to and make money after
we returned from Switzerland.  As you know, we ended up in Maryland.

3. We must believe that we have power within ourselves beyond hard work
and dedication that can create anything we desire.

A belief that we have divine power, so to speak, is powerful and essential.  Inherent
in this belief is the fact that we can have control over the elements of creation.  Why
or how we don’t really understand or need to understand but we do have control.

We control more than we are conscious of.  Taking conscious control is powerful
and inherent in whom we are.

4.  We must powerfully direct all the energies and powers of the universe to
bring our vision into reality.

This could sound sacrilegious to some and impossible to others but it is the only way
to powerfully create with more that your brain and hard work.

BELIEVERS IN GOD
Thinking about directing God to create your dreams may sound weird and in conflict
with your religion but think of it this way.  Most sacred writings speak of us as being
‘children of God’ or something similar.  If you adored your child and he/she really
longed for something that you had the ability to give them and felt like it would better
his/her life, wouldn’t you give it?

The question arises, ‘maybe it is not good for the child.’  How many times have we
wished for things, got them, and then wished we hadn’t received them?  How many
times have we dreaded things, got them, then became grateful we had them?  We
can’t always tell what is good for us and what is not.  This life is entirely experiential.
I believe we are here to experience life and to discover who we are and what we can
do.  I think God wants us to know who we are.  And I think we are given according to
our desires.  Many times I realize after receiving my manifestation, I really don’t want
it and I get rid of it.  So what?  I learned a lesson.  And God helped me learn that
lesson by giving me my desires.
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Sometimes I have wished He/She wasn’t so generous.  Just kidding.  I take full
responsibility for creating my messes also.

People talk about being children of God all the time but don’t really consider what
that may mean.  My mom always said she expected each generation to do better
than their parents.  If indeed we are Children of a God, why wouldn’t we have divine
powers and why wouldn’t our parent want us to learn how to grow up and use them.
I kind of think God doesn’t like us playing the victim and whining about life especially
when we are divine and do have divine powers that include the ability to change life
and circumstances.

I love seeing my children test out their powers.  I love seeing their independence;
their powerfully loving natures and watching them explore themselves through their
business ventures.  I counsel them but I don’t try to run their lives and have them
follow all my precept and laws.  Why do ‘God-fearing’ followers think God wants us
to bow down and lose ourselves in fear of his judgment and condemnation?  Maybe
God is much, much more than this.  I think we should give Him/Her a bit more credit.

When my children direct their lives, I assist them if they ask.  I love to see them
directing their lives.  If I feel one of them is going in a direction that is not
appropriate, I advise them but I still let them do their thing and I support them as
best I can.  It is their life and their lessons.  That is their gift.  Why would I want to
take it away from them?

I honestly think God loves us directing our lives and I have Xperimented and found
out that He/She supports me in this.

I think if you Xperimented with it, you would discover the same.

What would that say about God?

What would that say about you?

The important point is – simply – we can have whatever we want.  Does that mean
God will give us anything we want?  That is what I believed as a Mormon and what
naturally happened over time was that I thought I must be ‘special’ or a ‘favorite of
God’ or something because everything I wanted, I got.

Was I ‘special’ or a ‘favorite of God?’  Not if you can do the same thing!  Or maybe
we are all special.  I like that belief the best.
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I have taken this time to speak to those of you who believe and follow God because I
think this may be the most difficult concept for you to believe.  It is a different concept
but Jesus said, “Greater things than these shall ye do.”  Now, tell me, how did He
expect you to do that if you were not to direct things?

For those who are not Christians, I am using that as an example because they are the
only scriptures I am familiar with.

I have found that God takes a supportive role in our lives.  He/She loves watching us
direct our lives and test our powers.  God works with us.

Some may say, “Well, God is not concerned about my little life.”

My response to that is, “Oh really?  And how do you know that?”

If God wants to help me make my dreams come true, I’m not going to say no.  No way.
I’ll take all the help I can get.  I say, “Yes, yes, yes and Thank you, thank you, thank you
and You have any more you want to give me?”

Shoot, I’ll take your dreams if you don’t want them.

I am being a bit of a smartass but I just want to make my point because this point is
huge!

AGNOSTICS & ATHEISTS
They have discovered in quantum physics that you can change an experiment
performed in a vacuum merely by observing it.  If we have this powerful of an
effect on the elements merely by our observation think of the power we can have
by actually directing the elements.  Any read on quantum mechanics is indeed
fascinating and begins to explain in a scientific way how I have been able to
create miraculously over and over during my life.  At least that is my take on it.

5.  We must get our mind to the point of actually knowing it will occur.  This is
actively using faith and it is the main system I used as a Mormon to powerfully
create and to heal my son.  There is something to getting our minds to the point of
actually knowing a thing will happen before it does that has immense power.

The closer you come to knowing, the more powerful you are.  Let’s break down
knowing.  To begin with you must be tantalized by the concept that you can
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create things, change your life, be a powerful human being, be peaceful, happy,
wealthy or whatever you desire.  Second, if the testimony of another or others is
strong enough, convincing enough, then you can place a belief on their word -
begin to hope, have faith on their word, their belief and their experiences.  Third,
believe that since we are all made out of the same stuff you could possibly do
what they can do.  Fourth, you can dare to Xperiment with life.  After all, what do
you have to lose?

These are the preliminary steps of knowing, the infant steps.  The infant toddles
and wobbles and falls at first before their muscles, co-ordination, eyesight, etc. all
work together to produce an active human that knows she can run and skip and
walk and kneel and crawl and jump and use the body to express life.

Again, the closer you come to ‘knowing’ the more powerful you are and the
quicker and more accurate your creation will be.

I will be discussing this in detail later on in this manuscript.

6.  Next, we must use and develop skills to have laser-like focus.  Imagine a
laser that was needed in an operation and instead of it being focused on the
point of contact it kept going off and on in every and any direction.  How useful
and powerful would it be?  There is a skill to having and maintaining focus –
powerful focus.  The focus needs to be on the dream becoming reality.  Doubt
must be cast aside.  There are many tricks to perfecting focus.  When dreams do
not become reality it is so often because we have lost our focus and or our belief.

Focus harnesses the powers of the universe.  It harnesses the energies needed
for you to create your dream.  It magnetizes you – so other people come into
your life that will be essential for you to create the dream.  It magnetizes you – so
information will be drawn to your mind, so you will pick up on thoughts you will
need to have, reach for a certain book, hear a lecture, turn on the TV to a certain
channel or frequency.  It sets you mind to a desired frequency just like a radio
station.  You will now be tuned in to the thoughts needed to hear your dream, feel
you dream, know your dream and finally to be your dream.  Focusing is as real
as turning your radio or TV to a desired station.  It is that real.  If you are
watching a movie on TV and keep switching between the 99 stations, will you get
the full effect of the movie?  Will you possibly miss essential elements of the
movie to get the full impact?  Could you, as I have many times, miss the ending
altogether?  That is the power of focus.  DIRECTED FOCUS is the power of the
universe.  It is the power of life.  It is the power of creation.  And it is powerfully
available to each of us.

The techniques I use will be given to you in later chapters along with the
techniques to develop your own personal power system.
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7.  Next, we must listen for the ideas.  When the ideas come it is imperative that
we take massive action immediately.  As we do, more ideas, circumstances,
opportunities and coincidences will come to us.  We must act on them.

We will discuss this throughout Outrageous Mastery 2.

Before we leave this chapter, let’s evaluate some of the miraculous creations.  To begin
let’s look at the time our family was living in a rather impoverished state, our friends
gorgeous home went on the market, I felt like that wasn’t the one for our family, I saw
the 8,000 square foot mansion, we put an offer in, got it, refinanced our other home to
completely remodel the mansion, our old home didn’t sell and in weeks we would be in
a situation where a lot of money would be needed.  We would need money to maintain
the old home, buy and live in the new one, pay both mortgages and continue to live.
We were in way beyond our ability to pay and my husband was panicking.  How did I
create the enormous wealth that came to us within weeks?

1. I was very clear on what I wanted.  I wanted the gorgeous home of our friends.
Even though that home didn’t materialize one far better did.  My passion for the
home that was way beyond our means, a beautiful, classy, elegant and large
home was certain.

2. From past experience I had no doubt whatsoever that ‘God’ could find a way for
me to have that home.  My certainty was so real that I was completely shocked
and even angry when the answer came that that home was not for me.

3. I totally believed that I had the ‘power’ or faith to create this home being mine.
In fact, I knew it.

4. When I knelt down to pray, I didn’t ask God for the home.  I told him I wanted it
and I knew He would get it for me.  It was a direct – I hate to say command
because it is hard to visualize someone having the audacity to command God
but in a very real sense that is what I did.  I had complete respect and total love
for God but I also knew ‘He’ loved me and would give me my desires.  At the
time, this was how I had studied and learned how to use faith and the scriptures
that I studied daily confirmed that I could do or have anything through faith.  I
also knew God wanted me happy and that ‘He’ loved me more than I loved and
adored my own children.  I fully believed I was ‘His’ child and ‘He’ adored me.

5. As I already said, I knew without any doubt at all, that ‘He’ would give me this
elegant home.

6. As I fed my children, cleaned my home, went to church, I dreamt of living in this
elegant home.  I dreamt of how it would feel to have it be my home.  I placed
furniture in it – in my mind.  I picked out the rooms for each of the children.  It
was my passion to have this dream home.

7. When the answer came that that home was not for me.  I let it go instantly.
Later, when I drove past the mansion, I just followed one feeling and desire after
another.
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Now, let’s take another scenario.  Let’s look at the time I was audited for a full year by
the IRS.  I was studying with Science of the Mind (The Church of Religious Science) at
the time.  I was studying Thoreau, Emerson, Holmes and others who all said our
thoughts create our realities; our directed thoughts can create our desires.  I had
decided I didn’t want to owe the IRS a penny.  How that would happen I had no clue.

It is probably an interesting point to note that I didn’t like ‘God’ at the time, would not
touch my scriptures, nor would I attend a church that talked about God’s
commandments, what God wanted us to do, or prayed in any of the traditional senses.  I
was not praying at the time.

I was also a business owner and wanted to make a six-figure income.  At the time I was
taking about $2,000 a month out of the business (which was probably more than the
business could afford).

This was also the first time I had heard of quantum physics.  I wasn’t all that clear on
how it was supposed to work but let’s look at the steps and evaluate what I did.

1. I knew the outcome I wanted.  I didn’t want to owe the IRS a penny even though
I was pretty sure that when the tax returns were redone I would owe them quite
a bit - possibly even $50,000 or more – none of which I had or had any way to
get.

2. I was pretty certain it could happen, I just had no clue how.  Of course, I was
willing to try what I was learning.

3. I was already certain that there were powers beyond my own that could make
things happen.

4. I don’t know how powerful my direction was but I did direct the ‘universe’ as to
what I wanted.  I was clear on that.

5. I kept in my mind the entire time what the result was I wanted.  As I began
studying the IRS pamphlets and the books I had purchased I got increasingly
excited about the challenge ahead of me.  Could I beat them at their own game?
My focus became increasingly intense as I found more and more ways to stack
the cards in my favor.  I became so committed that I even called my ex-husband
and asked to speak with his accountant.  I believed I could do it and I wouldn’t
quit until I found a way to.  When the IRS agent began playing dirty with me, I
ended the meeting and got an accountant.  At this point, I knew I could win and I
was going to do just that.

6. I spent most of my days doing this for almost a year.  My focus was like a laser.
7. When the ideas came I was audacious enough to use them and confront the

agent with them.  He became intimidated with my knowledge.  I even came up
with a strategy for my ex to receive hundreds of thousands of dollars back from
the IRS but he didn’t have the courage to use it.  I was always willing to take
action even if it scared me to death.  The result is my comfort zone is huge.  The
other result is – I create miraculous events.
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The startling result was that I ended up not paying the IRS a penny; my ex-husband
paid the accountant I had to hire at the very end.

In the process of reviewing financials I discovered my ex had withheld all payments
during the second time at court and therefore owed me three months of payments.

Because I provided the info for his accountant to re-file a second time and save him a
ton of money, he paid me close to $90,000 cash over a period of about three years.

Not bad for testing and playing with the principles to see if they would work.
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4.  DIRECTING OUTCOMES

“If you fail to control your own mind, you may be sure you will control nothing else.  Your
mind is your spiritual estate!  Protect and use it with the care to which divine royalty is
entitled.  Mind control is the result of self-discipline and habit.  The most radical of all
methods for controlling the mind is the habit of keeping it busy with a definite purpose,
backed by a definite plan.  Without this control, success is not possible!

“Bargaining with life for a penny, instead of demanding prosperity, opulence, riches,
contentment and happiness, expecting poverty instead of demanding riches,
association with those who accept poverty instead of seeking the company of those who
demand and receive riches – are symptoms of the fear of poverty. . . .

“All thought has a tendency to clothe itself in its physical equivalent.”  Think and Grow
Rich, Napoleon Hill.

Taking the time to direct every encounter, experience, situation and outcome is
powerful.  It is a simple process.  Before all experiences, meetings, etc. simply get clear
in your mind as to what you desire the outcome to be and then direct it to be so in your
mind.

It doesn’t work all the time for me but it does work a lot.  And the more you get in the
habit of using it, the more it will work.  It also clears and focuses the mind.  How many
times do we go into a situation without much forethought?  We don’t really think clearly
about what outcome we want.  By focusing on this one technique, you begin to be the
creator in your life in small but powerful ways.

We have the power, the absolute ultimate power to direct every outcome in our life.
There is a process for doing this.  The first is to be aware and believe that it is possible.
The second is to start Xperimenting with how to direct the outcomes in your life.
Actually, the second is to be aware of everything that is coming up in your life whether it
is for the day, for the week, for the month, for the year, and direct the outcome you
desire.

For example, when I had become aware that I was going to audited by the IRS, I was
just testing out this belief.  So, I directed the outcome to be that I would not owe them
one penny.  That was it, I would not owe them one penny.  What actually occurred was I
ended up making about $90,000.00 plus incredible knowledge, wisdom, experience,
and confidence that came from going through the process.  I had no clue if it would work
but I did decide to direct the outcome.  So be very clear on what the outcome is that you
desire to create and then direct it to be that.
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To make this very simple, let me create an example right now.  I have a weekend sailing
trip I was just invited to.  So I think to myself, ‘What would be the perfect Xperience for
me?”  Hmmm.  That would be that I have an incredible amount of fun, lots of laughter
and I feel relaxed and at home with everyone.  “The weekend I go to San Francisco, I
will have an incredible amount of fun, tons of laughter and I will feel relaxed and at
home with everyone.”

That is all there is to it.

Let’s do another one.  I am driving somewhere, running a little late and trying not to
speed.  I say, “I will get there in the perfect time for everyone.  I will not be late.”

Know that you are divine, that you are powerful; that you are a creator, and that you can
create this outcome.

But no pressure.  I never feel like I have to make it happen.  In fact, I usually forget
about it while I am there.  It is only after the fact that the remembrance of my directing
comes to mind and I think, “Wow.”  I let go of it.

Know that you can direct the powers of the heavens and the universe to assist you in
creating the outcome that you desire.  Then let go and let them do their work.

With your larger and more time consuming desires, no matter what happens or occurs,
continually have the belief and keep it foremost in your mind, heart and soul that that
will be the outcome.  Some things will come up that appear on the surface to be counter
to your outcome and it will appear to you that your creation is not really happening.  In
fact sometimes, it will appear to you that the opposite is happening and sometimes it will
appear to you there are forces totally against you.  But you are more powerful than all of
that because you are divine and you are a creator.  You have all the powers of the
universe in your hands.  So, even with everything that occurs in your life that appears,
really appears to be counter to your direction, you remain steadfast in the knowledge,
not the belief, but the knowledge that this is your life and you are the director of the
outcomes in your life.

The other interesting part about this is, it is not like going to a job everyday to make it
happen.  It is not like you have to figure out how to make the outcome happen.  It is not
like you have to be burdened with this.

This is the fun and fascinating part.  How fun is it to create?  What have you created in
your life that has brought you pure joy?  Some people get into arts and crafts.  They
love it because they are creating.  Whenever we are creating something it brings our
mind, focus, and energy in sync; it is fulfilling.
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That is the same feeling we have when we are creating and directing our lives.  It
should be fun.  The pressure needs to be gone.  We need to play with it.  We need to let
go of all fear and worry.

I will tell you right now, if you are feeling desperate, you won’t be creating what you
want.  You cannot feel desperate.  You cannot worry about it.  You cannot doubt it.  You
cannot think it is not working.  These are the dams that stop the flow of creation.

Does it take some time and practice to learn how to remain in this state?  Yes, it does
unless you are already in a worry-free state.  This is an Xperiment.  It is your Xperiment.
It will need to be refined by you repeatedly.  You will learn lessons along the way.  You
will learn what works and what doesn’t.  I am a close observer of life, especially my life.
I watch, listen and learn.  I now know what most things mean almost instantly now.  I
laugh at my lessons as soon as I see them and I continue through them knowing their
purpose.

I am not in this for the short fix.  I am in it for the long haul.  I have a tendency to always
want more.  And this is a good thing.  We all do whether we admit it or not.  I love
learning more.  I love creating more.  I love feeling more powerful.  I love the laughter I
share with my GGFF.  I love being more of everything, more loving, more exciting,
happier, more beautiful, more knowledgeable and more present.  I love the life I have
created.  Life and I play together.

You can look at it like you are the CEO (Chief Executive Officer) of your life.  You have
a board of directors (your X-ecutive Mastermind Team), your partners, family and
friends all interested in achieving the outcome you have directed.  It can be like you
have employees hired to create your outcome, generate money for you or whatever you
like.  They are your X-ecutive Mastermind Team.

This way the burden is not entirely on your shoulders.  This allows you to play with it,
have fun with it and not be burdened down by it.  This does not mean that you do not
keep your mind alert and awake looking for ways to create your outcome.  You must.
And you must take advantage of those opportunities.

Once you know within your heart and soul that it will manifest, the magic happens.  Your
X-ecutive Mastermind Team will jump into the game with you and help you along the
way.  They will not do all the work.  They are here to assist you.  You are the CEO.  Do
not forget this.  I am reminded of it quite often.  They do not direct the outcome.  You
do.  That is your job.  You always retain full control and directive power.  You are the
leader.  But they will teach you along the way.  They will give you guidance and
direction.

Little things will begin happening that will open doors for you.  Doors and windows open
that you have never seen before.  People call and say certain things to you.  All things
will bring you closer to the outcome you have selected and you are creating.
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Some creations may take years.  That is okay with me.  I have come to like the pattern
that appears for me.  It has a rather nice texture to it.  And many times I have said,
“Thank God, that one didn’t come to me.”

Have you ever said that?

This is kind of like a game.  A game where you must learn to ‘feel’ the move you are to
make.  When you mess up, you learn not to make moves like that again.  That is all
okay, it is part of the process.

When you have a belief system that is powerful, where you feel powerful, where you
believe you are not alone in creating your life, then magic happens.  Little things occur,
a phone call, a conversation, and one day the whole world around you changes.  All of a
sudden, you look toward creating your life with a smile on your face, with enjoyment,
with power and as a creator rather than just someone who puts up with their life.

Because our belief systems are what create our life, our reality and our enjoyment or
lack of it, it is important to actively create a belief system.

It is essential that you become aware of what your belief system is and write it down.
What is it you believe about life?

If it is not an empowering one, it is absolutely essential that you create a new one, one
that is powerful and empowering.

 We all have belief systems whether we know it or not, and they are directing our lives.
Our lives are created around our belief systems and we have the freedom to create any
kind of belief system we want.  So why not choose a powerful one?  Why not choose
one that creates a fun, playful, loving and powerful life for you?

You know, I can look at a person’s life or talk to them for a little while and I can tell you
their belief system.  I can also tell you their future.  No, I am not psychic as many people
think.  It has become easy for me to glean what their belief systems are and I can
predict their future based on them.

We will go into this in detail in the chapter on belief systems.

Getting back to directing our outcomes.  If anything has to do with me, I DIRECT IT!
With ABSOLUTE EXPECTATION!

And that is a good line to add to your Hour of Power.  If ANYTHING has to do with me, I
DIRECT IT with ABSOLUTE EXPECTATION.
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If the creation you directed does not manifest, find our why.  Ask why.  Learn your
lessons.  Figure it out and do it differently next time.  Use your head and your heart.

I change what I want all the time and I love doing that.  I can change a creation at any
moment if I decide I want something different.  This is a flexible process.  And many
times one thing leads to another.  In reality, I don’t even know what I really want a lot of
the time.  So I get surprises and lessons.

When I was a young Mormon bride, I had been taught not to use birth control.  We
didn’t and I kept getting pregnant even though I never felt ready and was many times
shocked and disappointed that God would allow me to get pregnant so quickly.  We left
it in His hands as to when I would get pregnant.  When I got pregnant with Katrina, my
third child, I already had two babies and neither of them could walk yet.  I cried and
cried when I found out I was pregnant.

Then with three children under the age of three, we left for Switzerland.  I was very clear
that I did not want to get pregnant and have a baby in a foreign hospital where they
spoke a foreign language.  I never prayed not to get pregnant but for the first time I was
real clear in what I desired.  Before then, it had been whatever God wanted.

I didn’t get pregnant that year.  We never used any form or birth control and were
intimate more times in that year than any other year of our marriage.

Here are some excerpts from my journals.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

My first NAWBO (National Association of Women Business Owners) meeting as
President was last night.  Everything went perfectly.  Every outcome I had
directed happened.  Everyone felt warm, welcome, and enjoyed the evening.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I went to meet with one of my board members today, on the way, I directed the
outcome and yes, it happened.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I met with Nancy & Harry earlier in the day.  I directed the outcome.  I wanted
them to love being with me, love the plans I had developed for them and be
grateful that we were doing business together.
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When I first walked in Harry told me he was in a bad mood.  Nancy kept
challenging me.  I was a pro.  I had incredible answers.  And when I left, they
were both in great moods, laughing and joking with me.  This directing is incredible.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Today was a powerfully directed day.  I directed every meeting and they turned
out perfectly!!!  The fund raising meeting I went to was awesome.  I gave them
the ideas to bring in tens of thousands of dollars.  One older lady said about me,
“She is so passionate.  It is so refreshing.”  I laughed and looked at Patrice, my
treasurer and said, “Well, you know I am the Goddess of Kick Ass Passion and I
have to live up to my name.”  She laughed and gave me a high five.  It was cool.

The next meeting was organized, quick and got everything accomplished I wanted
to.

Then I had a perfect meeting with my clients.

Also, today Jon called and we had a great chat.  He is such a loving kid.  He goes
the extra mile for everyone and bonds to people so quickly.  He’s a doll.  I love him
to death.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

When I met with Dotty, our education leader, every outcome I had directed
actually manifested.  She became passionate, had awesome ideas, we accomplished
a lot, and she was touched by the ‘personal & private’ outcome.  We are rockin’
on.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

When I was the president of NAWBO in Maryland, I met individually with each board
member and asked them to share with me a personal dream they had.  They all did.  I
taught them ways to create them and told them one of our goals that year would be to
not only create our goals for NAWBO but their individual goals.  Then I got permission
from each of them to share them with the rest of the board members.  Our goal was to
combine the energy to see their individual dreams come to pass.

Unfortunately, I cannot find my notes on this.  Maybe they will show up and I can put
them in another edition but I do remember our surprise when most of us got our
personal dreams fulfilled that year.

Back to my journals.
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I wanted my appointment to come an hour later tonight.  She called and said she
couldn’t.  But because of traffic and a late meeting guess what time she got here?
Exactly an hour later!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Tonight I conducted my third NAWBO meeting.  It was awesome.  We did a
moment of silence for those intimately involved in the tragedy (9/11).  I let
everyone share.  They gave the speaker a standing ovation and almost everyone
told me what a great meeting it was.  When our guest speaker finished speaking,
everyone stood and gave her a standing ovation.  I began to walk to the front of
the room.  She turned to me with a look that encompassed thrill, exhilaration,
surprise, overwhelm and “what do I do?”  I put my arms out and she gave me the
longest hug.  It was so perfect.  Kind of cool too because she is a powerful and
influential woman.

I had directed everything before the meeting and it worked perfectly.  I connected
with almost everyone as they left, shook hands with them or hugged them and
thanked them for coming.  Many asked for applications to join or they told me
they wanted to join.  They all wanted to serve on committees.  It was a great
evening and I enjoyed myself.  I was pretty relaxed and had fun.  Awesome
evening.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

My clients signed all the papers on Friday night.  James at one point was stalling
looking over his old statements.  I knew he was afraid.  I said, (my soul mind to his
soul mind) “James, it is okay.”  I said it lovingly and like an angel watching over
him.  Immediately, he looked up and said, “okay, let’s do this.”  I mean he stopped
and looked up immediately after my telling him this in my mind.  Powerful.

Also, I was told how to feel, how to react, how to present myself – everything –
before the meeting.  This is so powerful.  Oh yes, it will bring me $9,000.00 in
November.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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DIRECTING OTHERS AND DIRECTING SALES

Not absolute certainty that they will be my clients!  BUT ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY
that I am loving, caring, one with my GGF and that I can make a big difference in
their life and finances for good.  AND ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY that I can convey
that to their minds and souls and they will feel it and want it.  I offer them the
opportunity to join ‘THE WINNING TEAM.’

DIRECTOR OF OUTCOMES:  The higher outcome and therefore MUCH MORE
POWERFUL!  When they feel my love, caring, connecting, power and magnetism
they are naturally drawn to me and what I offer.  THEY NEVER FORGET ME!

“HOW CAN I HELP YOU?”  BECOMES MY LINE.

This allows me to focus on them and not on me and how I’m saying it or ‘will I get
their business’ or I want the money, or am I saying it the way and in the order I
want to.  THIS, THEN, BECOMES AN ENTIRELY NEW FOCUS!

They will know that number one is not that they do business with me BUT here is a
real soul!  AND MY TEAM WILL CONVEY THAT TO THEIR SOULS AND MINDS!

THEREFORE, THE EXPLOSIVE MAGNETISM LIKE THE LIGHT IN THE TUNNEL, “I
WANT MORE!  I LIKE IT HERE!”

They always feel warm, comfortable, loved, cared for, and secure in my presence
AND WHENEVER THEY THINK ABOUT ME OR SPEAK ABOUT ME!

They will do business with me because they like and trust me and because I am so
good at what I do.  But, they will never hear my words if anxiety, fear, and focus
on the product are what is deep in my soul and unfortunately radiating into their
energy sphere.

I NEVER FEEL LIKE I AM FORCING MY DESIRES ON THEM.  I AM DIRECTING
THAT OUR DESIRES MERGE AND BECOME ONE.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Directing your desired outcomes will surprise you.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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5.  HOW DO WE ACQUIRE DOUBT-FREE AND POWERFUL
FAITH?

To begin I would suggest you relate absolute and unwavering faith to the faith a young
child has in their parents.  What would that look like or feel like to have that kind of faith
in something or someone?

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If you believe in God or Infinite Intelligence or any kind of outside force that may help
you achieve your dreams, play with the idea that this force may want to help you
achieve whatever it is you desire.

Then think about the fact, that if anyone else has created this, there is the possibility
that you can too.

Now, begin to believe me when I say that there are outside forces that help us create
our dreams when we get committed to have them.

Then you test it out by using the steps in my book, O.M. 2 and the PlayGuide.  Many
times, I didn't know for sure but I performed the Xperiment.  The results are in
Outrageous Mastery and O.M. 2
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6.  CREATING YOUR VERY OWN HOUR OF POWER

It’s really all about focus.  That is the key to the power, the miracles, and the
transformations.  That is the key to life, creating, manifesting and being who we really
are.

First, I thought it was simply faith.  That is what is in the scriptures.  Faith was what the
prophets used to create their miracles.  So I searched to understand the mechanics and
power behind faith.  As a Mormon and in that realm of understanding and belief, I
discovered that strong powerful faith could be exercised by seeking to know the will of
God.  If you could determine the ‘will of God’ then you could have complete faith in it
and it would transpire.

Later, after studying quantum physics, philosophy, Religious Science theology and
other belief systems, I determined that all the power came from ‘knowing.’  Miracles,
manifestations and creations occurred when you ‘knew’ they would.  The challenge then
became ‘how do you get yourself to the point of ‘knowing?’  If you did more than just
believe or hope but actually got your mind and heart to ‘know’ something would occur, it
would.  This was where the power was.  We have that power within us to create all
things, to create our dreams.

This becomes tricky.  How do you ‘trick’ you mind into ‘knowing’ something that is not
yet real?

Wednesday, May 15, 2002  -   KNOWING, Sasha now realized it was more than
just getting yourself to know something would happen.  More accurately, what it
really was – was knowing that you and your GGF could manifest it.  This belief
would start you down a path where you worked as a team to create the dream.
There was always a way, always.  The powers Sasha felt she did not have, she
knew her GGF had.  So together anything was possible.

I had tested this theory repeatedly and I knew it to be true.  In fact, as a Mormon I had
used it and not realized it.  I felt I could ‘know’ the will of God through prayer, asking,
then feeling answers and knowledge come.  Then I would take the giant leap of faith
and ‘know’ that it would occur.  And it would occur.  Miracles happened.  Manifestations
and creations would take place.  As a Mormon I had tested it with David’s medication
and seizures, the mansion, the money, the expensive stereo system, raising children,
buying clothes, etc.
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Years later, as a Religious Science student, I re-tested it using the principle of
‘knowing’.  I manifested the $5,000 one week, $5,000 the next week, $10,000 the week
after and then $40,000 within a few months.

The challenge was how to get the ‘knowing’ and keep the knowing until manifestation
occurred.  I would get carried away with daily life and forget what I was trying to
manifest.  Disasters would occur and I would be carried away with life.  Before I knew it,
I had forgotten to create, to be powerful, to remember why I was here and who I was.

But now I know the secret is focus.  What do we focus on every minute of every day?
What determines where our focus goes?  What determines how long we are focused on
a particular thing?

To be more clear, l want to explain that I am not talking about doing affirmations all day
long or posting them all around your home or office.  This is what is important:

1. Doing your Hour of Power every morning to refocus your mind, body and soul.
2. Creating a morning Conversation where you get daily guidance and inspiration.
3. Remembering all day long that what you say and think creates your reality,

therefore, remembering to keep your thoughts and conversations positive.

I know I am going to get thousands of emails asking me if you can do your
Conversation, Hour of Power, etc. in the evening and have it be as effective.  To be
truthful my answer is, I don’t know.  It could be more powerful because you go to sleep
with those thoughts on your mind.  It is something you may want to Xperiment with.  I
am usually a morning person so my important rituals are done in the morning.

FOCUS.  How do we keep our focus powerful and alleviate distractions?  Because
powerful and continued focus creates the miracle, creates the dream.  Powerful and
continued focus erases doubt and doubt is the great destroyer of dreams.  Hope is a
destroyer of dreams.  Knowing is the only thing that creates the dream.  The power of
the focus and the strength of the knowing also affect the speed of the manifestation.

The continued focus allows the insights to flood our mind when we need them.  It not
only brings the dream, it brings the knowledge as to how to create the dream.  Part of
focusing is in asking, wondering, and dreaming.  You see, with focus you begin to know
where you want to be.  You begin knowing where you are going.  You begin to see the
road ahead.  You begin to see the road signs.  You begin to see a map, which gets
more detailed as you travel down the road.

The focus harnesses the powers of the universe.  It harnesses the energies needed for
you to create your dream.  It magnetizes you – so other people come into your life that
will be essential for you to create the dream.  It magnetizes you – so information will be
drawn to your mind, so you will pick up on thoughts you will need to have, reach for a
certain book, hear a lecture, turn on the TV to a certain channel or frequency.  It sets
your mind to a desired frequency just like a radio station.  You will now be tuned in to
the thoughts needed to hear your dream, feel you dream, know your dream and finally
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to be your dream.  Focusing is as real as turning your radio or TV to a desired station.  It
is that real.  If you are watching a movie on TV and keep switching between the 99
stations, will you get the full effect of the movie?  Will you possibly miss essential
elements of the movie to get the full impact?  Could you, as I have many times, miss the
ending altogether?  That is the power of focus.  DIRECTED FOCUS is the power of the
universe.  It is the power of life.  It is the power of creation.  And it is powerfully available
to each of us.

This manuscript is about creating a rich life, full of joy, power, love and wealth.  It is
about harvesting the powers of creation and having eternal knowledge and guidance
come to us on a regular basis.  To do this it is essential to develop a powerful system to
energize and focus your desires.  That is where my Hour of Power comes into play.

Doing the Hour of Power is the most powerful way I know to concentrate focus – giving
it immense power.  This is repeated focus with loud music vibrating through your cells.
This is your mind and body forging a power cell of focus.  This is your command of the
energies of the Universe, your way to magnetize them towards you and your dream.

Whether we are aware of it or not, we each have a vision as to how far we can
comfortably go – achieve.  If we make our visions real enough to our minds – our brains
will think we already achieved it and they will believe we can do it again – easily.

IF I MAKE IT VIVID ENOUGH – IT WILL KEEP PULLING ME TOWARDS IT!

My Hour of Power is a process that can change our brains, our beliefs and the energy
that governs the Universe.  For ease of use, I am going to use ‘The Universe’ for ‘God’
or whatever belief system you may have or not have.  I will try to make this acceptable
to every belief system because it can be used with every belief system.  But for the sake
of expediency, I am going to use ‘the Universe’ or ‘energy’ in my explanations.

The first real time I tested out my Hour of Power was when I was going to meet a
potential new client’s CPA.  I am sure you remember the startling results that I spoke of
in Outrageous Mastery, An Xperiment with Power.  I became a believer in the power it
(I) possessed at that time.

It is not a magic panacea but it is part of the system I have developed that helps my
creations come quicker than normal.  It also gives me incredible power.  When I finish
using my Hour of Power, I feel like Superwoman.  My energy and power feels
incredible.  I feel like I can do anything.

Sometimes the power I have felt has been so incredible I have almost felt a natural
inclination to get on my knees and say 'thank you' with tears running down my face.
Other times I am so pumped I could do anything and my energy charges everyone I
come in contact with.
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Many times I will get answers to problems I am dealing with during this time.  It is an
almost sacred time and it can be used for anything you want.

I have used mine to create money, for dates (when I am not dating and want to begin
dating – but never for a specific person), for health, for others.  I also use powerful and
personal affirmations during this time.

If I get inspiration about a manifestation that will come to me, I add it to my Hour of
Power.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Now, here is how I do it.

I have a CD player and a cassette player hooked up with my sound system in my
bedroom.  It would probably be much easier to upload this to my computer and my
IPOD but I haven’t taken the time to do that yet.  You may find it easier to purchase
some of these songs separately if you choose to use the same music I do.

In my 5 disc CD player, I have the second CD from the original motion picture
soundtrack SUPERMAN: THE MOVIE.  I start my Hour of Power with song number one
on this CD.

I end my Hour of Power with track number 5 on ROCKY IV original motion picture
soundtrack (War – Vince Dicola).

When you listen to these two songs you will physically feel why I use them to begin and
to end my Hour of Power.

Between the beginning and the end, I use a cassette I made years ago with music from
Chariots of Fire and various Rocky CDs.  It is a powerful compilation of music.  If my
Hour of Power takes me longer than usual I may rewind and use the music on the
cassette several times.

The music alone charges me with power.

Sometimes this becomes my aerobic workout in the morning, as it is very physical.

I have sheets of paper that I have typed or written what it is I desire to create.
Sometimes I have become very creative with this and type it in large bold print using
different colors for what I want to create.  As distinctions, ideas, promises come to me
as I am doing my Hour of Power, I will add to it with a magic marker or pen.  Sometimes
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I cross stuff out.  There have been times where I have a stack of papers one-half inch
thick.  Other times, I feel I need to focus more on a few specific things and take many of
the papers out and save them for another time.

Sometimes I just feel the power in the moment and let out my deepest desires and
urges.  I become One with all power.

Here are some examples of statements I have used:

I am the ULTIMATE in CONFIDENCE

I am the ULTIMATE in ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY

I am POWER

I have a quick brilliant mind

Outrageous Mastery rocks the world with its power

My partner and best friend is with me (This one hasn’t manifested yet.)

I never have a maybe or ‘I hope’ thought.  Herein lies the power.  Herein lies the
SPEED of the manifestation and the ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY of my dream becoming
reality

I have ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY in every moment

Anything and everything is available to me

I have INTENSE PASSION and ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY for Outrageous
Mastery’s massive success

‘BRING IT ON!!!”

I have a PASSIONATELY PLAYFUL and INTENSELY LOVING life

EVERYTHING ALWAYS works out PERFECTLY for me

Who I am is a PASSIONATELY WARM, LOVING, POWERFUL WOMAN who is
so PRESENT – OTHERS FEEL MY LOVE & PASSION VIBRATING THROUGH THEIR
BONES!

I feel my love FOR ME VIBRATING THROUGH MY BONES!

Who I AM IS PASSION, POWER, LOVE & INSPIRATION
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I continually move to higher levels
I NEVER – EVER give up

I ALWAYS FIND A WAY

There is never any reason to be upset with myself or others – I don’t play that
game

Pure peace in every cell & thought – manifests as ABSOLUTE & UNWAVERING
CERTAINTY which creates ULTIMATE POWER

My mind ONLY ACCEPTS & TRANSPORTS POWERFUL – ENERGETIC
THOUGHTS

I LOVE THE EXCITEMENT & ADVENTURE of doing MY HOUR OF POWER

I powerfully and clearly DIRECT every Xperience and encounter in my life

Every day in every way I am being more consistent, certain, powerful &
committed

Every conversation, Xperience, emotional feeling ENERGIZES ME & Focuses
me & PROPELS me into MASSIVE ACTION

I am the Instant Change Artist  -  INSTANTLY BEING POWER  -  FOCUSED
POWER  -  EMOTIONAL POWER

I am the Goddess of Kick-Ass PASSION

I am the B.S. Blocker

I am the Creator of Absolute Fun, Rolling Laugher & Profound High Play

I use and acknowledge my incredible power every day

What I think about and contemplate I BECOME
What I think about and contemplate MANIFESTS

No one or nothing sabotages me

Nothing defeats me

I am prepared for all things

I master all things
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THERE IS NO LOSS  -  EVER!

THERE IS NO LIMIT  -  EVER!

THERE IS NO WALL   These are illusions of the mind

Whenever I feel upsetting emotions I instinctively FEEL MASSIVE POWER,
LAUGH OUT LOUD AND say, “THANK YOU!!”

I feel powerful and comforted every minute in every Xperience

I love to exercise – I hunger for it – I crave it

I am intensely powerful and I feel it

I have the divine power to create

I have the ultimate marketing machine marketing Outrageous Mastery

I love relationships

I have moment to moment living that is DELICIOUS!

I am excited by my life

I am living my dream

I have ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY in ME – all of me

I don’t do urgency

I don’t do anger

I don’t do frustration

I don’t do discouragement

I don’t do guilt

It is ALL EASY

It is ALL FUN

I only see my past with my having been perfect

I Am ONE with the Universe
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I AM ONE with the Ultimate Ideas & Thoughts of the Universe and THEY ARE
FLOODING MY MIND AND SOUL NOW

‘BRING IT ON!!!”

I am one with kick-ass self confidence

I am ONE with ALL POWER – ALL XCITEMENT – ALL ABUNDANCE – ALL
LOVE – ALL HONESTY & MASSIVE ACTION & I ATTRACT THEM TO ME LIKE A
MAGNET

I AM CREATING AVALANCHES OF ABUNDANCE NOW

‘BRING IT ON!!!”

My dams are burst

I am always in a MASSIVELY POWERFUL STATE taking MASSIVE
POWERFUL ACTION

THIS IS WHO I AM

THIS IS WHAT MY LIFE IS ABOUT

NOTHING STOPS ME FROM MY DESTINY

I AM NEVER DENIED

I AM THESE RESULTS

The old life is dead

THIS CLARITY GIVES ME POWER

THIS FOCUS GIVES ME POWER

I KNOW that in THIS MOMENT the dam is demolished and ALL the things I have
been waiting for and dreaming of are falling into place

THEY ARE FALLING INTO PLACE NOW!!!!!

‘BRING IT ON!!!”
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PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I DIRECT with ALL My power and COMMAND the elements.  I also add the specifics I
am in the process of creating or desiring to create.

Don't ask!!  There is no power in that.  Direct!

I always do my Hour of Power in by a window where I can see the sky, mountains,
trees, fields, or whatever is outside.  Then, if in an appropriate place, I yell it to the sky,
the mountains, the Universe.  If I can't 'yell' it because of where I am, I do it with that
much energy.  I move like I am exercising and I 'direct' the energy.  Use your
imagination here.  What would it feel and look like to have the power to direct the
elements of the Universe?

The first (and only) time I have done my Hour of Power in front of anyone was when I
was at my oldest son’s home.  He had a conference table set up and one of my
daughters, his girl friend and myself were seated around it.  Michael was demonstrating
some of the techniques he had developed with his own work (VisionForce.com) and
then he wanted us to each get up with the microphone he was using and try it out.

I was visiting my five children in Austin, Texas and had packed my Hour of Power.
Because I was going to spend that night at Mike’s I had my suitcase with my Hour of
Power with me – along with my music.

So when it was my turn, I asked them if they wanted to see my Hour of Power instead.
They readily agreed.

It took some courage and I definitely didn’t need the microphone.  Within minutes of
doing it with the incredible intensity that I use, they had all three jumped to their feet and
began high-fiving each other and me.  They spontaneously began yelling, “Yeah, mom,
go!”  They were smiling, laughing and speaking at once.  By the time I had finished, they
were on their feet laughing, clapping and the energy in the room was incredible; ideas
were bouncing off everyone’s lips.  It was like a whirlwind had rushed in through an
open door.  My Hour of Power moves energy, stirs it up and sends it off in the direction I
direct it to go.

I spend anywhere from 20 minutes to 60 minutes on this ritual in the mornings.  I will not
answer the phone during this time.  It is my uninterrupted, focused time to create.  The
door is locked and no one is allowed into the room or to knock on the door.
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PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The side-benefit of this ritual is what happens to my mind and emotions.  When I finish, I
am invincible.  I am happy.  No I am not happy, I am ecstatic.  I am pure power and it is
resonating through every cell of my being.

Anyone who happens to call me right after my Hour of Power is completed hears a
different Sasha.  I always end up laughing and saying I just finished my Hour of Power
in explanation of how I am talking, feeling and thinking.  All they hear on the other line is
a woman of intense certainty, power and laughter.

I have written down exactly what I want to create and my Hour of Power is my time to
send that message into life.

Yell to the music, like athletes do before they run on the field.  Use your arms and legs
and make your body go full out.  Make every cell come alive and vibrate to the music.

Yell it out in power, seeing and feeling its reality.  Yell and move strong enough and
loud enough until you actually believe it will happen – until you ‘know’ it will happen.

Do it long enough and loud enough and regularly enough and guess what?  It will
happen - because YOU have ordered the energies of the universe with power and
dedicated focus.

Your will becomes more magnetic than any other in the universe.  You draw the
answers, people, and events into your life through this process.  It is magic.  Magic
because we do not begin to comprehend how it works.

Moreover, you know what?  Who really cares why it works if it works?

After leaving Mormonism, I learned not to believe anything until I tried it out for myself.
After all, if something were true, it would work for me as well as anyone else.  In
addition, why should I base my belief system on something someone else tells me to
believe – or by what is written in a book?  If it is true, it has to be universally true,
doesn’t it?

So all it really takes is the time and desire to perform your own Xperiment.  It is either
true or not true.  It is that simple.

However, if indeed it is true – that there is a system to powerfully
creating – then we would be fools not to use it.

DIRECT the energies of life.  CREATE the outcome you desire by DIRECTING with ALL
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THE ENERGY you possess and watch YOUR energy-power increase!  IF IT IS TRUE –
IT IS TRUE!  Xperiment.

Do it repeatedly until you literally 'feel' the power with no doubt.  I get fierce with it!!  It
reminds me of a professional football team at half time before they go out to devastate
the other team.  Feel your power!  Feel the power of the Universe listening to you and
obeying your command.

Don't be wimpy about it.  Be the Grand and Divine Creator that you are.  FEEL 'your'
power.  Do it until you feel it coming - until you know it.

Create lightning.  Create thunder.  Be the wildest woman or man you can even imagine.
Laugh at yourself but do it - and then do it wilder and stronger and with more power
than you ever imagined.  Make it so real that at the end you are celebrating your
manifestation and thanking the Universe for it.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Go for it!!!  Go for ALL of it!

Now, here is some advice.  Don’t go for something that is not within your realm of
believability.  I had a lady order my first manuscript because she wanted to manifest
$500,000 in a month to buy a home.  When it didn’t happen, she wanted her money
back.

Be real – at least to some degree.  Start small.  You don’t need to create your
completely new world in a day.

If you are living a life of desperation, please don’t think that this is magic and will
rearrange everything overnight.

There is something to taking the time to develop a real relationship with your God or
whatever power you believe brings you answers and help (even if you have made
something up, like a X-ecutive Mastermind Team).  I started small.

Life appears to be formed in such a way that we learn personal, intimate lessons along
the way.  It is not all about creating.  It is about who we are and who we are becoming.

Perform Xperiments yourself.  See who you are.
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Make and direct your dreams.  Look for the ideas, opportunities to arise.  Normally the
money won't float down on your doorstep but you will be given opportunities and ideas
to create what you desire.  It may not come in the form or manner you desired but it will
come.

You are the one that will not only direct the energy of the universe but you are the one
that will make the physical part happen.  Look for the ways, listen for the ways - and
then you must take advantage of them and you must step completely out of your
comfort zone to do them if that is what is required.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Something happened during her Hour of Power that she knew she did not
completely understand.  Whatever it was, it involved immense power, power beyond
what Sasha had ever had before – or knew she had.  Sasha wondered, “What
happens when I do this?  When I finish I feel like the most powerful person in the
world.  Maybe for that moment I am.  I feel like nothing is impossible.  I feel
excited, powerful, passionate, bold, creative, fun, loving, and brave.  I feel
certainty.  I have faith.  I feel divine.  I feel the powers of the Universe united
with me.  I don’t feel alone.  I feel oneness.  I feel anything is possible.  I love
everyone.  I feel capable to meet every challenge.  I feel ‘others’ going to work to
assist me.  I feel elements in the atmosphere change.

“I think I am directing energy.  Since everything is composed of energy, I
must be affecting everything.”  Sasha was overwhelmed by that last thought.  We
had injected it and Sasha wondered if it could indeed be true.  Could her Hour of
Power really be that powerful?  Could the immense outpouring of energy in her
Hour of Power actually be affecting everything?

Sasha was not only learning but also experiencing the powerful laws of
creating.  Sarah whispered, “Mom, you have just scratched the surface.  We have
just begun to play.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sunday during Sasha’s Hour of Power she felt like she could/should go to the linen
store and purchase the bed set she had wanted to purchase in Utah.  She knew it
was expensive.  In Utah, the comforter, bed skirt and 2 shams were $400 marked
down to $300.  She had also priced the 2 scarves to drape over the bedroom
windows and they were $100 a piece.  Her cash flow had diminished sharply through
her purchase of furniture for her new dream home.  That had taken Sasha out of
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her comfort zone.  This initially felt like entering the danger zone.  So Sasha
asked us repeatedly if this was a wise move.  We explained to Sasha that
sometimes you could set up a miracle.  We knew Sasha had developed her
manifestation skills to a level where she could do this.  We wanted Sasha to know
this.  We revealed to Sasha how she had spent $2000 for furniture last week and
in four days a new client appeared and Sasha’s bill was $2000.  We reminded her
of the mansion she had manifested and how one month before they did not have
the funds to support two homes, etc.  We also reminded her of the $500 stereo
set and the dental patient who called from out of town.  We encouraged Sasha to
go in power and confidence today – knowing she would create the additional funds.
Again we reminded her she could create from the air and to remain as often as
possible in the Alternate Universe of Thought.  So Sasha threw caution to the wind
and had a wonderful day selecting and purchasing her bed set.  Her expenditures
for the day were close to $1000.

Every time Sasha would begin to fear or worry she would replace the
thought with the calming thought that she was not alone and that her financial
affairs always worked out in the past.  She also jotted down the financial
possibilities she currently had to bring in money.  That also had a calming effect.

At that point in time I had no clue that hundreds of thousands of dollars would be
coming to me in a very short period.  I just used the principles I had been taught and
had faith in them.  I was always conscious that I was performing the Great Xperiment.  I
felt like I lived repeatedly on the edge but the fascination of performing the Great
Xperiment kept me in a state of Xperimentation.  It felt like my life’s purpose.  It felt
powerful and it was frightening.  I was continually entering the realm of the unknown
and I was continually surprised.

Napoleon Hill, Think and Grow Rich, “I have the power to control my thoughts.  My brain
becomes magnetized with the dominating thoughts I hold in my mind and by means
which no man is familiar, these ‘magnets’ attract to me the forces, the people, the
circumstances of life which harmonize with the nature of my dominating thoughts.

“Your desire must not be a hope.  It must not be a wish.  It must be a keen, pulsating
desire, which transcends everything else.  It is definite.

“Become so determined to have it that you convince yourself you will have it.

“It calls for no hard labor, no sacrifice, no amount of education.
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“You can never have riches in great quantities unless you what?  (Until you) can work
yourself into a white heat of desire for money (or whatever it is you desire), and actually
believe you will possess it.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

One morning as Sasha was doing her Hour of Power she realized she had
finally stepped into the power.  No more was it an effort to feel the dreams, the
power, the truthfulness and reality of the words on the pages.  No more was it
just a dream in the future somewhere – maybe.  Now, she felt it.  It was real.
Maybe it was the $10,000 paycheck.  No, it came before that.  It was at
Christmas time that she realized she was in a different place.  The normal struggle
was not there.  She just felt different.  She knew she was on a different level.
She knew she had greater power within her.  She knew she had the power to
never go back – to keep moving forward.  She now knew she had power.  She told
her children how different she felt and that finally she had crawled out of the
hole – again.

This feeling was so exhilarating.  It made everything more real.  It was real.
It really could and probably would happen.  Sasha had stepped into the zone of
power.  Now she was power.  What a feeling.

She thought about the tremendous struggle, the never giving up, the tears,
the effort, the pain, the loneliness, and the fear of running out of money.  Finally,
she was in a new dimension and did it feel good.  Oh yes.  She knew she was there.
In this dimension, anything could be created.  In addition, she instinctively knew
that there were dimensions beyond this.  She planned to enter all of them.

Her friends felt so real.  She felt them with her at all times, whispering
instructions.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The renewed energy I have felt each day I have done my Conversation and my
Hour of Power has been amazing.  It is like every day is a new beginning –
emblazoned with power, self-confidence, and love.  The laughter, perspective, and
newness have been amazing.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

It was happening.  Sasha could feel it.  In a way it was almost like magic.
As she focused on who she wanted to be each day – in her Hour of Power – and
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edged out the fear with power and self-confidence, she began experiencing
awesome days.  She began manifesting powerfully day after day after day.

For example, before the last financial meeting with her brothers, we had
inspired her to write an agenda for the meeting.  Sasha had begun feeling
somewhat intimidated with her brothers since her long period of recreating her life.
They had been in business for years and were millionaires.  She felt so young in
that regard.  We told her that she was the one with the insights and the business
shrewdness here.  We instructed her to hold her head up and rise to the occasion
as director.  Therefore, she did and they followed.  There was unity, scheduling and
power in their last meeting.  Now, they all had a united focus and massive action
plan.  Sasha began to notice how they respected her and appreciated her
knowledge.  She left Utah with such a sense of power and accomplishment.  She
had connected with her brothers for the first time in her adult life.  She had given
her father peace in his quest for her love and devotion.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

At times, she felt like she needed weeks just to process a day, which is why
she gave up processing and savoring great moments.  These moments were becoming
her life.  Awesome.  Awesome.  Awesome.  She could just feel the massive power
coming.  It was like life was transforming itself from fear and hoping into power
and knowing.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Concentrated, uninterrupted, laser-like focus elevates the mind to genius state.
After all, what makes a genius mind?  Is it a high IQ?  Not necessarily.  A genius mind is
revealed to us by what it produces.  The products it develops.  When do geniuses
produce their products?  Is it not after blocks of concentrated focused thought?  After
periods of time when they allow no interruptions to their thoughts?  Do they not call it
being in ‘the flow?’  In ‘the flow’ of what?  Isn’t ‘the flow’ the process of channeling truth
– of becoming truth?  Truth is truth, right?  A pure truth can usually be proven,
scientifically proven.  Tested and tried.  We then name it ‘fact;’ we call it ‘reality.’
However, truth at its basest level is merely truth.  It is what is.

So connecting your mind and focus to it when it starts to come (and it comes to
all of us – we have all felt it) is creation in its purest and most powerful form.  It could be
called divine because it elevates us to our highest state.  It makes use of our truest and
highest self.  This truth, light, and genius are who we are.  Period.

Think about it.  Where does truth come from?  Where does ‘the flow’ come from?
Where do the genius ideas come from?  They are ‘out there’ somewhere.  Two
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questions arise: where do they come from and how do we step into that light-flow-power
and make it ours?

First of all, is it really ‘out there’ or could it be ‘in here?’  Could it just be part of us
already?  Could it be in our cellular structure/memory?  Could it be encoded in our
DNA?  Could it just be who we are?  Could it be the process of tapping into our highest
self, our divine self, our family heritage, our bloodline, our genetics, our soul genetics,
our spirit bloodline, our divine heritage, our unity, and our oneness?

Is there any limit to what we can think?  If we really can create our thoughts, is
there any limit to what we can create?  Edison knew he could create the light bulb.  He
thought it and having had the thought; he knew there must be a way to make it real – to
create it.  He focused on it until the thought was reality.  The process is the same with
every scientist and experimenter.  The thought ‘appears’ to them.  They many times
become consumed with this thought, this idea, and this possibility.  They search their
brain; they focus on the possibility of it becoming reality.  They open their minds, souls
and hearts to the possibility.  They search for answers.  In addition, many times, in a
quiet moment, the answer of how to make it real descends into their conscious thought
and they exclaim, “Yes, I have it.”

What is the feeling we experience at that exact moment when we have it?
Exhilaration, power, giddiness, genius.  Are there many feelings that top this feeling?
Do we not, in that moment, feel bigger than ourselves, like we are part of the universe,
like we are attached to a body of knowledge and power that is endless?

Why?

Stop and think about it for a minute.  Remember and feel the feelings you were
when you experienced it.

Are there really words to describe how incredible it is to discover a way to make
all of your dreams come true?  A way to have complete self-confidence at all times?  A
way to become one with the powers of the Universe and then to direct them?  A way to
manifest all your heart’s desires?

What I feel during my Hour of Power sometimes brings me to tears.  Sometimes I
fall to my knees, look up, and just thank the Universe over and over again.  I have
thoughts and ideas during this period of time that are incredible.  It also affects all of my
thoughts during the day and I am sure during the night.  What I feel sometimes is so
powerful I cannot describe it.  I am brash and daring and bold and I feel so completely
connected and one with the Universe.  And I feel the whole Universe celebrating my
awakening.  I feel like they are celebrating now because now they have someone who
they can truly communicate with and I feel like I have opened doors for them that were
previously shut or partially shut.  I feel like the fact that I think, direct and feel one with
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the Universe invites their full participation and allows them to feel and share the joy,
warmth, love, and excitement that I feel.  This is a powerful feeling.  It is an awesome
feeling.  It is a humbling feeling.  It is an incredible feeling of oneness.

Sometimes when I am done, like today, I feel like everything I do, every thought I
have is done with them.  Like we are one.  We walk, talk, and create together.

What I also love about this is – sometimes it was difficult for me to meditate my
way into power.  It seemed to be a contradiction in terms.  It probably is not but it was
not very easy for me to control the experience and produce the results I wanted.
Actually, I think the purpose of meditation is to not control the experience.  Therefore, I
had a challenging time trying to manifest my desires through meditation.

When I used prayer alone, I had to feel like God wanted me to have something
and it was His will.  It was also a limiting way to power, if you will.

When I tried self-hypnosis to train my subconscious to change, it didn’t work as
well as I thought it would.

We absolutely have more power in our lives by using all of these processes and
making them part of our daily lives – BUT, NOTHING, absolutely nothing has ever
been as powerful and direct as this.

When I initially became president of NAWBO, I had individual meetings with
each of my twelve board members.  Most of them I had a great rapport with but
three had stayed on from the previous year and didn’t like my style of leadership.

When I had my individual meetings those three, I truly felt they would do
whatever to see me fail.

One meeting, in particular, was with an attorney.  She wanted me to meet
her half way between our offices.  They were an hour away from each other.  I
said I was too busy and insisted she come all the way here.

I knew when she got here she was going to be angry.  So I had that to
overcome also.  She arrived and she was angry!  She began by handing me an
agenda typed by her secretary for ‘my’ meeting.  Then she began following it.
First on the agenda was angrily telling me what a mess the first two meetings of
my presidency were going to be because I had insisted in having them in classier
and more upscale places.  She went into great detail.  I sat, listened, and learned.
About half way down the page and fifteen minutes later, I decided it was time for
me to take over the meeting.  With a little fear and trepidation, I began telling
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her of my plans for the board and our year in leading NAWBO (National Association
of Women Business Owners).
Within ten minutes I had her some place she rarely got with anyone, I would
suspect.  I had her passionately describing (with her hands even) a desire she had
that few even knew about.

She was mine from then on.  We became one in our desires and we started
to be a team.  Wow!  It was a powerful experience.  The same thing happened
with each of the other three.

The reason why this happened was that it had already happened several
times with great power and passion in my Hours of Power.

YOUR HOUR OF POWER MUST BE DONE EVERYDAY WITHOUT
EXCEPTION FOR ULTIMATE POWER!

During my Hour of Power today this came to me: (and I immediately added it
to my Hour of Power)

The OUTCOME I go for IS ALWAYS what “I” DESIRE!!!

Before walking into the actual game – I ALWAYS EMOTIONALLY “LET GO!”

      This is Playing my Game Masterfully!”

WHATEVER COMES UP I CAN HANDLE IT!
IF I’VE EVER PULLED THIS OFF BEFORE – I CAN PULL IT OFF AGAIN!

When I say this is a miraculous procedure, I mean it.  Miracles come.  Last week my
cash flow was getting low and I realized I would need more cash before I could take
money out of my investments.

So I put real emphasis in my Hour of Power that ‘MONEY FLOWS TO ME
ABUNDANTLY EVERY DAY!’  I mean, I put a LOT of emphasis on that and I repeated it
repeatedly directing the Universe to hustle.  I would add, “IT COMES TO ME NOW!
BRING IT TO ME NOW!  NOW!”

Here is what happened in a matter of days.

Our sales for Outrageous Mastery went up.
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My daughter called and said they had refinanced their home and took a bunch of cash
out.  I said, “I wish I would have known you were going to do that and I would have had
you take out the amount you owe me.”  She had borrowed some money a few years
ago and was making low monthly payments to me.  Two days later she called and left
me a message saying they were going to pay me back out of the funds they got from
the bank.

I called my brother who had some of my investments and told him I was going to need a
floater since the money was supposed to be back already.  He readily sent out a check
and then said a large chunk would be coming to me in 30-45 days.

I got a $400 unexpected check from another business.

Then another situation occurred that would provide me with several thousand dollars.

This all happened in a week.  A week ago, as far as I knew, only one of these options
was open to me.

Now, also realize that after powerfully directing in my Hour of Power, I DO NOT
WORRY about it coming or not.  I take action.  I think of every way I can to create it and
I look for opportunities and ideas and then take action on them.

But in my heart I am convinced the Universe will come through for me.  I think my faith
is finally getting to the point it was when I created the mansion for our family.  When
your faith and knowing gets that easy, it just comes.

Notice, I do not sit on my butt and wait for it to come.  But I do expect the unexpected.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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7.  HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO CREATE?

I am still Xperimenting with this question.  Sometimes I have been good at creating
within timelines but not always.  Sometimes I have felt like the lessons I have learned by
creations taking longer than expected have been a huge blessing because it is not only
what we can create, it is what we learn in the process.  Sometimes you have to look at
things as lessons.  We all need them.

For example, when I was writing O.M. it just seemed to stop at one point for months.  All
kinds of things seemed to present themselves and get in the way of my writing.  But,
during those months people almost mysteriously would appear in my life and have a
conversation or discussion around an issue that needed to be in my book but had been
overlooked.  Or maybe someone would have conflicting beliefs and by my presenting
my beliefs I would realize there was an integral part that hadn’t been put in the book.

Also, I was being transformed in the process.  I have heard it said that for every stage of
wealth you move into you need to be a different person.  Well, I needed to be a different
person to put my story out to the world.  There was a lot I needed to feel and think about
and have thrown in my face.  It was all good and I could feel myself changing and
growing in preparation.

So maybe there are timeframes for our desires that are designated by more than the
surface desire.  Maybe our deepest desires are more than the surface desire and
maybe that is what slows it down, because we want all of it – not just more money or
whatever.

Sometimes it comes it us in ‘our’ time – the time we desire.  Sometimes for it to be so
much more – so perfect – it comes at a later or different time.  When it comes, it makes
perfect sense because it is so right.

I have noticed a beautiful symmetry to creations and life.  Part of it is feeling your way
through.  Like when things are in absolute chaos in my life – I have learned that means
there is something higher and better for me and I would probably never have found it if I
had not have been thrown into chaos.  Those are the times I like the least but they
always lead to magnificent gifts and lessons.  I am fond of saying, “What other way
would the Universe have of telling us there is something better for us?”

I had an experience where I was driving to traffic court and could see no way out of the
situation but I still used my process – getting in touch, stating my desire – as I was
driving to court in Westminster, Maryland.  Truthfully, I could see no way out of it.  I hate
to admit this but I was on ‘Maryland probation’ for speeding within the last 12 months.
In Maryland, if your record is clean you are usually put on ‘probation’ for a year, which
means you won’t get points on your record if you don’t get another traffic citation within
the 12 months.
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Unfortunately, here I was driving to court with my second speeding ticket in 12 months.
There was no way out.  I was going to get points on my record for both speeding tickets
that morning.

But always the optimist, I told my Genius God Friends to get me out of the mess I had
gotten myself into.  I remember thinking, “I should have done this earlier, and it is too
late for my GGF to do anything now.”

Well, surprise, surprise – the officer who gave me the ticket never showed up.  In
Maryland, if the officer who gave you the ticket doesn’t show up at court to present his
side, they drop the case.

I didn’t have to pay a penny and no points were ever added to my case.  I drove home
in shock.  I was wondering how this could have happened because I was almost at the
courthouse when I directed the outcome I desired.  I began wondering about this
because the officer should have been at the courthouse by the time I arrived.  (That is
because I tend to be a bit late – always try to get more done than I have time to do –
and then speed to get there.)

Consequently, as I was ‘communicating’ with my GGF on the way home, thanking them,
being amazed, and wondering how they could have accomplished that after I (at the
very last minute) had directed them to, I heard something I hadn’t known or ever
thought of.  It was this, “You can create back in time.”  In other words, I was told that I
could use the powers to create something in the past that would affect my present time
or future time.

The only way I can explain this is to use the court example.  For the officer to not have
shown up, I would have had to start my creation of the event either by the night before
or very early that morning – doing it a week before would have been even better.  But I
did it as I was driving into the parking lot of the courthouse.  So my ‘creation’ affected
the past.  Now, that is my interpretation of it.  I like it.  So I have added it to my belief
system and every once in a while when I want to create something and realize it is ‘too
late,’ I think, “Oh no it’s not.”

Sometimes, I have put a timeframe on when I want a creation to be created or
manifested, and instead of it being manifested by then, what I have instead is a way to
create it or something has occurred where it will be there a few weeks or months down
the road.  In other words, I get what I wanted just not in the exact timeframe I wanted.

A lady bought Outrageous Mastery in the hopes that she could create $500,000 in a
month to buy a dream home.  Apparently, she didn’t get it because she wanted a refund
for the book.  She hadn’t even read Outrageous Mastery 2 and as far as I know she
hadn’t been able to create before.
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I started small.  I Xperimented.  I learned how to ‘listen’ and recognize communication
from the heavens or wherever it comes.  I had trial and error along the way but I never
gave up and I always believed.  I am a complete believer.

Now, do I think it is impossible to want $500,000 and get it in a short period?  Of course
not.  But to give up because you didn’t get it is foolishness.  So what if it takes a year or
two?  I don’t know about you, but I’d still take it!

Start small.  Start with things that could be created and are in your realm of believability.
One step at a time.

I believe there is a science to this and that is what I am all about.  I have wanted to
figure out a proven and consistent way to create anything.  Do I have the faith to say to
the Universe that I want one billion dollars by next month?  No, I don’t.

And you know what?  If you don’t believe it, how can you create it?  It is important that
you create something that is at least half way in your own realm of possibility within your
own mind.

I never found a package lying outside my door with $1,000,000 in it.  I am given ideas
on how to create what I want.  Then I act on these ideas.  I think the lady who wanted
$500,000 in a month thought it would appear on her doorstep.  I have never found it to
work that way.  It could but it has never worked for me like that.

This brings up another point and another story.  Shortly before Outrageous Mastery was
completed, a new acquaintance heard some of my stories.  She sent me an email and it
read, “Sasha, I want you to create $3,000,000 for me.”

I laughed aloud.  I had shared some of my stories with about as many people as you
could count on one hand.  To have her request this of me startled me.  I found it
amusing, and a bit enticing.  I wasn’t sure what to think of this unusual request.

Within a week I was attending my first internet marketing conference in Atlanta,
Georgia.  On day two right in the middle of a talk, a light bulb went off in my head and I
said to myself, “That’s it.  There’s Helen’s three million dollars!”  I couldn’t wait for a
break to run up to my hotel room and call her.

The idea that came to me was a way for us to work together to create the millions.  If
she was going to get three million, I was too.  ;-)

To make a long story short, she was ecstatic.  She would call me and send me emails
daily saying how clearly she saw the three million.  She knew it was happening as she
spoke.  She had no doubt.  Her vision was expressed and expressed.  She made my
vision stronger just listening to her.

But then as it came down to the nitty gritty of doing the ‘work’ to create the money, she
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decided she didn’t want to do that.  It was new to her.

Now, the ‘work’ could be done in her spare time and had the possibility of bringing the
money in within a year or two.

She told me on the phone, “Sasha, I am so clear about this.  I have no doubts.  I will
manifest three million dollars by April 2006 (12 months away).  I don’t have to do this
project with you to create it.”

I replied with, “Really?  I want to be the first to know about it if you do but I have never
seen it work that way, Barbara.  If it worked like that, we could all sit home on our sofas
and visualize what we wanted and it would just appear like magic.  The way I have
always seen it work is by ideas coming to me and then I act on them.  When you told
me you wanted me to create three million dollars for you, I laughed aloud.  But then
within a week, the idea to do it came to me.  You loved the idea.  You said you had
waited all you life for this and it fulfilled all your hopes and dreams for your life.  You
said it was perfect.  So Barbara, the way was provided for your three million and you are
turning it down.”

You know this experience just amazed me.  I kept wondering repeatedly, “How can
someone just back out like that?  How can they want something so badly, see it right in
front of their face and then because it takes them out of their comfort zone, say no to
it?”

You must know – and I am sure you understood this from reading Outrageous Mastery
– that I am a risk taker.  And I am always willing to go outside my comfort zone no
matter how frightening it is for me.  I just ‘close my eyes’ and do it.

And I get passionate about my dreams!

What about you?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

During my Hour of power this thought came to me and as I began writing
more came.

I shouldn’t put deadlines on a manifestation.  The timelines and deadlines
cause me to think the manifestation will not come, as the time to my deadline gets
closer.  They bring doubt, worry and fear which are the exact things that dam up
manifestations.
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Saying “now” and knowing it is actually happening “now” and trusting the
ultimate design of the Universe will bring them speedily and powerfully.  SEE THEM
COMING AND ARRIVING AND HAVING ARRIVED!

My manifestations are so huge I need to let the universe help me lay a
foundation.  When the dams (whatever is stopping my manifestations) burst and the
floods (of abundance) come, if there is a village “below” it is all destroyed.  There
is damage.

If on the other hand, I have been forewarned and advised, I will have built
my city on a high, solid and safe foundation.  That is what I am doing now, with
everything I do.  I am being instructed day by day on how to build my foundation.
And I am building it very powerfully.  How powerfully I do not know, it is
impossible for me to comprehend now.  But I do need to know without a doubt that
all of these dreams and desires are heard and there are teams of experts and
geniuses establishing them right now.  Stop and look at the foundation I am
building.

If I want the ultimate manifestations, and I do, then, I need to realize that
the manifestation of big dreams often destroys a person’s world.  They are
unprepared to cope.  Look at some of the movie stars, winners of the lottery, etc.
I am right now being prepared every day in powerful ways.

So I cannot be impatient.  And I cannot feel like I am not being heard.

And neither should you!

PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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8. DISCOURAGEMENT – DEPRESSION – FEELING DOWN
& OUT

   “What if I am to ‘down and out’ to feel any real hope or faith?”

We have all been there, haven’t we?  And – ugh – sometimes we still go there on
occasion.

This is what I do during those times.

1.  I allow myself to feel the feeling.  And since I know it will only be there for a day or
two, I decide to enjoy the feeling.  “Okay, I am feeling depressed today – at least I am
going to enjoy it cause I don’t get to feel it much.”  Then I laugh and think about how I
can enjoy feeling like a victim for the day.  It goes away so quickly when I do this with no
guilt whatsoever.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE after each
numbered paragraph in this chapter.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2.  I let go of ‘all guilt’ – all of it.  No reasons, no excuses, no whys.  It is imperative to
learn how to stop living with guilt.  Guilt is a killer to our soul.  Guilt stops all good things.
Don’t let others put it on you either.  That is just their judgment.  I saw a book title once
and never forgot it.  It was, What You Think of Me is None of My Business by Terry
Cole-Whittaker.  I like that.

3.  I find things I can honor myself for.  I don’t care how small or silly they are; the
process is miraculous.

4.  I may distract myself with a good novel or TV show all the while waiting and listening
for help.  Sometimes it comes at the weirdest times – usually - when my attention is off
my situation and me.  Just there in the middle of a show or a book, understanding and
help will flood my mind.  Sometimes, I direct it to come to me before I begin the
distraction.

5.  Sometimes, I just can’t seem to provide the help for myself that I need.  In these
cases, I struggle and go way outside my comfort zone by calling someone and asking
for help.  Usually, I call one of my children.  They have asked me to do this and I must
admit, it is still rather difficult.  But sometimes I need to hear someone else’s advice and
to know that I am not alone.  After the divorce and leaving the Mormon Church, I would
go to see a therapist every now and again.  I will do whatever I feel I need to do to help
myself get out of this horrible place.  And if I can’t do it alone, I seek help in any way I
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can think of.  This is not a productive place to be in and it is worth all your effort getting
out of it.

I am careful about going actively after ‘inspiration’ when I am feeling down and out.
Sometimes, garbage comes through.  Strangely enough, it seems to filter it when I am
watching TV or reading a novel.  Maybe it is because my active mind isn’t involved in
the process.  My active mind would probably tell me what a jerk I am being or have
been.

If you are down and out and have been for a long time, I strongly suggest you get help
outside of yourself.  Sometimes, we all need that lifeline thrown to us.  And that is
okay.  Sometimes, life gets very tough.

6.  A magic formula for me is to do my Hour of Power.  Putting on that loud upbeat
music and shouting out who I am and what I am creating while getting my body into it is
magic for me.

7.  Smile.

8.  Know that it is temporary and that many times it is the darkest before the dawn.

9.  What took me out of my deep, dark hole I had been in for seven years was listing all
the crap that was in my life or had occurred in my life and finding the gift I had received
because of it.  What could possibly be the gift of the situation right now?  There always
is one!  Always!

10. As soon as you wake up every morning, before you get out of bed - put a huge
smile on your face and name 10 things you are grateful for in your life.  In fact, do it right
now!

GIVE UP GUILT!  GIVE UP GUILT!  GIVE UP GUILT!     ALL OF IT!    NOW!

Practice living guilt-free.  Do this no matter what you feel like you have done.  Guilt kills
life.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Get in the habit of honoring yourself as you lie in bed every night before going to sleep.
Go to sleep feeling wonderful about yourself.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sarah took Sasha, her mother, in her arms.  Immediately, Sasha did not feel
so alone.  Thoughts began flowing into her mind.  She was not sure whether to
believe them or not.  She was not sure if they were thoughts conceived by her
desire for ease or if some higher force was sending a little wisdom her way.  Sasha
decided to listen and then think it through.

Sarah whispered to her mother’s mind that, for her, the worst emotion, the
most damning emotion was discouragement.  When she demeaned herself, criticized
herself with abandon, she effectively shut down her soul and cut her umbilical cord
to power, hope, faith and love.  Deciding to be this damning emotion plugged her
ears to words of comfort and encouragement, and suffocated her lungs from the
breath of life – real life.

Sasha almost could not hear Sarah’s words.  The words barely made it
through her self-anger.  The self-anger and self-punishment had driven her focus
towards a dark and magnetic hellhole.  After all, how could anything good come to
her when she was so unworthy?  How could heaven care about a failure?  If she
were divine, why did she keep repeating the same old mistakes?  Shouldn’t she be
more than that?

A door appeared to open to her mind and a swift breath of fresh air swept
through her mind.  She heard, “You will never be able to achieve your dreams if
you do not stop condemning yourself.  It is essential to learn this lesson now, to
implement it and make it habitual.  You must only love and acknowledge yourself,
regardless of events and decisions.  Taking the road of self-condemnation
compounds the darkness.  Taken to extreme and with continual repetition, you
begin to forget the light or even how to get back to the light.“

What an insight this was for me.  I realized my mind was my most formidable
roadblock.  As I began Xperimenting with this I found magic.  Xperimenting with giving
up all guilt (no matter what), not looking at, thinking about, or processing the past (if it
was something I felt bad about) began creating days of fun, laughter, lightness and play.
Everything began to be easier.  It was like taking a magic happiness pill.

I wonder – do we make crazy choices when we are feeling down, when we feel
hopeless, when we can’t see the light in our life, when we want a quick fix or when we
want someone else to fix or save us?
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Today during Sasha’s Hour of Power we gave her a glimpse into real power.
We told her that all of her dreams and goals were always right there surrounding
her but she could not see them.  The reason she did not create or see them was
because of her limited beliefs.  Sasha was shown how everyone on earth is
surrounded by their past, other’ past, and their fears and worries.  To Sasha it
looked like a gray fog around everyone that kept him or her from being able to see
reality.  Because this fog surrounded them, they made decisions, spoke, thought,
and acted based on what was available in the fog.  Every time they did anything
based on the knowledge and feelings in the fog, it would intensify the fog for not
only themselves but also everyone that were exposed to them.  When two negative
people got close to each other and shared their fog, the magnetic net of limitation
and fear increased.

To Sasha it looked like the fog only extended to right above their heads.
Above that was the real universe - the universe of power and possibility.

Christian explained to Sasha that everyone had a choice.  They could look
up, step up into the light and function – think, act, speak, and experience from
there instead of from their fog.

“You see, in the fog are limitation, fear and worry.  It is impossible to
create pure power from there.  If you could always keep your head above the fog,
you would experience immediate and immense power.  Your dreams would almost
immediately manifest.  You would feel peace and power every minute of every day.
The way you do this, Sasha, is to never contemplate anything contrary to your
Hour of Power.  If any thought seeps in that is not totally in harmony with your
Hour of Power, interrupt the thought and make it leave.  Then instantly replace it
with a thought that is consistent with your Hour of Power – your ultimate dream.
(What you think about and contemplate manifests.  What you think about and
contemplate you become.)

True power will come when you control your focus constantly.  You see,
Sasha, at every turn you had incredible power and wealth available to you but
your fog kept you from realizing and creating them.  Remember when you were
studying how to make money in real estate?  You were even given cash,
instructions, and credit to do it.  Then a doubt and fear stopped you.  Remember
when you had the idea to put video movies in hotel rooms before they came out?
You were even provided with a vice president of Citicorp to help you achieve the
big dream.  Giving the direction and control over to him and feeling inadequate cost
you the immense wealth you could be enjoying right now.  Remember how the lady
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bought your nine-bedroom mansion?  You could have done what she did and turned
it into immense and continual wealth.  You were surrounded with people who played
against you and you just wanted out.  You could have looked up and taken control.
The massive wealth has always surrounded you but you have lived in a fog of
other’s beliefs, worries, and fears, as well as your own.

True power, Sasha, comes from never forgetting about us – your team of
geniuses.  True power comes from instantly interrupting any thought that is not in
line with pure power and possibility.

You will not speak of negativity – ever – as it will magnify it and make you
relive it.  You do not repeat anything that is not in accordance with your Hour of
Power.  You will become 100% focused on the ultimate vision and dream.  Then and
only then will your thoughts and desires instantly manifest.  That is when you will
experience who you really are and how easy it is to create.

Sasha, choose right now to only feel excitement, power, and love.

Any disempowering feeling must be instantly thrown away.  Refocus on love,
power and your own genius.  Surround yourself with only thoughts of power, love,
and genius.  Be only power, love, and genius.  As the fog begins to be replaced with
light, you will walk with the Masters.  You will be all powerful.  You will
experience the ultimate joy, love, and laughter of life.  Life will transform.  Step
into the universe of power and love and you will find it at every turn.

Smile at everything.  Do not give any energy to yuk.  If anything occurs
that would have normally upset you, just say to yourself, ‘hmmm.’  Focusing and
directing your energy will empower you.  Your emotions are filled with energy.
That energy must be directed, controlled, and focused for real power.  As you
direct, control, and focus your energy on a minute-by-minute basis your power will
increase by leaps and bounds.

Everyone’s dreams are within reach.  That is why they have dreams.  Why
do you think you all fantasize?  Why do you think you are all attracted to
something better?  There is a very strong magnetic pull to positive energy as there
is to negative energy.  All energy is made more powerful through repetition.

Sasha, can you see the power in surrounding yourself with positive, powerful,
and loving people?  This makes it so much easier.  It makes life easier.  Life can
and should be easy.  Why do you think you all fantasize of ease?
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First, you must replace every powerless and negative thought with a
powerful and positive one.  Then’ feel’ the power and certainty.

Every distraction is an opportunity to perfect your skill of focusing.  Real
power will come from this skill.  It will also keep the doors open to your GGF.  We
will be able to access your mind, heart, eyes, ears, and soul.  We will be able to
literally walk and talk with you.  You can know what others are thinking, exactly
what to say to them, and how to say it.  We can whisper eternal power and
knowledge to you.  We will join with you in creating every one of your dreams.
You will walk and talk as an army - your army - your army of geniuses.  Heaven
and earth will join with you to create your dreams.  It is happening right now.

You know, life is neither straight up nor straight down although at times it may seem to
be.  It is the same for all of us.  It is – apparently – the ride we signed up for.  And it is a
ride.  Roller coasters scare some people to death; others love the thrill of an intense and
frightening ride.

We may even begin loving roller coaster rides.  But if we ever fell off one we would
become afraid.  That was my story.  The trick, for me, was to get back to that point of
faith and freedom that I enjoyed before the fall of terror.

And it can be done.  I am testament to that.

Is it always easy?  Of course not.  Is it always fun?  No.  Sometimes I have to really stop
and take stock of where I am and what I have done to create the mess I feel like I am in.

But it is my ride.  I claim it.  I claim all of it.  And I enjoy laughing at myself and my
screw-ups – all the time.

What is our choice?  We can cry, whine, and make ourselves miserable along with
everyone else or we can laugh at the whole thing.

I have found that taking the importance and urgency away from it takes its power away.
I don’t want my discouraging times to have any power at all.  Sometimes, it comes down
to asking ourselves, “If I lost ________ and ________, could I survive?”

I am a survivor.  I will survive no matter what.  What about you?

And even though we may feel totally alone, we are not.  We are all in this together and
we all experience hell every now and again.  I need your help.  You need mine.

To create more powerfully, I need you and you may need me.
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Sometimes, one small element of hope can make all the difference in the world.  I want
to give you that hope.

We are powerful.  We are creators.  And if we can create the crap we can create the
good and the wonderful.

Napoleon Hill said in Think and Grow Rich, “. . .when the opportunity comes, it appears
at times in a different form and from a different direction that we expect.  That is one of
the tricks of opportunity, it has a sly habit of slipping in by the back door, and often it
comes disguised in the form of misfortune, or temporary defeat.  Perhaps this is why so
many fail to recognize opportunity.”
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9.  “THANK GOD SOME OF OUR GREAT DESIRES DO NOT
COME TO US!”

Need I say more?

I know you have experienced the same things I have, times when we want something
so badly and then later are so grateful it did not work out.

It is times like this when I contemplate the possibility of a divine plan.  And I have
chosen to add that to my belief system.  I feel and believe I was either the creator or
assisted in creating this plan for my earth life.

So when things do not work out for me that I want, I always trust there is something
better out there for me.  I truly believe there is no loss.  There are only gifts.

It is a gift to us when we do not get what we want.

I wanted out of hell for years.  I didn’t get it until the exact person was in my life and
could teach me principles that I could not only use forever but share with you.

Would I trade my seven years of hell?  Not on your life.  For one thing they have given
me Outrageous Mastery, this trilogy.  They gave me lessons and experiences that I
could not have had living the life I had previously been living.

I am grateful for every Xperience.  They are mine.  I feel richer for having had them.

Like I have said, the system I am sharing with you is intricate and powerful.  It is not
about magic and making all the ‘bad’ disappear from your life.

It is about creating a life of passion, love, power and constant inspiration.  It is about
learning and growing.  It is about feeling who you are.  It is about being amazed at who
you are and learning to honor yourself and live a guilt-free life.  It is about recognizing
and appreciating the gifts and learning the lessons.  It is about the ability to adapt
quickly and move into the next phase of life.  It is about you.

And it is about developing a belief system and a power system that will allow you to rise
from victim to creator.  It is about awakening your senses to the guidance and wisdom
that is awaiting you.  It is about learning to listen, hear and recognize the guidance and
answers you desire.  It is about knowing – really knowing – you are not alone.

Be grateful when you don’t get your desires.  Maybe you are not ready for them.  Maybe
they would do you more harm than good.

Ask why you did not receive your desire when it did not come.
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Listen to the wisdom and guidance you get.  Ask what the gift is for you in not receiving
it.

Just for fun, I think I will go back in my memory and share some of the great desires I
have had that were not manifested.  I will also share the gift.

1. We did not end up living in Chicago in wealth.
a. I never would have met the people who came into my life by living in

Switzerland and then Maryland.  In fact, my whole life would have been a
different story.

2. I wanted to be married to the perfect man.
a. I would probably still be a Mormon.

3. I wanted to finish my education.
a. I now have the joy of being self-taught in every aspect of life.

4. I wanted Sarah to live and be healthy.
a. She is now my guardian angel.

5. After the divorce there were gorgeous homes I wanted to buy.
a. I would probably have been financially strapped and unable to pay for

them at the time.

6. I wanted the Mormon leaders to be responsible and sane.
a. I would still be a Mormon.

7. I wanted to be a millionaire a long time ago.
a. I would not have a clue as to how to really manifest money.
b. I would have spent it faster than I made it and probably been disappointed

in myself.  (This is a fact.)
c. I would have remained in whatever business I was in.

8. I have wanted most of my businesses to be a major success.
a. I would still be in them and not be creating my dream profession.

9. I have wanted for each of my children to be immediately saved financially and not
have to struggle for money.

a. They would not be as resourceful and self-sufficient as they are.

Now, in all honesty, would I rather have the gift or the initial desire?  In all honesty I
would rather have the gift except for Sarah.  That is a hard call.
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PLEASE GO THE YOUR PLAYGUIDE.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From my journals:

I receive either the manifestation desired or a lesson.  If it is the lesson, then I
can be assured that it is worth much more than the manifestation I was seeking.
Thus I either experience:

1. The manifestation I directed or
2. A valuable lesson to increase my skills for higher levels of manifestation

a. Always in the disappointment, discouragement, anger, etc of not
manifesting immediately IS THE VALUABLE lesson that will increase
my skills for higher levels of manifestation.

b. ALWAYS the lesson is greater than the manifestation, more valuable,
more necessary, and more powerful.  IT MUST BE INTEGRATED &
IMPLEMENTED.

 i. Ask for the meaning; the lesson
 ii. Write it down and integrate it into my Hour of Power.

1. My Hour of Power merges it into my cells and my soul
a. My soul is my link to the powers of the Universe

 iii. Lessons sent but not integrated become powerless and must be
continually re-sent and re-learnt – for what seems like forever
at times – sometimes throughout the rest of our lives.

1. Stop the re-learning and INTEGRATE – BECOME ONE!
OPEN UP & MERGE!

I JUST REALIZED THE LESSONS ARE MANIFESTATIONS!  I had previously thought
that I either got the manifestation or a lesson.  But now I realize the lesson is a
stepping-stone to a much greater manifestation.

• They are both gifts.
• One may be a gift of knowledge as to how to get what I desire
• BOTH ARE GIFTS
• BOTH ARE MANIFESTATIONS
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We each have our own track of lessons.  We each have our own team of geniuses or
guardian angels sending us the gifts, the messages, the lessons, the creations.  We all
have a team waiting to give us our doctorate in life and our dreams.

We need to be smart, in-tune and find the gift and lesson when our desires do not
materialize.  This is how we become a Masters at Life.
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10.  CREATING MONEY

THIS CHAPTER STARTS WITH THE PLAYGUIDE.  IF YOU WANT FULL BENEFIT
FROM THIS CHAPTER, GO THERE NOW.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I am going to be real frank here.  You will block yourself and sabotage yourself from
being successful financially and creating money if you have negative beliefs about
money, making money, those who are wealthy, or any other area of money.

If you have judgments about people with money, you better get rid of them.

If you think God does not want you to have lots of money, you had better destroy that
belief also.

It has been interesting since my website has been up.  I have received a number of
emails from people condemning me for talking about God and money at the same time.
Then they always go on to say how God will bless them for not being like that.  Then
they conclude that they are destitute.

The pattern goes like this.  I reply to them and share a few of my thoughts about God,
money and their judgments about me.  They email back and apologize – and then ask
for help.

They want money.  They really do.  But they feel guilty for wanting it.

If you feel guilty for wanting money, you won’t get it.

Why would anyone feel guilty about wanting money in the first place?  Money is
wonderful.  I love it.  If I have plenty of money, I can help my children and grandchildren
make their dreams come true.  I get to have the fun of buying anything I want for them –
oh yes, and for me too.

Money is a reward.  It is a reward for working hard and smart.  It allows us to travel, to
enjoy other’s talents, to live in a beautiful environment, to drive vehicles that don’t break
down all the time, to have plenty of live, healthy food, etc. etc. etc.

Now, why would I not want my children to have these things?  And why wouldn’t God
want His children to have these things?
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Guess what?  He does want you to have these things.  He wants you happy, secure
and with the ability to help others.

Some of you may be thinking, “Well, some people got their money in unholy ways.”

What does that matter to you?  Why should you even care?

I love enjoying the success of others.  And my enjoyment attracts like success to me.

How many people enjoyed seeing Martha Stewart fall?

How crazy is that?

It is judgments like that that will keep money far away from you.

And then there are all those statements we grew up with like, “Money doesn’t grow on
trees,” etc.

We need to take all of those statements and design one that conveys the opposite.

You may find this weird, but I grew up thinking money did grow on trees.  Not literally.
Just that it was that easy to make money.  That belief has served me well.

And I always loved money even when I was extremely ‘religious.’

I will never forget one Sunday when a friend of mine was the president of the children’s
classes at church.  All the children were gathered together (that is always a lot in the
Mormon churches) and one of the leaders asked the children what they were grateful
for.  Now, Mormons believe in the Bible and the Bible does say that the love of money is
the root of all evil.

So to continue with my story, the leader asked the children what they were grateful for.
She called on them as they raised their hands.  They were thankful for their families,
their homes, their food, their friends, the church, etc. etc.  Then she called on my little
daughter, Katrina who was probably somewhere between six and eight years old.
Katrina promptly and proudly replied that she was grateful for our money.

When my friend related that story to me I laughed until I cried.  I said, “Yes, that is my
daughter.”  I was so proud of her.

Now, at this time we were living in our mansion and had a whole lot of money.  It just so
happened that most everyone else in that church region didn’t have much money.  We
stuck out like a sore thumb and I am sure were harshly judged by many for it.

I didn’t care.  Why should I?
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I already knew God had given me all those riches and I was always willing to share.

And I never felt like I was better than anyone who didn’t have money.  It just wasn’t in
my belief system.

Something else that bothers me is when people think they are better than others
because they have money.  Will someone please tell me how having money makes you
better than anyone else?  If you have an attitude like that, you have a lot to learn.

Money is kind of like play to me.  It is fun to see how I can create it.  I have loved
starting businesses and calculating how I could make money with them.  And let me tell
you, it is much more fun that going to pay bills and never having enough money.  To
me, that is hell.

I probably shouldn’t tell you this because I don’t want anyone getting themselves in a
financial mess because of me, but I have put myself on the edge so many times, I can’t
even count them.  But then I was very confident in my ability to communicate with God
or my GGFF or whoever I felt like I was communicating with at the time.

Yes, I am a bit of a risk taker but I have Xperimented for years and so they are
calculated risks.

I have little money miracles all the time.  Sometimes I have big money miracles.  I am
grateful for each one of them.  The bigger, the better, of course.

A real challenging time is when you don’t have money and can’t see any way for it to
appear.  It can be difficult not to worry about it.  But worry stops creation including the
creation of money.

Our manifestations follow the directions of our thoughts.  If we are worried about loss,
we tend to experience loss in our lives.  If we complain about out problems, we give
energy to them and they grow and sometimes take on a life of their own.  That is when
we begin to lose control and feel like a victim.

PLEASE RETURN TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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11.  BLASTING THROUGH LIMITATION, FEAR AND WORRY -
– how fear stops the creation process

Fear – our biggest obstacle to creating.  How do we overcome fear?  I recommend
reading a little book I read a long time ago called, Feel The Fear and Do It Anyway, by
Susan Jeffers.

Any time we attempt to do anything new, fear arises.  It is the unknown.

Fear is such a destroyer of life that it became a top priority for me as a mother.  When
my first daughter, Lisa was just a tyke, I remember seeing her developing fears.  So, I
took her on a large roller coaster just to help her get over fear.  I did not want my
children held back by fear.

Life changes when you step into the unknown repeatedly.  Life changes when we walk
into our fears.  So many times, I have closed my eyes, so to speak, and just done it,
even when it scared me to death.  When you walk out the other end of a terrifying
experience, you are different.  You are stronger.  You know yourself better.

It is worth taking the time to overcome your fears – all of them.  They are destroyers of
life.

One technique I used a lot was to ask myself if I could survive if the thing I feared
happened.  I would go through it in detail in my mind.  I would always realize that I
would and could find a way to survive my worst fears.  Just using this simple process
would diminish the fear considerably.  I recommend you use it as often as you feel a
need to.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Faith and fear are opposites.  How can you have powerful faith if you fear it may not
come to pass?  You cannot.

So it is essential to conquer your fears.

Every time something comes up that you hesitate to do because of fear, do it anyway!
The more you do this, the more you will gain confidence and power.
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PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Get in the habit of facing your fears.  Start small but try to do something everyday that
you are afraid to do.  You won’t believe how it will change your life.  Your confidence
and faith will completely change.

There is something else I need to address and that is for those that fear God or Satan.

I just don’t think God wants us to fear Him/Her.  There is no power in this.  And it can
actually stop your faith.  If you are trying to live an upright life, I believe you will not
offend God and you do not need to be afraid.  We all make mistakes and we are not
going to go to hell for it.  We are here to learn and to learn from our mistakes.  We are
here to make upgrades to our lives and to ourselves.  Living a life of integrity and
Godliness does not entail demeaning ourselves when we make a mistake or think that
God is displeased.

If God tells us we should forgive others, don’t you think He is a master at forgiveness?

As far as Satan or the devil goes, you have much more power than he does.  Your
power will increase if you stop giving power to a devil.  Take responsibility for your own
actions and thoughts and stop giving it away to an evil force.

It is not necessary to feel like you are in battle with Satan’s forces.  The less thought
and belief you give to this the more power you will have for righteousness and powerful
faith.

I just don’t know how you can experience powerful faith if you are always ‘fearing’ the
devil.  Fear and faith are opposites.  No one has more power than you.

I received an email from someone who said an evil priest had cursed him.  Because of
that ‘curse’ his life had been unsuccessful.  Let me be very clear here.  No priest or any
other man or woman on this earth has more power over your life than you do.

Focusing on this takes your focus away from powerfully creating.  Fear steals your
focus and attention.

It is a reason to stop creating.  How many times have you stopped going for your
dreams because of fear?

Fear many times stalls all action.
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I have observed that when we get too emotional about anything, we begin to feel fear.
What if we could feel those feelings of passion and excitement without fear?  What
would that feel like?

Jealousy is fear.  How many relationships has that fear destroyed?

How many desires and goals have we wanted to go for and fear has held us back?

Many times when fear is encompassing us, it is because we can’t see a solution or a
way out.  And this occurs because everything keeps rolling around in our heads and
getting larger and more frightening every time it takes a spin.

So here is my belief and my way of handling it.

First of all write down everything you are afraid will happen.  Use your PlayGuide for
this.

Then write down everything you want to happen.  Pretend that there is a way to make
everything turn out perfectly – better than you could ever hope.  Write down what this
would look like.

Now, you have a plan – your plan of action.  This is what you are going to create.
Instead of holding back in fear, you know clearly what you want to create.  Believe me
when I say there is a way for you to create it.

I have a belief that says, “I can have anything I want and where there is a will there is a
way.”

To me, nothing is impossible.

So, instead of letting fear hold you back – go for a wildly wonderful creation instead.

Be daring and brave.  Decide to have a dream life and decide you are the one to create
it.  You can.

Worry is fear.

Jealousy is fear.

Guilt is fear.  It is also a killer to life.  You must let go of it.

Stepping into the unknown and intense fear transforms us in to super-humans.  It must
rearrange our DNA or something; it is that powerful.
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It is important to note that big dreams bring fear.  Dreaming alone is safe.  Taking action
toward the realization of the dream will mean walking through – or wading through –
your fears.  It will.  There is no other way to achieve your dream life.  You must be
willing to face your fears and ‘Do It Anyway.”  You must.

Holding on to your past or looking at your past as a failure stops the flow of life.  Let go
of your past and let it be.  There is great power in learning to adapt quickly.

When you reach the level of peace and power, life creates FOR you on may levels and
dimensions at once.  It organizes and arranges material things for you effortlessly.

But only after you have given up fear.

You can give up fear and replace it with faith.
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12.  CAN WE HEAL AN ILLNESS OR PHYSICAL CONDITION?

When I wrote Outrageous Mastery, I wrote about healing my son, David from epilepsy.
At the time there was a little girl in our local church that had epilepsy so bad she was
almost incapacitated.  It was scary to watch.  I was so grateful they had controlled
David’s with medication.  But then, as I have written, I didn’t want him to remain on the
meds.

Since that time I haven’t thought a lot about healing because I have always been quite
healthy as have my children.  After Outrageous Mastery became available and after
allowing anyone to ask me questions from my website, I began receiving many sad
stories of people who wanted to be able to heal themselves or someone they loved.  It
tore at my heart and I once again began contemplating how to heal.

Around that time I came down with a fever, cough and ear infection in both of my ears.
My hearing was impaired; I lost about 40% of my hearing.  The pain became
excruciating.  I wondered about the coincidence of this happening to me.  I went to see
an ENT (ear, nose and throat) doctor and was told it could take up to eight weeks for my
hearing to return, if at all.  I initially thought he must have been joking.  He loaded me up
with medications, heavy doses of antibiotics, steroids, and cortisone drops.

Now, it is important for you to know that for years I have read, talked about and believed
in the toxicity of drugs and the fallacy of using them.

Now, here I was in immense pain almost begging for some drugs.  I had to laugh at
myself.  And you see, what I realized was – if I hadn’t have had this experience; this
chapter on healing would have been written with a very different tone.  I cautiously used
the antibiotics only because the pain and infection was so severe.  The steroids (as with
everything else) after reading the fine print and doing my own Internet research was
stopped after a week.  I had been given a prescription that could be refilled six times.
The cortisone drops I had convinced the doctor to give me as I was very familiar with
outer ear infection and I wasn’t going to take a chance on that.

I have raised six children and spent time in numerous doctors’ offices and too many
hospitals.  One thing I learned early on was to not put my implicit trust in what they say.
I do my own research, I ask a million hard questions (which they usually dislike), and I
brainstorm with them using my own common sense and intelligence.  Then I am the one
that makes the final decisions – always.  It is my body.  And when I was raising children,
I was their mom and I would be the one to make the final decisions concerning them.
No doctor or hospital ever ran me out of the room when my child was being treated –
ever – no matter how hard they tried.  And I have spent many a night sleeping in a chair
to be next to my child in the hospital.  I have been called a lioness when it comes to my
kids.
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Now, I was miserably ill, tired, running a fever and feeling like death warmed over.
When I finally drug myself out of bed and decided I was going to read my own book and
apply the principles to heal myself.

I only had time that day to make my green drink and fresh squeezed veggie juice,
shower and go to the doctors.  But having made the decision and begun the process
(calling others to help me heal, stating my healing, and talking to my body), I felt 80%
better.  It was amazing.  Directing and taking action is powerful.

I reread my own principles on how to powerfully create.  I added it to my Hour of Power.

I stopped telling the dramatic story to everyone and realized the words that came out of
my mouth affected my healing.  The hearing problem became “temporary hearing
problem.”  I began discussing my healing strategies with others instead of retelling the
problems.  I ‘knew’ my ears would have a quick and complete healing.

I turned outside myself and asked those who I knew to have powerful faith to include me
in their prayers or thoughts or healing energy.  I wanted the help of others.

I talked to my body and asked it what it needed.  I just talked to it like it was another
person and said, “What do you need to heal?”  I listened for and felt the answer.  I felt,
“You are doing what needs to be done.  It will just take time.”

If I had the patience, I would have meditated daily, visualizing the perfect and speedy
healing of my ears and immune system.

I am calm and peaceful, knowing the healing was happening as I write.

I would take walks and breathe deep breaths of fresh oxygen daily.  I would get
sunshine.  I made a liter or two of powdered green drink a day and I juiced fresh veggie
juice daily.  I get plenty of sleep, letting my body dictate the amount needed and I kept
my stress level low.

Something else occurred that was rather interesting.  The doctor had told me that it
could take up to eight weeks for my hearing to return using the steroid spray daily
(which I quit using after a week).  After a week, I got very tired of the hearing loss and
decided on a date to have it return.  That date was four days down the road.  Actually, I
had decided on three days but felt impressed to make it four.  What occurred was, two
days later I had another attack of sharp pains in my right ear (these had stopped almost
a week before) right before bed.  Because of this I wanted another emergency
appointment with the doctor.  I wanted it on what would have been the third day.  He
could not see me until the fourth day.

When we met that day, I had done my research and had an entire page of options and
complications of my infection.  I could speak intelligently about my condition this time.
Before I went in I had decided I did not want to wait for the pressure and fluid to
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disperse from my right ear.  It was taking forever.  So I wanted him to lance it.  Now,
when I make medical decisions for myself doctors do not like me very much.  So I
added to my Hour of Power that he would really like me and agree to do it.

We had so much fun together that day as we bantered back and forth about the
procedure.  Finally, he agreed to do it.

And I went home able to hear again.  Not perfectly, but enough to talk on the phone
again and feel normal.

When I went back in a few weeks later for my last appointment, he came into the room
with a big grin saying, “I just can’t believe I let you talk me into that.  I have told
everyone you wore me down.  This could be malpractice.”

I laughed and immediately replied, “Yes, and I have told everyone it took me thirty
minutes of talking to get you to do it.”

We both laughed and after the examination, he began telling me his life’s story back
from his grandfather’s day.  I had asked him what could have brought him from Johns
Hopkins in Baltimore to this Wild West town.

He walked me out telling me at least three times how much fun he had had with me and
please come back if I had another problem.  He just couldn’t tell me enough how much
he had enjoyed our visits.  Now, if you get the drift of how I tell doctors what to do, you
can just imagine how miraculous this was!

Creating is not really about speed.  It is about the creation materializing, the healing
occurring no matter what.  It is up to us to use our intelligence and our intuition to begin,
sustain and finish the healing or creation.  It is up to us to use every method available to
us that we feel comfortable with.

When we are ill (just like when we are depressed and discouraged) we are very much
inside of our body.  By this I mean, it becomes the center of our world; our thoughts,
feelings and focus are drawn tightly inward.  Our energy is low, our spirits are low and
we just want relief.  We can easily become consumed with the pain, the fear – the
experience.

I realized that to heal ourselves we must release our attachment to the physical body –
as frequently as possible.  It is essential to get to the place where we can feel our own
divinity.  Feeling the depth of who we really are begins to take us outside our bodies.

Looking for the gift changes our perspective.
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I looked for the reason or gift when I got the ear infection as I was writing this
manuscript and found that it was to be able to share with you the power to heal, as I
know it.

I have found that it is imperative to cease discussing our illnesses and symptoms with
everyone we come in contact with.  At first, it was so weird hearing from the doctor
about the length and possible infinite hearing problem, I was telling everyone – and
enjoying it.  It was a new experience for me and big drama.  I even knew I was having
fun doing it.

But I realized I needed to stop.  It was essential that I begin talking about the
‘temporary’ hearing problem, if I felt the need to discuss it at all.

Next, I discovered that I didn’t feel all that powerful when I was ill.  So I turned to
powerful people outside of myself, those who had great faith, and asked for their
prayers and energy focused towards my speedy and complete recovery.  That became
the focus of my discussions about my physical ailment.

We give energy to anything we think or talk about.  Plus, we put the thoughts and words
into others’ minds and that can be their focus when they think about us.  They think
about and discuss our illness with others – more energy directed toward our illness –
and not in a positive manner.

It is always nice to get some sympathy and compassion when we are ill but we can
describe the illness to others in such a way as to not identify with it.  Such as, “My body
is experiencing this right now and I am in the process of healing it.  Will you add your
healing thoughts, energy, prayers and blessings for my body also?”

Focus on the power you have to heal.  Read books that talk about healing.  I love
Louise Hay’s book, You Can Heal Your Life.  When my children and I first began
reading it years ago, we thought it was very unusual that all physical afflictions
(according to her) were caused by some emotional belief.  So we Xperimented.

Louise Hay has a chart in her book with most physical problems, their probable cause,
and new thought patterns you can adapt to speed the recovery.

I will never forget my youngest daughter, Alecia’s experience.  We had been trying out
Louise Hays’ chart every time someone had an illness or medical problem.  It was
uncanny how it worked every time.  Most of our medical problems were minor until
Alecia broke her leg.

The timing was very inopportune for her.  She was on the girl’s varsity soccer team at
her high school (even though she is only 5’ tall and a junior) and she was missing
practices and games.  The junior prom was coming up and she did not want have to
miss it.  Her date was the quarterback of the football team.
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She waited the allotted time for the bone to heal and I took her back to the orthopedic
surgeon to have him cut the cast off and x-ray her leg to make sure it had healed
sufficiently and properly.

Everything went fine until the x-ray was developed.  Her bone hadn’t completely healed
and they had to put another cast back on.

And she had to wait another week – missing more soccer – and watching, as the Prom
got closer.

We waited the allotted time and went back in.  They cut the cast off and x-rayed it again.

Still hadn’t healed completely.  So they put another cast on.

At this point, I am thinking this is too weird and I tell Alecia that on the way home.  Here
is my extremely healthy and active young daughter whose bone isn’t healing.  I suggest
when we get home we find Louise Hay’s book and check out her symptom.

We did.  I asked her if she could relate it to anything that was going on in her life.

She thought about it.

Slowly, she said, “Yes, I’ve been having a problem with one of my teachers at school.”

I said, “How could you go about fixing it?”

She thought about it for a few minutes and came up with a plan.  I committed her to
taking care of it the following day while she was at school.

She came home all bubbly the next day and told me what she had done and how her
teacher and her were now friends.  She felt wonderful.

I complimented her on how well she had handled it and then I said.  “Let’s test this out.
I am going to call the doctor’s office and see if they will take your cast off tomorrow
instead of waiting another week.”

I did.

We went into the doctor’s office again.  They cut off the cast.  They x-rayed her leg.  We
got the results.

She returned home without her cast.

Louise Hay’s book discusses how our thoughts and our beliefs literally affect the
maladies that attack our body.  It is a powerful concept and I am a believer.
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I am a firm believer that emotional pain creates physical pain.  Healing our hearts and
our souls will many times miraculously heal our bodies.  Our bodies feel our pain, our
stress and our worry.  They also feel our joy and excitement.

I have related the story of the dentist who asked me how I talked to my body.  I believe
strongly in my own mind-body connection.  I have conversations with my body when it is
not well.  I ask it what it needs – and I listen to the answer.  I have had a conversation
with my heart because after all the pain I ended up with a ‘broken’ heart.  I spoke to my
heart.  I explained that those difficult and scary times were over.  It was safe.  I would
take good care of us.  We were watched over and protected.  It could feel safe.  It could
feel love again and it could heal itself.

It would be a wonderful idea to talk to you body on tape.  Write down what you feel it
needs to hear and possibly give it to a hypnotherapist to read on tape so you can listen
to it each night in a deeply relaxed state.  Again, it is essential that you direct what you
want to manifest.

You can also add these words to your Hour of Power, as I did.  Here is what I wrote for
my heart.  “My heart, you are enveloped in unending love.  I LOVE YOU!!!  Thank you
for keeping me alive.  You can now beat rhythmically forever.  There is nothing to fear.
You draw in oxygen, nutrients, energy, power and love.  YOU NOW HEAL YOURSELF
& BECOME PERFECT!  You operate in power, love, peace, contentment and joy
forever!”

Give your body lots of love and attention throughout the day.  Tell it you love it.  Touch
it, caress it, and fill it up with love.

I am also a big believer in some alternative methods of healing and in eating cleansing
and organic food.

My brother came down with bone cancer almost two years ago.  There wasn’t much the
doctors could do other than put him in remission for about one to four months.  He
called me and asked if I really thought the way my daughters and I ate could help.  He
immediately got an education in alternative healthy living and therapies.  His doctors
cannot believe his cancer has not come back with a vengeance.  I know he can beat it.
So does he.  We talk every month and share new things we have read and are doing for
our bodies.

My Xperience with healing my son, David was based on my faith and my many
Xperiences with two-way prayer.  I had developed the ability to hear answers to my
prayers.

So when I prayed about my concern with David going through life with this condition, I
not only knew God could heal him but I knew He probably would, if I asked.
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So with major prayers like this, I would pick my time.  I would choose the day and time
when I could fully devote myself to the task-at-hand and would not be bothered or
interrupted.  I told God how I felt.  I told Him I wanted David healed.

The distinct feeling I received was that David would be healed.  I was told to reduce his
medication by the amount I would feel at the time I would feel it.  So as each day
passed and I would get ready to give David his medication I could feel how much to give
him.  I would feel whether this was a day to reduce his meds and I would also feel by
how much.

Within a few months, he was off them altogether.  And he was completely healed.

This may not be a method you can use.  Do you know how to pray and hear clear and
distinct answers?  If not, you need to practice on smaller things.

Remember, I don’t trust ‘inspiration’ when I am not feeling at my peak.  If I am incased
in fear, worry, confusion or depression, I seldom listen to what comes.  It seems to
come through a bit off.

Sometimes I prepare to communicate.

Sometimes I wait to communicate.

And I have become quite good at it.  I can almost communicate and get answers at will
now.  But there are still times I wait.  And there are still times I test it out to make sure I
heard right.

Do not do something stupid with your health and therefore your life or the life of
someone you love because you read about how I did it.  I have had a lot of Xperience –
testing it out many times a day for years.

The way to heal is not necessarily the same for everyone.  The power to heal lies in the
strength and purity of our faith – and our lack of fear.  It may take time and may be done
cautiously.  It may be done according to our belief or knowledge of certain methods.
That doesn’t mean that is the best way for everyone.

The power comes in our ability to be aware and even search for the way to heal.  There
are probably accounts of people being healed from every condition that has ever
presented itself to mankind.  I maintain all things are possible.

One of the conditions that challenge our faith is our trying to do it by ourselves and
many times in secret.  I heard one time that it is like planting a seed and you should not
keep digging it up to see if it is growing.  Meaning you don’t talk about it while it is being
created.  On the other hand, I have heard of accounts where people shout what they
are going to do from the rooftops.  Both ways work.  I have a tendency to keep mine
quiet while I am in the creating mode.  But that doesn’t mean that is the most powerful
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way to do it.  Probably the most powerful way would be for us to assist in each other’s
creations – add our individual power to our friends and family’s power.  You add your
power to mine and I add my power to yours.

Healings just like anything else can take place with pure faith.

Remember that my Xperiments were just that – Xperiments.

It all seems to hinge on our faith.  If you believe in God, then you must have faith that
God will heal – that that is His/Her will.  Jesus never turned anyone down.  He healed
them all.

One thing I have found is that miracles take place according to our deepest desires.
Always there are lessons to learn along the way.  I have felt that time factors for me
have been extended many times for me to learn the lessons along the way.

Our deepest desires and our deepest fears both manifest.  We must eradicate fear to
have pure faith.

Xperiment.

By the way, reading Outrageous Mastery begins the transformation inside of you to
achieving pure faith.

The time has come when a whole new Universe of Power will unfold to you.

As I have said before, I have lived my life not only for myself but also for you.

But by putting into practice everything in the Outrageous Mastery manuscripts and Play-
Guide, you can begin on a powerful journey of creation.  You have to want this badly.  It
is not a get rich quick or get healed quick scheme.  It is a method and system to power
that will astound you.

Once you begin Xperiencing your own power, it may frighten you.  You may run and
hide from it for a while.  That’s okay.  I have done that.

But I always jump back on for the ride because there is nothing like it.

And it never stops.

There is always more to learn.

Always more to Xperience.

You will begin to feel an unlimited potential inside of you and there will come a day
when you will know you can do almost anything you desire.
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Lance Armstrong created the impossible.  Literally.

Napoleon Hill’s son was born without ears.  Here is his story as quoted from Think and
Grow Rich.  I have made bold sentences that are of incredible importance to you.

“As a fitting climax to this chapter, I wish to introduce one of the most unusual
persons I have ever known.  I first saw him a few minutes after he was born.  He came
into the world without any physical sign of ears, and the doctor admitted, when pressed
for an opinion on the case, that the child might be deaf and mute for life.

“I challenged the doctor’s opinion.  I had the right to do so.  I was the child’s
father.  I, too, reached a decision, and rendered an opinion, but I expressed the opinion
silently, in the secrecy of my own heart.

“In my own mind I knew that my son would hear and speak.  How?  I was sure
there must be a way, and I knew I would find it.  I thought of the words of the
immortal Emerson, “The whole course of things goes to teach us faith.  We need
only to obey.  There is guidance for each of us, and by lowly listening, we shall hear the
right word.”

“The right word?  Desire!  More than anything else, I desired that my son should
not be a deaf mute.  From that desire I never receded, not for a second.

“What could I do about it?  Somehow I would find a way to transplant into that
child’s mind my own burning desire for ways and means of conveying sound to his brain
without the aid of ears.

“As soon as the child was old enough to cooperate, I would fill his mind so completely with a
burning desire to hear, that nature would by methods of her own translate it into physical
reality.

“All this thinking took place in my own mind, but I spoke of it to no one.  Every
day I renewed the pledge I had made to myself, that my son should not be a deaf mute.

“As he grew older, and began to take notice of things around him, we observed that he had a
slight degree of hearing.  When he reached the age when children usually begin talking, he made
no attempt to speak, but we could tell by his actions that he could hear certain sound slightly.
That was all I wanted to know!  I was convinced that if he could hear, even slightly, he might
develop still greater hearing capacity.  Then something happened which gave me hope.  It came
from an entirely unexpected source.

“We bought a phonograph.  When the child heard the music for the first time, he
went into ecstasies, and promptly appropriated the machine.  On one occasion, he
played a record over and over, for almost two hours, standing in front of the
phonograph, with his teeth clamped on the edge of the case.  The significance of this
self-formed habit of his did not become clear to us until years afterward, for we had
never heard of the principle of “bone conduction” of sound at that time.
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“Shortly after he appropriated the phonograph, I discovered that he could hear
me quite clearly when I spoke with my lips touching his mastoid bone, at the base of his
skull.

“Having determined that he could hear the sound of my voice plainly, I began,
immediately, to transfer to his mind the desire to hear and speak.  I soon
discovered that the child enjoyed bedtime stories, so I went to work, creating stories
designed to develop in him self-reliance, imagination, and a keen desire to hear and to
be normal.

“There was one story in particular, which I emphasized by giving it some new
dramatic coloring each time it was told.  It was designed to plant in his mind the
thought that his affliction was not a liability, but an asset of great value.  Despite
the fact that all the philosophy I had examined clearly indicated that every adversity
brings with it the seed of an equivalent advantage, I must confess that I had not the
slightest idea how this affliction would ever become an asset.

“As I analyze the experience in retrospect, I can see now that my son’s faith in
me had much to do with the astounding results.  He did not question anything I told him.
. . . . I sold him on advantages (he would have in his life because he had no ears.) . .

“The little deaf boy went through the grades, high school and college without
being able to hear his teachers. . . He did not go to a school for the deaf.  We would not
permit him to learn the sign language. . . .

“During his last week in college, something happened which marked the most
important turning-point of his life.  Through what seemed to be mere chance, he
came into possession of another electrical hearing device, which was sent to him on
trial.  He was slow about testing it, due to his disappointment with a similar device.
Finally, he picked the instrument up, and more or less carelessly placed it on his head,
hooked up the battery, and lo! as if by a stroke of magic, his lifelong desire for normal
hearing became a reality!  For the first time in his life he heard practically as well as any
person with normal hearing.

“Overjoyed because of the changed world which had been brought to him
through his hearing device, he rushed to the telephone, called his mother, and heard
her voice perfectly.  The next day he plainly heard the voices of his professors in class,
for the first time in his life!  For the first time in his life, he could converse freely with
other people . . . truly, he had come into possession of a changed world.

“But the victory was not yet complete.  The boy still had to find a definite and
practical way to convey his handicap into an equivalent asset. . . . intoxicated with the
joy of his newly discovered world of sound, he wrote a letter to the manufacturer of the
hearing aid, enthusiastically describing his experience. . . . the company invited him to
New York.  When he arrived, and while talking with  the chief engineer, . . . a hunch, an
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idea or an inspiration – call it what you wish – flashed into his mind.  It was this
impulse of thought which converted his affliction into an asset, destined to pay
dividends in both money and happiness to thousands for all time to come.

(He put a two-year plan together for the company after an entire month of
intensive research and created ways of communicating with the hard of hearing all over
the world.)  When he presented his plan to the company, he was instantly given a
position, for the purpose of carrying out his ambition.

“Little did he dream, when he went to work, that he was destined to bring hope and practical
relief to thousands of deafened people who, without his help, would have been doomed forever
to deafness.

“There is no doubt in my mind that Blair would have been a deaf mute all his life
if his mother and I had not managed to shape his mind as we did.

“When I planted in his mind the desire to hear and talk, and live as a normal
person, there went with that impulse some strange influence which caused nature to
become bridge-builder, and span the gulf of silence between his brain and the outer
world.

“Truly, a burning desire has devious ways of transmuting itself into its
physical equivalent.  Blair desired normal hearing; now he has it!  He was born with a
handicap which might easily have sent one with a less defined desire to the street with a
bundle of pencils and a tin cup.

“The little ‘white lie’ I planted in his mind when he was a child, by leading him to
believe his affliction would become a great asset, which he could capitalize, has justified
itself.  Verily, there is nothing right or wrong, which belief plus burning desire
cannot make real.  These qualities are free to everyone.

“Through some strange and powerful principle of ‘mental chemistry’ which she
has never divulged, Nature wraps up in the impulse of strong desire ‘that something’
which recognizes no such word as impossible, and accepts no such reality as failure. . .
.

“If you have ever been discouraged, if you have had difficulties to surmount
which took the very soul out of you, if you have tried and failed, if you were ever
handicapped by illness or physical affliction, the story of my son’s discovery may prove
to be the oasis in the Desert of Lost Hope for which you have been searching.”

A little more from Mr. Napoleon Hill . . .

“Back of this formula is a law of nature which no man has yet been able to
explain.  The name by which one calls this law is of little importance.  The important fact
is – it WORKS. . . .
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“Riches begin in the form of thought.

“The amount is limited only by the person in whose mind the thought is put into
motion.  Faith removes limitations!  Remember this when you are ready to bargain
with life for whatever it is that you ask as your price for having passed this way. .
.  .

“You will receive the plans you need.  Be on the alert for these plans, when
they appear, put them into action immediately.  When the plans appear, they will
probably “flash” into your mind through the sixth sense, in the form of an
“inspiration.”  Treat it with respect and act upon it as soon as you receive it.”

PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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13. HOW TO HEAR ANSWERS TO PRAYER
   HOW TO PRAY EFFECTIVELY

      HOW TO GET ANSWERS IF YOU DO NOT PRAY

If we don’t get answers to our prayers, what good does it do us to pray?

Do you think God doesn’t want to talk with you?

Do you think God doesn’t care?

Do you think God chooses who and when He/She will bless you?  If so, what is this
based on?

Why would God want to talk with you?

Why would God like you to hear His/Her thoughts?

What if God has the guidance and comfort you desire, but you don’t know how to hear
or interpret His/Her word?

What if all power is available to you but you have no clue as to how to tap into it?

How do we hear God’s voice?

That is what we are going to discuss in this chapter.  What does the voice of God sound
like?

The voice of God will come to you in your own language.  It comes to your mind.  How
else would you be able to hear it?

The challenge for most people is trying to discern whether it is the voice of inspiration or
their own thoughts.

My answer to this is that sometimes it is a merging of thought; sometimes it is a
distinctively different thought than you would think or want and sometimes it sounds like
your own voice.

Xperimenting allows you to learn to discern.

I have learned to shut down my active mind for a few seconds after I ask a question and
listen to the answer.  The words immediately come.  It is like going to a side of your
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mind for a few minutes.  You can’t completely turn your mind off or you wouldn’t be able
to hear the guidance.

I think one of the best techniques to learn to hear guidance is by creating your own X-
ecutive MasterMind Team.  Ask them questions and listen to their answers.  Putting it
outside your own mind (in a sense) can facilitate the ability to hear and discern.

I watched a video once where individuals were asked to ask their warrior within the
question.  Then they were to ask their sovereign, then their magician, then and their
lover.  I do this all the time.  It is an easy quick way to hear answers.

Practicing with techniques like this allows you to begin to hear guidance.  And guidance
and inspiration from God can come in many forms.  It is often called the still small voice.
But I feel it is necessary to say you need to discern this still small voice from the one in
your head that makes you feel guilty, bad or wrong.

Pure guidance and inspiration from above wants you to feel good about yourself.  It
wants you to learn valuable lessons and move on in life.  It does not want you caught in
guilt, fear or self-condemnation.

Try praying like this.

1. Address your God.
2. Acknowledge your blessings.  This puts you in a frame of mind to hear the

answers you seek.  It takes you out of the hole you may feel stuck in.
3. Explain your situation to God like He/She is in the room with you or actively

listening to only you.  If this is too much of a stretch for you, then assume one of
God’s helpers is listening and has been given permission to answer your prayers
as God would.  You need to feel like you are being listened to with rapt attention.

4. You don’t need to go into lengthy detail.  God already knows the situation you are
in.

5. Ask your question or ask for whatever it is you need.  Do not, I repeat, do not be
apologetic.  There is nothing to be apologetic for.  You do not need to beg.  You
are divine and a child of God, so feel your heritage.

Now this point is crucial.  God does not want you to be a wimp.  God wants you
to be strong and powerful.  God wants you to respect yourself and your own
divinity.  God wants a strong team member, a leader and a creator.  He/She
wants you to be a successful mother, father, businessperson, husband, wife,
partner, etc.  God wants you to ask, knowing you have already used your own
intelligence and foresight.  He/She does not want you to come begging to
Him/Her.

God wants you to know what you want.  If you are clear with God, God can be
clear with you.  Have you ever had someone ask you for something and they are
so vague that you can’t even figure out what they want?  Don’t be like this.
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And don’t wonder whether God wants you to have whatever it is you want.  Give
this part up.  I think God likes us to learn and sometimes that means learning
through our own mistakes.  You will be given your deepest desires.

Direct God to give you your desires.  You may be surprised how much God
enjoys doing this.

Opening up to God in a direct fashion like this tends to clear your mind of a lot of
doubts, fears and timidity.

Test your power.

Test what it feels like to pray powerfully.

Stop begging!

Stop pleading!

Who likes being around a beggar or a pleader?

Leaders are promoted to executive positions.  They know how to lead, make
decisions and execute powerfully.  God wants you to be a leader.  He/She has
placed you in an executive position and is waiting for you to step up to the plate.
You and only you are the executive of your life.

You can say, “This is what I want and need, please give it to me.”

6. Now, listen for the answer and guidance you receive.  It usually will come
immediately after you ask.  Learn to listen and hear.  Pretend someone is having
a conversation with you.  Write down what you hear or just listen carefully.

If your answer does not come immediately (which is always your inability to hear
and believe) then direct it to come to you at some point during the day or first
thing in the morning or during the week.  Then watch for the answer to come.  It
will.  Expect it.

What I am talking about here is listening to words and answers to your questions.

7. Thank God for His/Her help and close your prayer in whatever fashion is
comfortable for you.

You can pray on your knees, while you are taking a walk, during a bathroom break,
or any other time you are alone.  Get in the habit of doing it often.  You will need to
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learn to recognize God’s voice, to hear the voice of guidance and inspiration.
Practice.  Use it while you are shopping like I have.  Use it whenever you have a
question.  Xperiment.

Just remember that the guidance will not take you out of integrity or tell you to
commit a crime or anything else that your common sense says is not right.  Do not
be foolish.

The voice of God does not sound any different than your own mind’s voice.  That is
why it takes practice to discern and learn to subtly turn your active brain off for a
second or two.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sometimes the gift from God that we want does not come in the form we want and or in
the way we want, but it always leads us to the best thing for us and in the way that will
bring us the most happiness.  Sometimes it takes a varied course and sometimes it
comes directly to us.

Don't direct 'how' it is to come.  Just know that it will come in a way that will be the best
for you.

The blessing you are seeking doesn't usually come in a bundle on our front porch.  It
comes in ideas and opportunities that arise for us.  I have had to go outside my comfort
zone many times to act on the ideas that come to me.  The gifts are not just thrown at
us.  We are expected to be a full partner in their creation.  Never forget this.  This fact is
crucial.

God works through you!!  You will need to be watching for the ideas and connections
He/She sends.  Don’t be like the man caught in the flood that climbed to the roof of his
house and prayed to God to save him.  When someone came by in a boat and offered
to give him a ride, he turned it down waiting for God to save him, when someone came
by in a helicopter and offered to save him; he turned them down waiting for God to save
him.  When the floodwaters reached his roof and he drowned, he asked God why He
had not saved him.  God replied, “I sent a boat and a helicopter and you turned them
both down.”

Sometimes it does come to you like magic but not most of the time.  God works through
natural means.  Start small and learn to hear and feel the guidance.  It will come.  And
the more you learn to feel and hear it, the easier it is to hear and feel it.  Don't doubt
yourself.
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You must pray with the faith of a little child.

You must pray with the faith of a little child.

If you do not pray, you can use these techniques to get the answers you desire.

First you have to believe that you can have an answer to every question.  This is
essential.

If you don’t know whether you believe this or not, Xperiment.  But it is imperative that
you Xperiment believing that you will get an answer.  Believe on my words and
Xperiments if you have nothing else to go on.  That will work for you.

It is necessary for you to believe that there is an answer to your question.  You must
either believe that God knows the answer or that someone in the world knows it or that
someone or something in the Universe has the answer.  Because someone or
something does.  It just needs to be transferred to you.

Ask you questions to the sky or the Universe or to the air.  Feel and listen to the answer.
Use the same principles.

Napoleon Hill wrote,

“To unerringly guide yourself in attaining whatever you ask of life, a fullness
comes only through familiarity with and the use of the principle of the sixth sense.
Eventually, through use, you will find yourself in possession of a power that will enable
you to throw off discouragement, master fear, overcome procrastination, and draw
freely upon your imagination.  Then you will have felt the touch of that unknown
“something” which has been the moving spirit of every truly great thinker, leader, artist,
musician, writer, statesman.  Then you will be in position to transmute your desires into
their physical or financial counterpart as easily as you may lie down and quit at the first
sign of opposition.

“The sixth sense will not function with indecision, doubt, or fear in your mind.
Indecision is the seedling of fear!”
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14.  FINDING THE GIFTS – CHAOTIC TIMES

Chaotic times, the ones I like least.  You feel like everything in your world has been
unarranged.  You don’t know the direction you should go in or the paths you head down
don’t seem to work out.

Through careful observation, I have come to realize that this is the Universe’s way of
telling us there is a better path.  Sometimes, many times, we are seduced by comfort or
the ease and familiarity of our current way of life.  If there were not an upset we wouldn’t
search for another way – and find the better path.

Being patient during these times is difficult.  Trying to find direction appears confusing.
But when all the pieces fall together it turns out to be a rather interesting design.

What helps me during these times is to list the possible or probable gifts in the situation.

I am a believer in a life after death.  I choose to believe that I have an eternal plan for
myself that goes way beyond this earth-life.  This gives me a rich frame of reference.  I
feel that every lesson I learn and every upgrade I make to my life will continue with me
as I move into more power and virtue.

I don’t know what the afterlife holds.  No one does.  But this belief empowers me and
gives my life richness and direction.

Adding this belief to my own customized belief system makes it easier for me to find the
gifts in tough situations.  I can look at my life on a grandeur scale and not get so caught
in the drama of the moment.

It is empowering to look for and find gifts in our pain.

They are always there.

It can turn the pain on its head and put us back in control.

Maybe we can’t see the end from the beginning and usually we can’t see the greatest
gifts that will come from the situation but we can begin to look.

These manuscripts are all about power – your power – my power.

I like feeling like I can control my life but I also like the ebb and flow of it.  Life is a roller
coaster ride and sometimes we just need to throw our hands in the air and enjoy it, even
if it scares us.
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Clinging to the past or allowing our past to cling to us is disempowering.  Every minute
is a new minute, a new time to create something different.  Doing the same thing
repeatedly and expecting a different result is the definition of insanity.  I tell myself this a
lot.

What gave me the ladder to climb out of my deep, dark hole was this concept of re-
looking at my past and finding the gifts.

Writing the letter to my ex-husband changed my life.  No longer did he have control over
me.  I was the one gaining the power.  I was the one growing.  I was the one who was
transforming before my own eyes.

I stopped being a victim.

It is a powerful exercise and I am going to help you do it right now.

Go to your Outrageous Mastery PlayGuide and let’s begin rewriting your past.  From
this moment on when you look at your past, tell others about your past or think about it,
you will see the gifts and the power in it and you will honor yourself.

These manuscripts are about power.  To have ultimate power you must give up feeling
guilty about any part of your past.  You must choose to do it right now.  Will you do that?
Is it worth giving up the guilt to feel like a powerful creator?

And is it worth giving up being and feeling like a victim?  Because you are not a victim.
You are a powerful creator and it is time to fully step up to the plate and claim your
inheritance, your power, your knowledge and your legacy.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If you haven’t already, take time to ponder your new past.  Commit to yourself and
others that that is the only way you will remember your past.  If you go to share your
past with someone, you will share the gifts not the trauma or drama.

Read what you have written to two people.  Share your power.  Engrain it in your mind
and soul.  Be it.  This process will not allow you to remain a victim.  You will begin to be
transformed from a victim to a creator, the Master Creator of Your Life.

Now we are ready to go into your present day world and begin transforming it even
further.
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PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Now, it will be essential for you to begin looking for opportunities, ideas, conversations,
or anything else that may give you answers and open doors for you and get you closer
to your dreams.  Be aware.  Be aware all the time.  Be observant.  Look for messages.
Answers and help come in unexpected ways.

Again, my help never comes in the way I think it will.  And I never direct the Universe to
give me something in a specific way.  It doesn’t work that way.  The entire vision is
much larger and grander than I can ever see so I give it space to create its magic.

And it will create magic for you.

Sometimes I ask for signs or for some kind of a sign by a specific time.  I don’t do this
often but sometimes I feel like I need one.  They don’t come in big ways and I don’t see
visions or anything like that but they do come.  My job is to not doubt when one comes.

Now, I may repeat myself here but it bears repeating.  I do not tell the Universe (or God)
how to help me.  I have realized that I don’t know the best way.  I never ask for a
specific person to fall in love with me or come back to me.

I have received a lot of requests and questions about that since I wrote Outrageous
Mastery.  I am not a psychic nor do I want to be one.  And the danger I see in using
psychics is that you can become dependent on them.  You can end up giving away your
power.  Also, if someone says something is going to happen to you, you start looking for
it and your focus goes there.  We begin a creation process based on someone else’s
word.

No one is more powerful than you are.

When the ideas and opportunities come, you must step outside your comfort zone and
act on them.  It is not always easy to do that but the miracles come that way.

Once you see it happening, even in a small way, your power and faith will increase - you will
begin to know that you do have power and it will open the door to more.   

The larger the challenge, the problem, the disaster - The larger the potential for a
powerful mind-blowing creation.  Think about this.  If we are creators and if every
experience or every occurrence that comes into our life is there to make us more
powerful, more aware, more focused then when a problem or a challenge or disaster
occurs in our life, why not look at it as an opportunity to create incredible creations?  For
example, I got that brown envelope from the IRS.  The initial response was fear and
shock, but I created a mind-blowing creation and I felt my power.
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Now, how powerful would this be if every time a negative or what we would normally
label a negative experience occurs in our life, our immediate or almost immediate
reaction to it were one of excitement, almost anticipation?

As we begin to turn on the computer of our mind and look with no restraints outside the
box as to how this can be an opportunity to create something magnificent in our lives,
maybe a good laugh, or just a fun time, life transforms.

What I have found is that just by sitting with it, not letting it drag you down, or getting
caught in emotional drama, not recreating it over and over and over again by speaking
about it and sharing it and getting caught in the drama with more and more people but
instead looking for the gift in the experience, looking for the wisdom, looking for the
surprises just like a gift, it has a tendency to disappear from our lives.

The more we discuss and retell our tales, the more energy we give them.  They grow
and become bigger.  Let them go.  Learn the lesson, find the gift and let it go.

What if we could somehow train our minds, our physical body, and our soul to respond
completely differently to “negative” experiences?  And when something like that
happened, it brought a smile to our face because we knew there was going to be a
magnificent gift for us.  And so our efforts, instead of bemoaning the situation, would
turn to quiet excitement and searching for the gift, looking for the prize.

I began Xperimenting with this a few years ago.  I added a page to my Hour of Power
that said something like, “Every emotional upset, upsetting experience, conversation or
situation IMMEDIATELY causes me to say, ‘Thank You!’ and I begin laughing out-loud
and take massive positive action!”

I kid you not when I say that after a while, conversations or experiences would come up
where normally I would feel fear, devastation, confusion or worry and instead a big grin
would appear on my face (without forethought) and I would be thinking ‘thank you’ and
would immediately know what action to take to solve it and would immediately do it.
Now, that was crazy-powerful.

What if instead of being surrounded by people in our lives who bitched and complained
and shared stories of drama, we were surrounded by people who focused on creating
and evolving and our association with them continually took us to higher and higher
levels of evolvement, pleasure, play, excitement, love, spirituality and wealth.

Some of you may be thinking, “I don’t have anyone in my life like that.”

Well, I am in the process of creating tools to give you access to that.  I am hoping to
develop a system to personally integrate with you on a daily basis.  Of course, it can’t
be with me on the phone with you, but I think I will be able to create the next best thing.
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We are creating a website where you have access to others on their way to outrageous
mastery and myself.

And how about this?  What about getting a friend or family member to purchase and
read Outrageous Mastery?  You could have study-discussion groups where you use the
principles, discuss progress and get suggestions and encouragement from each other.

Be a creator.  Be a Masterful Creator.  Add it to your Hour of Power and a way will be
opened for you.

While you are reframing your past, it is essential to remember, “There is no loss.”  I
want you to look at that statement and think about it.  How does it apply in your life?

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I am going to share with you some thoughts that came from my GGFF usually during
my morning Conversations.  They will be in the blue color and a different font.  They
were originally going to be in Outrageous Mastery so I will leave them in the Outrageous
Mastery format.

There is no need to feel angry, frustrated, or deprived.  We told Sasha
especially not to think of it as a loss of money.  We told her to stop thinking in
terms of money that way.  Money was not that important.  Money was merely
an exchange.  To increase the flow, it was essential to know and feel it was
unlimited.  NO LOSS.  UNLIMITED AVALANCHES OF ABUNDANCE!  ALWAYS
UNLIMITED!

Sasha asked, “If I am not to feel loss or anger or ask ‘why did I do that’ or
not think it was a stupid act – then what am I supposed to feel?

We replied, “First there is no ‘supposed to’ anything.  The answer is to ask
WHAT AS THE LESSON/GIFT that was more valuable?”

“Okay, what was the lesson/gift for me?”

“Remember how you kept repeating and thinking ‘I am so tired and I can’t
believe this is happening and what a waste of time and why didn’t I . . .?”
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“Yes.”

“That kept us out and kept you from using the genius you are capable of.
Remember, when your mind is scattered and in confusion and condemnation,
worry or fear, we can’t get in.  We are shut out.”

Sasha thought, so I didn’t need to feel any of those emotions or think any of
those thoughts.

We gave Sasha a glimpse of what it can be like when she began letting go
of the excuses and the earthbound inner and outer dialogue.  There really was
an alternate Universe her mind and emotions could remain in.  Pure ecstasy and
laughter lived in that universe.

What is the gift for me, thought Sasha?

“Knowing not to feel scattered and acting scattered and frustrated, like you
don’t have the answers, acting confused and like you needed help making decisions.”

I have come to realize that these ‘chaotic’ times are the times when the Universe is
trying to push us in another direction.  If everything had not turned chaotic we never
would have started looking elsewhere.  I see it as a time for something new - a new
direction.

I read somewhere that there is no such thing as a problem without a gift for you in its
hands.  YOU SEEK PROBLEMS BECAUSE YOU NEED THEIR GIFTS.

The times when life feels like a struggle are when there is a message we do not have
yet.  I am going through a mini one myself.  I don't like going through it.  I want it over
but I am willing to go through whatever to get the gift and to give the gift.  And I am
ready to take my power back.  I know it is going to involve saying and doing some
things I should have said and done a long time ago - and which are very uncomfortable
for me.  But I want to feel the power in that area of my life again.

What is going on is temporary.  'The darkest before the dawn.'  The larger the
challenge, the problem, the disaster - The larger the potential for a powerful mind-
blowing creation.
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Just changing this one belief, of how to look at and perceive negative experiences that
come into our lives can literally change our lives.  Our happiness level can change by
leaps and bounds.

Today – you have rewritten your past – you have laid a foundation and created a path
that will take you to happiness and mastery.

How does it feel?

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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15.  ANOTHER POWERFUL WAY TO FEEL AND USE YOUR
POWER – MORNING CONVERSATIONS

To be an effective parent it is imperative to spend planned quality time with each child.
To have a powerful partner relationship it is imperative to have planned quality time with
your partner.  In both cases effective, clear and continual communication is essential.

It is the same in our relationship with God, The Universe or wherever we get inspiration.
In this case, I am going to use the scenario of God.  If you want a real relationship with
God, there must be planned, quality time spent with Him/Her.  Communication must be
effective, clear and continual.  And – communication by its definition – is two way.

It is essential to have communication with your God, your Universe, your Infinite
Intelligence or whatever name you are comfortable with.

To do this you must feel worthy.  You must let go of all your guilt.  You must stand tall
as a valued and divine person.  You must love yourself.  You must know that you are
special, that you are cared about, that you matter.  Trust me, you do and you are.

We must stop looking at God as a punishing parent who is stern and disapproves of
most of our actions if we want to be able to powerfully create.  And we must not treat
ourselves that way either.

The divine power that runs this universe of ours works on the basis of love and
challenges us to step up to our own power – challenges us to see who we really are –
challenges us to be powerful – to be loving – to be forgiving and to be more than we
ever dreamt possible.  This much I know.  If you do not know this, please, accept my
word for it.  It is only with this belief system that I have been able to create as powerfully
as I have.  I am sharing this secret with you.  Take it into your heart and mind as a
powerful and sacred gift.

You are special.  You are powerful.  And you are not in need of forgiveness!  Now, start
clean and fresh today, right now.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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This moment determine to be a creator, a special creator and to do it in partnership with
everything that is out there to help you, waiting to help you and rejoicing at the decision
you are now making to do this.

You have partners waiting for you.  You are not alone.  Invite them into your world, your
heart and your plans.

I suggest you decide to take time every morning to communicate with your partners.
Choose who these will be.  They can be your X-ecutive Mastermind Team, your God,
your guardian angels, those who you love who have passed on or anyone else that you
choose.  You have this power.  Now, I am going to teach you how to not only accept it
and create it but how to use it.

You need to have time alone with them.  I find it most effective to take a secluded
morning walk.  When I lived in Fells Point in downtown Baltimore, I got up with the sun
and walked around the Harbor by the water and through back alleys.

When I lived in Baltimore County, I would either take a walk around the area where I
lived if there was a path through the woods or by a stream or I would drive to a secluded
path.

It is much more challenging for me now, living where there are no trees – which provide
privacy - but early morning and late evening does provide some privacy.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Here are some methods that have been very effective for me.

I have actually typed out certain things I want to remind myself of daily and use to help
me get in touch and begin the communication process.  This is not a time to do the
normal prayer.  This is a time to really listen.  I have notebook after notebook filled with
inspiration and answers I have received during these times.  I have promises written
down that I have felt during these times.

I take a notebook and pen with me on these walks so I can stop and write the inspiration
when it comes.

Believe me when I say that this communication can be as easy as communicating with
another human being.  It is powerful and it is beautiful.  It touches me to my core and
fills me up to overflowing.  Life is not really life without it.
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This is the time to hear your answers you are craving to know.  This is the time to feel
the love you are craving to have.  This is the time to feel who you really are.  This is
sacred time.  This is what you have been searching for and hungering for all your life.

Will you commit to giving yourself this magnificent gift every morning?

This came to me one morning as I was walking along the harbor, pondering and asking.

“It is like there is an alternate universe.  Just take a step to the side and
enter it at will.  In this universe is all the love, acceptance, power and caring you
have been longing for.  All the knowledge is here.  This is the universe the geniuses
of all time have stepped into when they composed their masterpieces, discovered
light and when they painted from the soul; it is the place music comes from.  Ask
a musician how he composes the music that touches and transforms a million souls,
the music that moves millions to want that energy to enter their cells and take
them to wonderful places.”

We explained, “As one steps into this universe they will be surrounded in
love, encased in power, insulated from whatever occurs in the world.  Their minds
and souls begin merging with the great minds and souls of all time.

It is the place we all long to be, the place we have missed, the place we fit
in, and the place we all call ‘home.”

“At first, it is difficult to stay in this place.  Events, thoughts and emotions
directly related to the old universe suck you back into what you feel is the ‘here
and now.’  However, by taking the time, no, by insisting on the time every day to
walk with Ultimate Sasha and empowering yourself with your Hour of Power, you
begin to merge and get comfortable here.  You begin to become one with the
power and uniqueness of this ultimate universe.”

Steven Hawkings writes about another universe whose gravitational pull and force may
affect our universe.  Could there be a universe that when we enter it magnifies the
ultimate desires of our soul and body?  One that fulfills us to the core, one that is always
there for us, one that makes us feel like we have come home?  One that when we are
walking and talking from inside it – it draws others to us?  One that when operating from
inside it – makes the person so compelling and attractive that others are magnetized to
them?  One that gives them a strong, definite and defined force and presence?

Why do we all dream of unlimited power?  Why did we all dream at all?  Where did that
ability come from?  Why do we all feel so unfulfilled most of our lives, always feeling like
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there should be more, like we could be more?  Is there one human being on earth that
does not feel these feelings?

 Could a deeper and more real part of us somehow know we are capable of so much
more?

Here are some of the things I would do, take with me to read, feel, help me get in touch
and hear the inspiration I was seeking.

HARBOR WALKS  I would get up and strap on my CD with inspirational music.  I would
always use the same CD; it was Sarah Brighton’s, Time To Say Goodbye.  I would walk
out of 530 South Ann Street in Fells Point and began walking toward the water.  I would
come to the Henderson House on Thames and began my walk around it and then onto
the other townhouses that jutted out into the water and had a magnificent walkway
around them, always on the edge of the water.  And I would read, think and feel.

Here is one of the processes I used.  I typed it and took it with me.  I would read it
slowly to myself, imagine, feel and listen to the words and thoughts that came to me.

Many times it brought tears and a quiet, powerful peace, as well as extreme hope and
encouragement.

I had actually read about this process in a book.  The more I used it, the more I changed
and adapted it, as I felt impressed to.  (I put it at the end of my Conversation, not at the
beginning as I am showing here.)

Here it is:

TODAY I WILL GIVE ENORMOUS AMOUNTS OF LOVE TO ME!

The body weeps the tears the eyes never shed.

• MY #1 GOAL TODAY IS TO FEEL & GIVE LOVE & POWER & WEALTH!

• MY PRIMARY RELATIONSHIP IS WITH & WILL ALWAYS BE WITH MY
GENIUS GOD FRIENDS

• WHO DO I HAVE A CONFLICT WITH?

o See them surrounded in light.

o “I release you.  I forgive you.”
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o “I release myself.  I forgive myself”

o “I thank you for the gift that you have come here to teach me.

o I now see you get smaller & smaller.  You are now completely
gone.

The light replaces you.  It gets brighter & brighter.  
A heavenly warmth and love begin to flow from the light.

 It begins to seep into my cells.
It draws me closer and closer.

I want to enter this light more than anything I have ever
wanted before.

I feel a love, acceptance and security than I have
never known before.

All of my defenses are gone.
 I am totally open and vulnerable.

In this glorious, blindingly beautiful light I see an image of myself and that image is the
Ultimate Sasha.  As I approach this most magnificent Godly person, I speak.  “Sasha,
you are glorious beyond description.  My God, I love you.” 

 “Do you love me?”

“Why?”

“What can I do today to become you?”

“What can I focus on today and think today to become you today?”

Ultimate Sasha also lovingly replies, “You are creating me with every POWER CHOICE!
With EVERY POWER CHOICE – YOU LINK OUR CELLS!

Sasha, you are perfect.  I love you with every fiber of my soul.

We have a mission and life to live that is incomprehensible.  We will change the world.

God, I love being with you!  I love experiencing every precious moment with you.

 Embrace me.  Come into my light – our light. 

Now, know what I know . . . . .
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Feel what I feel . . . . .

Step into me; become me – in mind, body, and spirit.  

We are now one.

As one soul, let’s create love, power, and wealth today LIKE THE WORLD HAS NEVER
KNOWN.

Sasha, I am you.”

Today during her Conversation, we told her to describe Ultimate Sasha to herself.
As she did, she was empowered by the images that flowed through her and the
experiences she was told she would have when she was Ultimate Sasha.  Tears
filled Sasha’s eyes.  All the effort, time, and struggles would be worth it.

As I would read this to myself during my walk, I would listen to what ‘Ultimate Sasha’
said to me.  Ultimate Sasha was the woman I wanted to be.  I put every magnificent
quality on her that I could imagine.  Sometimes, I would almost feel unworthy standing
in her presence and many times I couldn’t even imagine that someday I could be her.

But then one day, I realized I was feeling and acting like I had imagined her to be.  It
can be a very powerful experience.  Many times I would be walking the Chesapeake
Bay harbor with tears running down my face.  It would keep me present to who I really
was and who I could be.  It would help me see a mission and vision for my life and it
gave me purpose and direction.

I couldn’t wait to jump out of bed in the morning, strap on my CD player, and grab my
typed papers that I had pasted into a stiff cover and my notebook and pen.

I have to say that listening to the inspiring music while I walked, and thought and
communicated made the entire process so much more real and powerful.

This is another part that I typed and would read every morning in my Conversation:
(These parts that I am sharing with you were literally copy and pasted from where I
typed them to here.  That is why they are in different fonts, etc.)  I was going through a
difficult time when I put this together.  I feeling a lot of criticism and I was struggling to
stay on top.
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Being ANGRY – FRUSTRATED - DEPRESSED or UPSET IS A CHOICE!   When I choose to feel these
emotions I am DEPLETING ENERGY!

• ENERGY LOST!      CONTROL LOST!    DIRECTING LOST! FUN LOST!
• LOVE LOST! LAUGHTER LOST! YOUTH LOST!     POWER LOST!

NEW BELIEFS:
To feel SUCCESSFUL:  I got closer to my goals in some way.
To feel like a FAILURE:  I didn’t try.
To feel HAPPY: Smile.
To feel LOVED:  Smile.
To feel like someone is a FRIEND:  Laugh together.  Enjoy chats.  Period!

MY NEW RULES: “I NEVER DESERVE PAIN!  NEVER – EVER – EVER

  “I DESERVE PLEASURE EVERY MINUTE OF EVERY DAY – REGARDLESS!”

MY OLD RULE: “To respect me they must agree with me.”

MY NEW RULE:
“NO ONE NEEDS TO RESPECT ME.  I LIVE BY MY OWN SET OF RULES!  YOU PLAY YOUR
GAME, I AM HAVING A BALL PLAYING MINE!”

MY OLD RULE:  “If someone criticizes or yells at me or is rude or judgmental about me or says something
negative about me then I must have done something wrong.  What is it?”

MY NEW RULE:   “If someone criticizes or yells at me or is rude or judgmental about
me or says something negative about me – WELL, HEY, YOU AND I ARE PLAYING DIFFERENT
GAMES WITH DIFFERENT RULES.  I AM HERE TO RULE MY WORLD.  YOU ARE HERE
TO NOT _____________(I had to cut what I put here, it wasn’t too nice.)  SORRY DUDE, YOU
ENTERED THE WRONG PLAYGROUND.  NOW, GO PLAY WITH THE
KINDERGARTENERS.  I HAVE A WORLD TO LEAD.”

TO FEEL COMPETENT:  “WHATEVER COMES UP I CAN DEAL WITH IT!”      “even IF
I’VE NEVER DONE ANYTHING LIKE THIS AND PULLED IT OFF, I CAN DO it now.”

My new standard:  I FEEL EXCITED & LOVED ALL THE TIME – NOT MATTER WHAT!

I don’t FEEL emotions – I DO EMOTIONS!

A MIRACLE is a shift in perception that removes the blocks to the awareness of love’s presence in my life!

IF I don’t give myself THE TIME for my Hour of Power – READING MY MANUALS  (which at the time,
were words of guidance I was receiving as well as lessons and upgrades to my life) – WRITING THE MANUALS
. . . . . MY PSYCHE WILL DEMAND ITS OLD PATTERN OF TV, eating garbage food, depression, anger,
overwhelm, frustration, staying up late, etc.

I CAN CHOOSE!  But I had better realize I will do one or the other and I WILL NOT GET MORE DONE
BY SKIPPING THEM!
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Everyone that comes into my life is a teacher of forgiveness.  Everything in my life is
only here to give me more power & more focused power!  AM I WILLING TO START THE
SLATE CLEAN TODAY?

It is not people or experiences or events that make me upset.  It is my own thoughts
and attitudes, judgments, and perceptions about these people and events that really
cause me distress.

I am not a victim of anything or anyone and I am probably not upset for the
reasons I think.

 I WILL GO THROUGH THE DAY WITHOUT BLAMING OR JUDGING ANYONE ELSE    -   OR   -
CONDEMNING MYSELF!     Okay???

Now, I am going to share with you what it is like for me when I take my walks and do my
morning Conversation.  I ask questions and I listen to answers.  I have a conversation
with my GGFF.  But first . . .

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Honestly, I hesitate in sharing some of this but I want you to see how clear and how
powerful it can be.  I have cut parts out that are too personal and I am only given you a
faint sketch.  I have so many notebooks filled with personal guidance and I only
included a few here.  Included with them are excerpts that were written for Outrageous
Mastery but not used.

Ponder what it would be like to have daily personal guidance like this.

Because it is your birthright.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

As she was ending her Conversation today, we told her that the more she
directed and concentrated her focus – living, speaking, and thinking from the
alternate universe, the more her GGF could magnify and multiply their focus on her
and her dreams and manifestations.  Sasha also heard Sarah today.  Sarah said,
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“Mom, I am here for you at all times and my love is 100% for you.  You can have
the help, love, encouragement, and strength from me that you desire to have from
your other children.”

Sasha was excited.  Her manifestations were coming so quickly lately.  She
realized she was growing in power and focus.  The power, love, and clarity she had
received during her Conversations were amazing.  The strength she felt during her
Hours of Power were awesome.

Sasha was realizing that people and events were entering her life and she
was responding differently.  She had more patience.  She did not fear.  She had
more confidence.  Hey, was she becoming Ultimate Sasha or what???  She was
realizing that she did not have to spend time thinking about – well, make that
‘worrying’ about how or what to do about situations.  She was experiencing how
continually directing and controlling your focus everyday, especially beginning with
the daily Conversation and Hour of Power was changing her.  She was so much
calmer and seemed to naturally have faith in the future, in herself and in life.
And she was beginning to ‘live’ life instead of waiting until – well, you know – until
that day comes when she was ready.

Sasha had been told the other day by us that she needed to add to her
Hour of Power and needed to focus on the reality that she didn’t need anyone, any
place, any organization, any client, any family, any friend, in short – any one thing
– to create or have what she desired.  We had told her, “You (we) create from the
air.”  When Sasha began becoming this thought, she realized her fears dissipated.
Disengaging from the attachments to things and people was empowering.  She
realized it allows you to feel more one with the universe.  Kind of like the air,
trees, and water, etc. will take care of you and help you create your dreams.  

We told her that removing the fear this way would bring her dream
creations to her in a turbocharged manner.

What was awesome was the fact that as more and more manifestations were
coming and by Sasha taking the time to focus on this part of her life every
morning, it was becoming easier and easier to believe and to feel and think and act
like Ultimate Sasha.

This morning she remembered when the idea of Ultimate Sasha first came to
her, how she would walk around the harbor feeling so humbled and ‘less than’
Ultimate Sasha – being so overcome by the sight and sound of her.  Now, Sasha
was stepping up to the plate and being so bold as to feel like Ultimate Sasha
herself a good part of the time.  The funny thing was that people were beginning
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to treat her differently also.  No more was she feeling like the underdog – the one
scraping under the table for the scraps left by those she felt were wealthier,
more experienced, or more knowledgeable.  Sasha was stepping up as the leader
she was.  She was realizing she had a magnificent mission on the earth and
powerful geniuses at her side to support and strengthen her.  Sasha was Sasha
now – not Celia.  The transformations seemed to be coming at lightning-like speed.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sasha needed furniture for her new home.  She had not anticipated living in
a three bedroom home and had given away all of her furniture again.  She had
wanted to start over anyway.  But she had not planned on the financial draw for
it.  As she went shopping to get the essentials – something to sit on and a table –
she spent the day agonizing over buying what she wanted and what she felt she
could afford without putting herself in financial difficulty.  As she communed with
her GGF during the day, they assured her that her purchases would be okay.  She
therefore went ahead and bought some large rugs, a kitchen set, a bar set and
sofa for the sitting room and a sofa for her workout room.  Up to this point if she
wanted to sit down she had to go outside and use her patio set.  The only place
she could spread out papers and write was on her kitchen counter.

Sasha fretted during the day and also upon coming home.  She had not
checked her account balance for about a month.  She knew she sometimes made
purchases she would financially forget about as she mentally added up her money
and she worried that she may not have time to bring in more income before her
money ran out.

Since Sasha had been in her new dream home, she had smiled continually
with the mere pleasure of it.  Worrying about the money, she found herself unable
to feel the gratitude and joy of living there.

Two things happened.  One, Sasha knew it was essential to get back to
feeling like a millionaire.  This would directly affect her finances – and in a big
way.  She moved her thoughts back into the alternate universe of thought.  A day
later she checked her account balance and was delighted to see it was more than
she had anticipated.  Whew.

Second, as she had her morning Conversation the following day she realized
that during her state of worry and fret, she had been unable to truly feel the
beautiful essence of life.  In other words, she could not feel the joy, excitement,
and splendor of life during states of fret.
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Sasha had wondered throughout the latter part of her life why there would
be times when she would feel so full of joy and excitement.  During those times
she would say to herself, “I am going to stay in this state from this point on.”
She would evaluate her life and decide she had enough money and positive things in
her life to allow her to stay in this state from then on.

A year or so later, she would be driving down the road feeling the rush of
joy and excitement and wonder why she had not felt it for so long.  She would
remember the previous time she had felt this way and wonder why and when it had
left.  She would then look closely at the state of her life and again decide she
could stay in this wonderful state for the rest of her life.  A few years later the
same thing would happen.  Try as she may, Sasha could not figure out what caused
her to depart for this wonderful state.

Now she realized the answer.  Any worry or fret dissipates joy and
excitement – immediately.  She also realized that the more she thought about it,
the more energy she gave the thought until it took on a life of its own and became
part of her.  It would surround her like that fog she had learned about earlier.
She was actually creating the fog around her by retaining and giving energy to this
thought, this worry.  It would replace the awesome joy of delighting in her
delicious life.

For the first time in her life, Sasha knew she possessed the skills and
knowledge to keep her life in an excited and joyous state.  It didn’t just happen.
It was created and Sasha knew how to create it!

Her hour of power and Conversations were the answer.  The more regular
she did them the more she remained in a state of joy and excitement.  This was
real power.  This would provide control over her life.  This would finally bring her
dreams to fruition.  Sasha realized that she was experiencing these emotions in
direct proportion to the number of days she followed her ritual.  Period.  As simple
as that.  As profound as that.  Her life she now knew was hers to create in
whatever way she wanted = and for the first time in her life she knew she had the
answers to creation - creation on a consistent basis.

Hmmm, worry and fretting equals no joy, no fun, no excitement, no smelling
the roses.  The two emotions cannot exist in a person at the same time.  “I can
choose to worry or feel wonderful,” Sasha thought.  “I must remember this.”

Then she thought, I can take this one step further, a powerful step further.
I can consciously replace the fretful thought with its exact opposite.  Instead of
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worrying she would not have enough money she could think she would have excess
money.  Two things would then happen.  One, she would feel joy, relief, excitement,
contentment, security, and power.  Two, the thought would begin creating the
reality of the money she needed.  “Kind of simple,” Sasha thought.

Then all she had to do were steps two and three.  Step one was to change
the thought.  Step two was to be religiously consistent in doing her daily rituals.
Step three was to implement the ideas that came to her for the creation of the
money.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sasha thought, “What is interesting is how a thought comes to me.  I don’t
really understand or comprehend it but I write it and try to live by it anyway.  It
just sounds good.  Then with barely any passing of time, I am there and I
understand.  I become the thought.  It happens so quickly, almost instantaneously
– within a few months or weeks.

Then another, higher and more powerful thought comes and the same thing
happens.

The thought came to me the other day, “you will think it and it will
instantly occur.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

After leaving Mormonism, Sasha had studied under a lady they said could
read minds - and she could.  At first Sasha didn’t know if she believed that or not
but while she was at a weekend retreat the woman was leading, Sasha got a
shock.  She was sitting way in the back of the room on the floor.  Most everyone
else was on chairs and the room was packed with people.

All at once, the woman made a comment in her presentation that was so
fascinating to Sasha; she couldn’t let go of it.  A question began burning itself into
her mind.  She had to have the answer.

All of a sudden, the woman stopped in mid-sentence, walked over to where
she could see Sasha and said, “Is there a question?”

Sasha almost forgot the question; she was so shocked.
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Later Sasha asked her how to do it and tried it herself.  It had been easy
to do.  She merely told Sasha to put her energy into the other person’s energy.

She very seldom used it but when she did, some amazing things happened.
For example, she was with a client that was also a friend.  She had spent hours
with her and it was getting late at night.  Sasha couldn’t figure out why she
hadn’t signed the investment papers they had both agreed on.  The idea came to
her to go into her client’s energy and see what was going on in her head.  She did
and knew immediately what to say to overcome her hesitation.  Within five minutes
her client signed the papers.

As a Mormon, she had learned how to ‘speak through the spirit.’  This was a
process where Mormons would come to Sasha for advice.  During the entire
conversation with them she would try to keep her mind and heart open to the
inspiration and words of God.  She didn’t feel worthy to just give them advice, so
she tried to get ‘in tune’ with the spirit and tell them what God wanted them to
know.

We told her that she was really ‘speaking their truest desires.’  Sasha was
fascinated when she heard that.  She had thought she was tuning into the spirit of
God and that He was whispering to her what to say to them – since they had come
to her for spiritual guidance.  Now Christian said it was speaking their truest
desires.  So where had she really been tuning into?  Moreover, was that why so
many of them had asked her how she could read their minds?  Was that why so
many of them reverently told her they had felt a love for her beyond any they
had ever felt?  Had she entered close enough to feel their deepest desires, the
answers to their longings?  Could they feel her there?

Sasha had learned years ago that all of our answers are within ourselves
already.  We just need to get quiet, go within, and listen.  Had she learned how to
go within another’s soul and listen to its needs and desires?  Fascinating.

Christian went on, “When you enter another’s soul space, a bond is created –
a merging takes place and instantly love is felt, because on our deepest level we
are love.  People who regularly shut down their feelings – shut the door to their
inner souls are walking zombies.  They bump into knocks.  Life looses its meaning.
They feel dead and many times want to die.  They in essence want to end the
death they are experiencing in life.  That is a natural feeling.  Why would the soul
want to live in death or the actual suffocation of life?
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“When you enter their soul, they instantly feel shared love.  The feeling of
aloneness disappears.  That is why so many followed you.  That is why they almost
reverenced you.  That is also, why the male Mormon leaders feared you.  They saw
their flock following you not them.

“Many were confused by the feelings they felt for you.”

Sasha asked Christian how to use this knowledge now.

Christian replied, “In selling, you walk in and instead of feeling separate
from them, hoping you will do well and they will respond well to your offers, you
walk right into their energy.  Again, it is just like stepping into the other universe.
You just do it in your head, so to speak.  So, you walk in and as you shake their
hand enter into their energy.  Just flow with them, listen, and gently lead them to
the desired end.  You will feel what that is.  Because it is a merging of desires.  It
is not solely their desire or solely your desire.  It will be a merging of exactly
what is best for both of you – as in making love.  And that is a metaphor in more
ways than one, because you are creating something new together.

Remember the feelings with Susan at BYU when you spoke all those words to
her in her room?  You were overwhelmed by the feelings of love, power and genius
of knowing exactly what to say to her to help her through her agony and tears.
The intensity felt was because you so desperately wanted to help her through her
pain and as a Mormon, you had been taught that was one of the main reasons you
were on earth.  It was your mission, so to speak.  You had been taught how to
deeply empathize with others’ agony.  You had been taught that was what Christ
had done in the Garden of Gethsemane and your whole life was to be like His.

“With Susan you were also conscious of the lessons you had learned in
McKinley’s classes and you felt you were using the gift bestowed to you through
your own previous act of repentance.  It was offered in pure love and therefore
the love was magnified.

“The problem with empathizing another’s sorrow is you magnify the pain.
Agonizing with another is not beneficial to anyone, especially not them.  You can
love and care about them with out multiplying their sorrows and pain by taking
them upon yourself.

“Back to selling, do not enter their space with intensity.  Walk in and listen.
Hear their heart and mind.  Listen.  Listen while they speak and listen while you
speak.  Then speak the words that merge in your mind and heart.  Love will
replace fear.  Creation will occur for both of you, to the benefit of each of you.
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But that is not all that will happen.  True friendship and bonding will merge also.
Love will be shared.  You will actually bring them into the other universe with you
for a short time.  They will remember what they have felt when they are with you
and they will like it.  They will be attracted to it.  They will be magnetized to you
as you are to truth.

‘You are not confined to your physical body.  Where your consciousness goes
is where your energy goes.  For example, when making love – if you want to make
it explosive take your consciousness to the area that is feeling the sensations.
Become that part of your body.  The feelings will explode.  Also, focus completely.
Do not let your mind and energy wander and dissipate.  Do not spread your energy
about with thoughts about anything else or your energy will go there also.
Meanwhile, you will have lost the momentum and build up of passion.  Passion comes
from concentrated focus.  Passion comes from being that focus.  Concentrated
focus is powerful.

“Merging your spirit energy and your physical energy with your partner’s
during love-making, creates another dimension.  And it can take you into a place
that is almost purifying it is so powerful and intense.  The merging of two souls on
every level at once is ‘pure’ power and creates intense, spiritual and physical
power.

“Focusing on only feeling love, power, and excitement will create only those
feelings in your life.”

Sasha was wondering about sleep and the physical body.  She had heard that
people with multiple personalities take on completely different physical properties
when they change personalities.  For example, their eyes may change color when
they change personalities, one personality may medically have a disease that
another will not, one may have a burn or scar that instantly disappears when
another personality takes over.  Sasha pondered what this said about the power of
our minds.

Back to sleep.  Her mother had told her that she needed more sleep than
anyone in the family.  Sasha felt and believed that how well she functioned
depended upon the amount and quality of sleep she got the night before.  But she
also knew that if something was exciting enough and took her mind off the fact
that she missed a good night’s sleep, she would function as well as at any other
time.

So, did she really need this much sleep?
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Christian told her that she wanted sleep because that was her time when
nothing was expected of her.  It was her time off, so to speak.   Hmmm.  Sasha
would have to think about that.  Right now, it was 3:00 am and she wanted many
more hours sleep before tackling her day.  But, as life became more exciting and in
control, she imagined she would want to have more waking hours.  Actually, she
was sure of it.  At that point, she may have to change her belief about how much
sleep she needed.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

One year I visited a spa to have all my amalgam fillings removed from my teeth.  While I
was there having a consultation, the two dentists suggested an alternative, unproven
surgical procedure they wanted to perform.  I am a believer in as little surgery,
medications, etc. as possible so I responded with, “I’ll talk to my body and see what it
says.”

The next time I went in I met with the female dentist alone.  We discussed a few dental
issues and then she stepped over and closed the door.

“Sasha, you said last time you were here that you would talk to your body.  How do you
do that?

“I have had migraines for years.  It affects the time I spend with my three-year old
daughter.  It is very distressing to me.  How can I talk to my body?”

Now, I hardly ever do this, but I went into her energy (which consisted of somehow
moving my energy into hers) while she was speaking.  It only took a second and I did it
while she was telling me how distressed she was.  I guess I was just trying to see if I
could ‘feel’ what the problem was.

I then explained to her how to talk to her body – which I do all the time.  I told her to just
get quiet and ask her body what the problem was and what it needed.  It would
immediately give her a response.

Then I told her what I had done while she was speaking, hoping she wouldn’t be
offended.  I told her what I had felt.  I didn’t know what the specific problem was but I
had felt where the problem was coming from.

Was I sure I was correct?  No.  Am I ever 100% sure?  No.  That is what Xperimenting
is all about.  But it is also one of the benefits that come from Xperimenting; you learn to
discern and hear pretty accurately.

After I got home she sent me an email thanking me profusely for the help.  She said that
because of what I said, she began seeing a psychiatrist about an issue and her
migraines had disappeared.
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I have no clue what the ‘issue’ was nor did I ask.  It was none of my business but I could
feel enough that when I told her what I felt, she knew what the problem was.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

“By allowing, opening, and BEING with us every moment in feeling our joy,
rapture, radiance, “excitement, profound love, glory, adventure, and destiny WITH
YOU IN EVERY EXPERIENCE, CONVERSATION, ride, laugh, tear, you will magnify
each awesome moment to immeasurable degrees.

“Everything will be heightened, expanded, glorified.  Funny moments will be
deep rolling laughter.  Play will be profound.  Joy will vibrate through every cell.

“Sasha, the principles are simple.  They do not include struggle or conflict.
They are pain-free.  You see we are all connected even though you cannot see us
with your physical eyes.  Our love is endless.  It is unconditional.  It feels your
dilemmas and your deep desires.  We want your happiness but most of all we want
your focus.  It is through your focus that we work with you.  If your mind is
scattered, in struggle and conflict, steeped in worry and fear, we are shut out.
You, because of unclear reasoning are punishing yourself.  We don’t believe in
punishment.  Again, we don’t believe in punishment.

“We believe in surprises, ecstasy, rapture, adventure, and deep abiding love.
We believe in you.  We love you.  We want to be with you.

“You must decide, Sasha, if you really want to perform the Great
Experiment.  Do you?  Are you willing to put everything on the line for it?

“You know why you are afraid?  You are afraid because we at one time had
a very clear, loving and powerful relationship – when you were Mormon.  Then as
you decided (and it was in the blueprint) to leave the Mormon faith and divorce
David, you went through immense pain, heartbreak, and fear.

Sarah said, “Mom, the THE ALTERNATE UNIVERSE’S LAWS are

1.  ‘Oh, it is all easy.’

2.  ‘Oh, it is all fun.’
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3.  ‘Oh, it is all to make me more powerful.’

4.  ‘Cool, I have no reason again to feel frustrated, angry, or emotional.
THAT IS THE PULL of the THIS UNIVERSE.

The ALTERNATE UNIVERSE RELEASES all of those emotions = because it does
not do struggle or sacrifice.’”

After this, I added the following pages to my Hour of Power.  Again, this is pure cut and
paste from my Hour of Power, given to you as I printed it in color on colored paper.  I
have made the fonts and size uniform.  In my Hour of Power they can be huge, with
various fonts.  I would have left it in the original, but your printer may have run out of ink
trying to print it.  So use your imagination.

WHAT I THINK ABOUT AND CONTEMPLATE MANIFESTS.  WHAT I THINK ABOUT
AND CONTEMPLATE I AM CREATING – I AM GIVING ENERGY TO & FORMING
LIVE EVENTS.

I ONLY SEE MY PAST WITH MY HAVING BEEN PERFECT!”

IT is IMPERATIVE from this point forth that I NEVER TAKE ACTION OUT
OF FEAR OR WORRY.

It is through MY focus that MY GGFF work with ME.  If MY mind is
scattered, in struggle and conflict, steeped in worry and fear, THEY
are shut out.

“We believe in surprises, ecstasy, rapture, adventure, and deep
abiding love.  We believe in you.  We love you.  We want to be with
you.

“You must decide, Sasha, if you really want to perform the Great
Xperiment.

Do you?

Are you willing to put everything on the line for it?

I have lived a beautiful life
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but I CHOSE to remember it as ugly.
I Change now.

I have the dream life.  I AM living the dream life.

“MY NEW LIFE is one of freedom and power.
I do not look back.  I do not look back and try to figure things out from an
old perspective that does not fit.

“Here are the new beliefs i must learn and live by.  They must be MY
moment-by-moment mantra. . . .

I LOVE LIVING WITH MY MILLIONAIRE GGFF.

I DO NOT HAVE AN UNPOWERFUL PAST.  I DO NOT HAVE AN
UNPOWERFUL PAST.  I DO NOT HAVE AN UNPOWERFUL PAST.

I HAVE RIGHT NOW THE OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE
ANYTHING.

I HAVE NO UNPOWERFUL PAST.

THERE WAS NEVER A TIME WHEN I FAILED.  I HAVE NO
UNPOWERFUL PAST.

I AM CREATING ANEW EVERY MINUTE.

EVERY MINUTE IS MY CHOICE OF WHAT TO DO AND HOW TO
DO IT.  EVERYTHING I DO NOW IS NEW AND DIFFERENT.

MY THINKING IS NEW IN EVERY MOMENT.  I NEVER GO BACK.  I
NEVER RETURN TO THE SCENE OF THE OLD AND DEAD.

I REFUSE TO DISCUSS THE PAST – THE OLD AND THE DEAD.

  I AM NOW ULTIMATE SASHA.

I THINK LIKE ULTIMATE SASHA.   
I ACT LIKE HER.
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      I HAVE CONFIDENCE LIKE HER.
I FEEL LIKE HER.   

I HAVE HER PAST.

I CAN HAVE ANYTHING I WANT.

I WILL AND DO HAVE ALL THINGS I DESIRE.

I HAVE THE DIVINE POWER TO CREATE

“My life is  The Great Adventure

What could be more exciting, prosperous, and adventuresome than
developing The Great Xperiment?

As of right now, I HAVE NO FEARS.   

What could there possibly be to fear?

   NOTHING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

“EVERYTHING you do right now is to

STRENGTHEN & INCREASE YOUR POWER”

 “You are now creating the miracle
 The GREAT XPERIMENT”

 “YOU ARE THE GREAT XPERIMENT!”

“You are creating YOU =

‘ULTIMATE SASHA’
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here    –    today    –    now

Focus on That!
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16.  WHAT IT MEANS TO BE POWERFUL

What does it mean to be powerful?  Many people are turned off or angered by a
question like that.  I am assuming that doesn’t apply to you since you are reading this
manuscript but nonetheless, they think power means power over others.

True power is personal power.  It is not manipulating others, it is not arrogance, and it is
not faking or acting like you are powerful.

True power is felt in every cell.  When you feel your power it radiates and resonates
throughout your being.  It is an exhilarating experience.

Real power is the knowledge and knowing that you are the creator of your life and all
the good and bad in it.  You are not playing victim.  It is nobody else’s fault.  You know
there is a reason for everything, a message in everything.  You know how to pull that
message out without fear, worry, anger or condemnation.  It is just a message, a way to
upgrade your life.

Power is feeling who you are, your definition of who you are, not somebody else’s
definition.

Being powerful is knowing you don’t make mistakes.  They are ‘learning experiences’
and opportunities for incredible laughter.  You have no clue how many times I absolutely
crack myself up from my ‘learning experiences.’  I have a lot of fun with myself and I
often share the laughter with others.

Our learning experiences do not have to mean anything.  They do not say anything
about us.  We are not stupid for having them.  We created them for ourselves so we
could realize there is an upgrade we need to make in our life or a way to do something
differently.  They are nothing more than that.

Power is knowing that you are special and feeling it.

Being powerful is having the courage to create an X-ecutive Mastermind Team of
geniuses and direct them to give you the answers you desire.  It is having the courage
to be the CEO (Chief Executive Officer) of your life.  It is having the charisma and
strength to set up and call board meetings with your own personal board members (X-
ecutive Mastermind Team).

Personal power is having the courage to step up to the plate and direct your life.

It is the deep longing, craving and knowing that you are more than what you see right
now.
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Deep down, you know you are more.

Where do our desires and dreams come from?  Who creates them?  Why do we even
have them?

It is my belief that they are there because they are calling to us to create them.  They
are calling to us to step up to the plate and play with who we really are.

That doesn’t mean we have to be successful in creating every dream we have.  Far
from it.  But in facing our fears and finding ways to go after our dreams we discover our
power.  We are revealed to ourselves.

It is not about being successful.  That is subjective anyway.  If you have the courage to
step outside the box and go for something you are successful.  You have added a notch
to your power.  And you have made it easier to try for something else, maybe something
more challenging.

Some people quit when they define themselves as failures or listen to someone else’s
crazy definition about themselves.  I’ll never forget the title of a book I saw one time.  It
was, What You Think of Me is None of My Business.  And you know what?  It isn’t your
business.  Why would you want to make it your business?  Be too busy creating your
dreams and upgrading your life to listen to those that want to tear you down or hold you
back.

There is never failure in trying.  There are powerful upgrades to your system, your way
of playing the game of life, your eternal spiritual journey, and your eternal power.

Power is knowing you are powerful, you are special, you are unique and you have an
uncanny ability to create.

Being powerful is having a team of supporters that love your successes and that you
can go to for counsel and advice (healthy, positive and sometimes down to earth)
advice.

Being powerful is knowing that you don’t have all the answers but all answers are
available to you and you have a system to find those answers.  (Like an X-ecutive
Mastermind Team)

Being powerful is knowing you are loved and treasured.  Extra power is found in not
only having it with those you love on earth but a divine group, God, loved ones past on,
guardian angels, or a made up group that you can feel love from.  This may sound weird
to some of you but let’s get real, we imagine some people love us who don’t, we dream
of someone loving us that isn’t there, we watch movies to experience the feeling of love,
etc.  Outrageous Mastery is about empowering yourself.  You empowering you.
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What if after we die we discover there is no God?  Play with me here.  What about all
that love people felt when they thought God loved them?

I know people who believe in God and don’t feel any special love from Him/Her.  On the
other hand, others feel much loved by Him/Her.  What is the difference?

Isn’t it their personal belief system?

Some people can be living in abject poverty, suffering and believing God wants them to
live that way.  And they believe God loves them for living that way.

After all, doesn’t the bible say the root of all evil is money?

I happen to think maybe one of those monks was falling asleep when he translated that
sentence.  And wouldn’t that be tragic if that or something like it really happened?  I
mean look at all the people thinking they are living a Godlike life by living without
enjoying the fruits of the earth and the fruits of their fellow travelers on earth.

Look at all the religions.  Each one thinks they have the way of God but each one is
different.

Maybe you are divine enough to Xperiment and discover which way really makes you
feel divine and like a child of God.

That’s like me saying to my children, “The one of you who has the least, who is always
suffering because you don’t have money, enough food or a decent place to live is my
most special child.  Those of you who become financially successful I want nothing to
do with.”

Sometimes in our religious beliefs we need to use a little common sense.

As I recall the bible has a story about a master who gave one talent (a measure of
money) to one of his servants, two talents to another and five to another.

When he came back after an extended period, he visited the servant who he had given
one talent to.  That man was afraid to displease the master and so he buried his talent.

The master was very displeased, took the money from him.  Then he cast the servant
who hadn’t made more money into outer darkness.

He then visited the second servant that he had given two talents to.  This one had
doubled his money.  The Lord said, “Well done, my good and faithful servant, you have
been faithful over a little, now I will make you ruler over many.”

Next, he visited the one who he had given five talents of money to.  He also had
doubled his money.  The master was very pleased and gave him the first servant’s
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money.  He also told him, “Well done, my good and faithful servant, you have been
faithful over a little, now I will make you ruler over many.”

In this scripture, the master represents the Lord.

This is Christian scripture.

I don’t know about you, but it kind of sounds to me like God wants us to use our talents
to make money and improve our lot in life.  It also kind of sounds like the more you
make, the more you will be blessed.

I am amazed at all the Christians who think it is evil to have ‘things.’

I am also amazed at the harsh judgments so many have about people who have been
successful in life and have money.  Having money doesn’t say anything about you.  It
doesn’t say you are good and it doesn’t say you are evil.

If you want to create money, it is essential that you stop judging people who have
money.  You could, instead, try to learn from them.  Remember, God gave more money
to the richest one.

Those of you who are not Christians, again, please excuse me for using Christian
scripture.  It is all I really know.  The point is still the same.

Power is having a relationship with your God, Higher Power, Infinite Intelligence or your
own self where you know you are special or a partner, that you are intelligent, that you
have divine intelligence.

Power is letting go of fear and guilt.

Power is not beating yourself up -  - or beating up anyone else.

Power is knowing you are power.

Power is using your power.

Power is being power.

Power is loving yourself because you are so powerful.

Power is being brought to tears because you feel your divine power.

Power is honoring yourself for who you are and who you have been.

Power is and should be YOU!
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IT IS ALL ABOUT WHO WE ARE!  We are divine.  Unlimited power is within us.

“Our greatest fear is not that we are inadequate, but that we are powerful beyond
measure. . . “  Marianne Williamson

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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 17.  DAILY MIRACLES

This chapter is to share with you some of the daily and ‘baby’ miracles that I create.  I
am doing it so you will open your expectations and horizons as to what you can
Xperiment with.

Please don’t think I create everything I desire.  I don’t.  And some times I am very
grateful for that.  Sometimes I am disappointed.  But the magic, truly, is that when you
get into the flow of this – everything starts turning up roses.  It is almost like agreeing to
live in a different space and time from everyone else.

That unique space and time does not allow for negative talk, especially negative self-
talk.  It is a space where you are fully conscious and present to the fact that you cannot
only create powerfully but everything you think and do is creating for you.

Doing my Hour of Power on a consistent basis, watching my words (that they are
positive, loving and powerful) as well as my thoughts, and taking time to communicate
with my GGFF throughout the day and in my morning walks creates a space around me
that is potent with creative power.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

As Valentine’s Day approached this year, I decided I was tired of celebrating it alone.  I
hadn’t dated for several months and it had been two years since I had been dating
someone on Valentine’s Day.  This year I decided to change all that.  So about three
weeks before the romantic holiday, I added the desire to my Hour of Power.  (“I will be
dating someone by Valentine’s Day!”)

Now, you must realize that some creations appear to be more difficult than others.  I am
currently living in a place in the middle of the desert and it is ‘slim pickins’ here.

But, a week before Valentine’s Day I had my desire.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A few years ago, my oldest daughter, Lisa was living in Nevada.  One day she decided I
should be out there living closer to her family.  Now, I had always been told that I had
the power of persuasion and I wasn’t quite sure how until my daughter started her
campaign to have me move.  Every day she would call and give me reasons why I
shouldn’t be in Maryland alone; I should be around family.  After a few months of this I
came to understand the meaning of the power of persuasion: You Never Give Up!

To make a long story short, I couldn’t quite see me moving from the Baltimore,
Washington, D.C. area to the little country town she had moved to.  I began exploring
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options and realized she was fairly close to Lake Tahoe.  I hadn’t been there but I
thought it could be a nice place to live.  So I got on-line and began making reservations
to look at homes for rent all around the lake and then a few a little closer to Reno.

Before I left I wanted to make sure I didn’t get seduced into leasing a home that wasn’t
exactly what I wanted, so I typed out an extensive list of everything I wanted in the
home.

When I got to Reno and began checking out the homes I had appointments to see, I
kept the list on the passenger’s seat of my rented SUV, to keep my focus clear.

I saw some beautiful homes in Tahoe and in the surrounding areas and I thought long
and hard about two of them but the ones I liked didn’t meet my number one
requirement, which was privacy.  The other thing I realized once I got out there and saw
the landscape was that I would love a home on one of the rivers.

After a full week of looking, I told my daughter I couldn’t find anything and was going
back to Maryland.  She begged and pleaded for me to look another week.  I
compromised and said I would look for five more days.  That night I got on the internet
and did a search.

A new listing came up.  It was a 2500 square foot home on 12 1/2 acres and 2000 feet
of river frontage.  I called the owners and asked one question, “Is it private?”

Her response was, “Oh my gosh, is it private?  It is at the end of a long dirt road in the
middle of the mountains.”

I responded with, “I’ll be there in the morning.”

The home was beautiful.  The views were stunning.  I signed the lease agreement that
day.

I bought two ATVs (4 wheelers) and would ride them from my four-car garage right into
the mountains that surrounded my home.  We discovered abandoned gold mines and
would ride on the high ridges of mountain peaks overlooking the valleys on both sides.

The point is.  I got exactly what I wanted including the river.  (“Everything works out
perfectly for me!”)

Now here’s the rest of the story.  A year after moving here, my daughter moved to
Sacramento, California and left me alone in the desert!  Kids!
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Seriously, it has been a perfect place to write my books.  And it has been a wild
experience living down the street from brothels, down the mountain from mountain lions
and rattlesnakes, and where anyone can carry a gun anywhere.
And there are slot machines in every single store, from grocery stores to the local 7-11.

The lush green of Maryland was replaced with sagebrush.  Okay, so they have beautiful
mountains and Tahoe is right around the corner.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I fly a lot and I don’t like sharing the seats next to me.  I like to spread out on long
flights.  So I use my little process of directing before my flights.

Many times the flight will be almost full but the seat next to me will remain empty.
Sometimes both seats next to me will remain empty.

On the first leg of a long flight a gentleman does take the seat two seats away but then
got up and took an empty seat before the flight took off.  On the next leg, which was a
four and a half hour flight, a husband and wife begin to sit next to me.  I want to study
and sleep and I want all three seats.

My mouth just opened and I said, “Are you both sitting here?”

The woman said, “We have to.  These are our assigned seats.”

I said, “After everyone is seated you can move around and the plane is only half full
(actually it was more than half full – but that just popped out of my mouth).

She looked around before sitting down and said to me, “Well, you can move to the row
ahead of us, no one is there.”

I stood up to check it out and sure enough it was empty, so I said, “Okay.”

I had already spread out my papers so it took me a few minutes to pack up.  Meanwhile
a man had decided to grab one of the seats.  I heard the woman bark at him, “Is that
you seat?”

He replied with, “No.”

She commanded, “Well, you better move because it is hers.”

I couldn’t believe she said that and was a bit embarrassed but by the time I stood up he
had found another empty seat.

And I had all three seats to myself from Atlanta, Georgia to Reno-Tahoe, Nevada.
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Normally, it doesn’t involve anyone having to say anything.  I just end up with empty
seats by me.

If I am in a hurry or it is raining outside I direct for a close parking space and get it.

Here are some cuts from some of my journals.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Well, today a real live miracle occurred.  I am driving all the way to
Westminster for traffic court.  I got a little bit of a late start.  I only gave
myself an hour instead of an hour and a half.

The outcomes I directed as I was driving there were:  1.  To get there in
time.  2.  To be called early and get to leave early in the morning.  3.  To not
have to pay any more money and possibly get some of the $165 I had pre-paid
back.  (Yeah, fat chance.)  4.  To not have anything on my record, even though I
am already on probation for the exact same two reasons.  (A. Not having my
license with me.  Both times it was the day after getting back from a long plan
trip and my license was still in with my ticket holder.  B.  Speeding.)

In Maryland, you can be put on probation for a year and receive no points on your
record if your record is clean, which mine was.  As I was driving to the courthouse, I
began thinking about this and the thought came to me, “What do you want?”  Well, I
didn’t want any points on my record and I was thinking the only way this could happen
would be if the courthouse didn’t have a computer on the judge’s desk where he would
immediately pull up my record.  Nonetheless, I boldly stated what I wanted.

Well, I guess my chances are not great.  But hey, I am getting into this
directing your outcome and watching the scenarios turn out exactly as I have
directed.  So, why not go for the moon?

Anyway, even though it was rush hour traffic, I am sailing right along, loving
being out in the early morning.  I feel impressed to take the country road, so I do.
Halfway, there I find I am behind a school bus that is making stops to pick up
children for school.  So, I decide to direct the school bus.  I want it to turn now
or not stop for any more kids.  My inner voice says, “It will make one more stop.”
Well, it made one more stop to pick up a child – and then it turned off the road.
Now, I ask you, am I getting good at this or not???

So I continue down the road.  I find a parking place almost directly in front
of the courthouse.  I rush in.  I find the dockets, find my name, rush to the
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courtroom, I am almost on time.  I sit down and listen to the few cases that are
called.  Bad News!  It is a tough judge.  He has his computer screen on and is
asking everyone if they have been on probation in the last 5 years.  Great.

I am wondering if he really can see everyone’s record or not.  I am
wondering what to say.  Can he see my record or not?  If the year of probation is
past, shouldn’t my record be clean?  I cannot decide what to do.  Then a bigger
issue enters my head.  I remember the incident when I got the ticket and how
irate I was with the police officer because I had not been speeding.  The only
problem is I am not sure whether this was this incident or the one before.  So I
am trying to remember and sort out the pieces.  (I had missed the first court date
and had pre-paid so they would set another date.  Then the clerk postponed it
again.  Therefore, it happened quite a long while ago.)

Now, I have a new dilemma.  Do I plead guilty or not guilty?  That becomes
the burning question.  I just begin to try to decide and they call my name to go
up.  Oh my, what to say, what to say.  I am in the second row, so I don’t have far
to walk.  But in the short few steps I am still debating in my head and have no
idea whatsoever what I will say.

But to my complete dismay and shock, about the same time I reach the
defendant’s table the judge say, “Sasha Xarrian, you not guilty and are excused,
the police officer who gave you the ticket didn’t show up.”  Well, hallelujah!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I am totally shocked.  This was a tough judge and I wouldn’t have gotten away
without points or money owed.  I felt I was probably fried after about 2 minutes
in his courtroom.

Well, I am walking out of there in shock and ecstasy.  I am stunned.  I am
speechless.  I can hardly believe it.  I realize that is the only way I could have
manifested my outcome with this judge sitting on the bench.  And the chances of
this happening were almost nil.

I am off scott-free.  I am very aware that this rarely happens.  I dance to
my car, get in and ask, “How could that have happened?  I didn’t direct what I
wanted until I was driving here and I was only a few minutes away.  How could
that miracle have happened in that short time?  For the officer not to show up,
something had to occur way before ten minutes ago.”

I then heard.  “We can go back in time to create miracles.”

I said, “You must be kidding!  Really?”
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As I thought about it, I realized this must mean I can have the faith to
create something when there doesn’t seem to be time for it to manifest.  Somehow,
I can create the past.

This was huge for me.  Now, there are times when I want a quick creation and
feel there is no way for it to occur and I remember this experience.  The past can be
created.  Don’t ask me how.

I am just beginning to feel the power of this entire process.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I added to my Hour of Power that time would magnify for me.  I just never
seemed to have enough time.  Well, it is amazing because I feel like I have all the
time in the world now.  For the first time in years I am not working weekends or
holidays.  I am not working in the evenings.  I am getting tons more done than I
ever have.  I am getting more business done – quicker – plus doing more in NAWBO
than ever.  I take four to five hours every morning to myself.  This is absolutely
incredible.  I am finally not living in urgency, panic or stress.  Quite amazing.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Steven flew out for court.  He had to borrow $900 to pay fees to the court
when he was out here last time.

Several days before, I began directing the outcome in my H of P.  I wanted
the judge to love him and let him off.  I wanted him to get his money back.

When I found out court was in the afternoon not the morning I had to add
that they would hear his case early and finish with it in time for us to leave and
me to be able to get back for my first board meeting.  Court was in another
county – a good hours drive from here.  Court started at 1:30 pm and I had to be
back by 4 pm to conduct my board meeting.  Just a little tight.

We got there early and the bailiff had him speak to the states attorney
who was prosecuting the cases.  She fell for his charm and sincerity.  She decided
not to prosecute at all.

When court started, we heard a couple of cases that were quite interesting,
and then they called Steven.  The judge (a woman) looked at Steven, smiled, and
asked him if he agreed to not being prosecuted.  He agreed.
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He went to the cashier who said she would mail the check to him in a month.
So, he got all his money back.  Quite a little miracle.

Court was on Tuesday.  He received his check in the mail on Friday.
Amazing.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Yesterday in my meeting with Kim, she suggested I speak to Mom even
though her Alzheimer’s has progressed to a point where she usually does not speak
more than a sentence or two.

I did.  I called mom and told her how much I had missed her since the
divorce.  She responded by saying, ‘you have lots of friends.’  Surprised, I started
chatting with her to regroup.  She kept answering.

I thought, “My gosh, she is in this conversation.”  I then realized I did not
want to lose this opportunity, so I got in touch with my deep feelings again.  In
tears and with emotion, I said, “Mom, I have really missed you since the divorce.  I
love you, we were like best friends, we had wonderful talks, and I have missed you
so much.”  A long pause went by and I thought she had put the phone down as she
often did after a few sentences.  But then she said slowly and haltingly, “Well, I
regret a lot of my past and what he did.”

She then put the phone down.  I was in shock.

Because of that miraculous conversation, I am able to let go fully of the
pain and hurt I had with my mom and her not being there for me when I really
needed her.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

We told Sasha she needed to learn to not attach to things or circumstances.
“Feel the power of letting go.  Your focus can be constant without fluctuation,
worry or fear by letting go emotionally.  You need to be prepared in your mind and
heart for abrupt changes.  They come to everyone and more especially to you
because you move through life so quickly.  Life is not about finding the ‘dream’ or
the ‘goal’.  Life is about loving, appreciating and welcoming every experience.
Every experience - every thought carries with it a gift custom designed for you.
The gift many times is hidden and many times is not even discovered by you for
weeks, months, or years.  Many times the length of time it takes you to discover
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the gift will depend on your ability to adapt.  How quickly you can adapt,
appreciate, and move on.  In time, you will be adapting with ease and in the
moment it occurs.  That is one of the great lessons we are teaching you this year
and will continue to instruct you on and help you with.”

Sasha replied, “Oh yes, I remember, what is the gift for me that is better
than this?’”

“That is correct,” We replied.  “Always remember we love you, are here with
you and are watching everything.  We are right here, Sasha.  Call on us at any
moment in time.  Do not reserve us for occasional use.  We will not wear out.  We
will not be angry.  We are here to comfort and guide you.  We are your best
allies, your closest friends, you pathway to power and extreme joy.  Use us.  Call
on us.  Love us.”

“We love your excitement and passion, Mom,” Sarah added.  “When you
include us in your feelings, when you include us in your celebrations we get to feel
the same emotions.  Many times it will resonate through the heavens.  When you
share your frustrations and disappointments with us we can immediately instruct
you as to the gift.  This way you will move so much quicker through the field of
lessons towards true power and true all encompassing, heart warming and heart
throbbing excitement and joy.”

This lesson was to be amplified almost immediately.  I had decided to move and
needed a new office.  Easily I found what I thought was the perfect one.  Thinking
everything was set I had not given it another thought.  At the last minute I found at
differently.

The ‘perfect’ office she thought would and should be hers was given to
someone else.  “How could this have happened?  I will never find another office so
perfect and I am almost out of time to find one.”  Sasha thought to herself.

She realized she was going through the same process as she had last week.
Now she had 3 days to find an office and get it contracted then she had to be out
of town until moving day.

She had so many questions in her mind.  She had thought if you ‘knew’
something would happen then it had to manifest.  She had been sure about the
office space.  She hadn’t even questioned it.  When she saw it she knew it was
perfect.  So she was confused.

As she took her morning walk and Conversation, she asked her questions.
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The response was, “You are fluctuating and wavering in your emotional
response and closeness to us (love or anger) by whether you get what you want or
not.  You think that if you want it and feel it is right that we will get it for you.
This continually puts our relationship at risk.  You are taking a victim mentality
with us.  We do it to you or don’t do it to or for you.  This is taking the power
away from you.

“We are here to support YOU.  You are the leader and director.  What is
important is not whether or not you get what you want but how you play your
game.  We will help YOU play YOUR game masterfully.  There are many subtleties
that we will be teaching you.  But you must always remember that it is your game
and you are the ultimate director of it, not us.  It is not ‘if God wants me to have
it, I will have it.’  It is caused by your deepest desires and fears and by the
powerful belief, ‘It always works out perfectly for me.’”

They continued, “To be one with us you must always feel like a millionaire.
You are wealthier than you have ever been and you are still feeling poor and
counting how many months your money will last.  The only difference is, instead of
counting one to three months; you count ten to twelve months.  Change Now!  Feel
wealthy.  Be strong.  Be in control.  Be the director and master.  WE can work
with you easily if you will stay focused on how powerful you are.

 “What is it you rally want in an office?”

 Sasha thought.  She realized she had been fearing and feeling less than.
She would be happy with anything that was close to her dream.  She had been
feeling frantic and like a beggar.  Oh my.

She realized she wanted an office where she:
1.  Could bring in new wealthy clients
2.  That was Elegant
3.  That was Safe
4.  Where there was sufficient and easy parking
5.  Where she could have space away from her assistants
6.  One that was close to home
7.  One that was convenient

She would write these desires and take them with her today and tomorrow
as she looked for the ideal office.  She would stay focused and clear:  I AM the
Master of My Game!
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“Today we open our eyes and look together.

“Just as we are helping you redefine each experience and look at it
differently, this is what you will do for others.  Everyone has had experiences like
the office search (disappointments, anger, confusion).  Write the experience in
detail.  They will all relate and rethink their own life.  Powerful transformations
will occur.”

I was beginning to learn that life is not about the actual experiences we go
through.  It is about what we learn.  It is about gleaning wisdom, personal power and
love.  How many times have we learned the same lesson repeatedly?  I had put so
much emphasis on having the perfect physical surroundings, would spend so much
time, worry and effort, and then what I had thought would be the ‘perfect’ place or
situation always had flaws or wouldn’t work out the way I had imagined.  It started to
dawn on me that I could create whatever I wanted anywhere.  Waiting for or looking for
that perfect time, place or situation was crazy.  I was more than that.

It is almost as if we are these giants playing in tiny villages.  We can move the
villages (the physical things) around with ease.  Or maybe it is more like the little
physical things can’t harm us.  We don’t like what we have created – we can easily
create something different.

The reality appears to be that the only difficulty in doing this is in our minds.

Sasha went out with her son Jonathan in search of an office.  In her panic
she had called and asked for his help.  He had flown from Austin, Texas to be with
her and help her.  They were able to meet with one lady who had several places
available.  They were nothing like what Sasha wanted.  She was ready to move on
in her search.  The lady persuaded her to look with her at one more.  Why not
Sasha thought – it is within walking distance.

As they approached the office, Sasha brightened.  When she walked through
the door she stepped into an office four times the size she had been looking for –
and about twice what she had wanted to pay.  There were amazing large windows,
Sasha loved this.  There were windows in every room; five rooms to be exact, not
counting the bathroom or kitchen areas.  Sasha kept walking around thinking,
“Wow, more room than I need but in an awesome area and what an elegant office
I could create.”
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The next morning as she was walking and doing her Conversation, she felt
inspired to walk by the office.  Ideas began flowing into her mind.  The possibilities
started forming as thoughts.  Questions were answered in the affirmative and with
explanations.  She went home knowing she would create a negotiating session with
the owner.

Later that day as Jon and she scanned the papers and made plans to see
more office spaces, Sasha realized she had no desire to see any of them.  She
wanted to meet the owner and see what a negotiating session would achieve.

They met.  It was perfect.  Sasha walked out with a signed contract in her
hand.

As each succeeding hour and day passed, Sasha grew more excited about her
new office.  She then began to worry about the money.  She was told during a
succeeding conversation to cease worrying immediately and only focus on what she
wanted to create this year.

So she did.  After Sasha moved her elegant furnishings into it and purchased
some new ones she realized she had one of the most elegant offices in all of
Baltimore, located in the actual heart of Fells Point.  It was a dream come true.

When she went to work, she entered the office of her dreams.  Her office
consisted of five rooms of elegance and power; a library complete with bookshelves,
large TV, leather chair, glass bookcase; an executive office with her cherry desk
and leather chairs; her strategizing room with new cream colored leather sofa and
loveseat, crystal and gold solitaire game; her magnificent conference room with her
12’ cherry conference table, oriental rugs, credenzas, cherry file cabinet, cherry
grandfather clock, gold and silver monopoly game, crystal chess set, secretary,
plants; her information room with the large table, tons of shelves, computer, laser
printer, fax; and her black kitchen hidden behind two wooden doors; bathroom; and
two entranceways.  The entire office had tons of large windows.  It was also in
the heart of Fells Point, Maryland – the place to be in Baltimore.  She could look
down at the tourists and visitors.  She stepped outside her door to the 80 fine
restaurants in Fells Point, was a block away from the water taxi that took her to
Inner Harbor where she could listen to performers outside, and experience the
second best place in Baltimore.  Since her business consisted a lot of wining and
dining she was in the perfect spot.

Yes, Sasha’s dreams were coming true.  She had put in her Hour of Power
that she wanted an elegant office and she got much more than she had even
imagined – much more.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I requested cash the other day and within one day a check arrived for
$7,000.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Even though, this wasn’t a ‘daily miracle,’ I wanted to share it with you.

My father was born with red hair and was made fun of so he prayed for brown hair every
night - pleaded.  When he turned 20 his hair turned brown.  I had 3 brothers and one
sister with red hair.  I grew up hearing him tell then when they turned 20 their hair would
turn brown.  It didn't.

I could write an entire book on daily miracles.  Suffice it to say, your life will begin to
change in every way once you begin Xperimenting with your power.

I wanted a great massage therapist.  I got better.  With one phone call I found one who
not only comes to my home but also gives me a ninety-minute deep tissue massage on
a regular basis.  She is better than anyone at any spa I have tried.  And she costs less
than anyone I have ever had.

I needed a personal assistant.  I told one person and asked them if they knew anyone.
My new personal assistant called me and has worked out perfectly.

Life just tends to go your way when you are in tune and actively creating and directing.
Life becomes easy.  And fun.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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18.  CREATING AN X-ECUTIVE MASTERMIND TEAM FOR
YOUR LIFE

What would it feel like to have your very own team of geniuses, millionaire partners, and
or/and guardian angels that you could communicate with on a daily basis, get counsel,
guidance, and love from?

Can you imagine having your own board of directors for your life that are millionaires,
business pros and geniuses?

Can you imagine having a team to counsel you on your love life and relationships?

What would it be like to have somewhere to go to get answers to all your questions?

In this chapter you are going to create one for yourself.

My team is called my Genius God Friends and Family and I go to them for guidance and
counsel daily.  I can feel guidance from them even when I am not actively asking for it.
It is an amazing blessing and power to have access to.

Napoleon Hill who wrote the classic Think and Grow Rich and whom I have quoted from
throughout this manuscript, interviewed 500 of the wealthiest and most successful men
of his generation to find out their secrets to success.  These men included, Henry Ford,
Charles M. Schwab, Theodore Roosevelt, Wilbur Wright, John D. Rockefeller, Thomas
A. Edison, Woodrow Wilson, Alexander Graham Bell, etc.

He put together his own team of geniuses that he would consult with every night as he
lay in bed.  His team of geniuses included Emerson, Paine, Edison, Darwin, Lincoln,
Burbank, Napoleon, Ford and Carnegie.  Note that many of these men where alive
during this time.

How cool is this?  You can choose anyone.  Dead or alive.

Since my father passed away (and since he was a financial genius), I have added him
to my team.  My daughter who passed away as an infant is part of mine and the others I
consider my eternal friends that I have known before this life.  I see them as having a
mission to help me achieve my mission of taking these manuscripts to the world.  They
help me in every area and I go to them for advice and counsel in every area.

Sometimes I don’t take their advice and sometimes I even argue with them (like on the
plane ride to Utah when my father was dying), but they are usually right.
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And you don’t have to be limited by the ones you choose.  One time just for fun, I was
playing lousy tennis and asked for tennis pro to help me out.  One must have heard my
call because I began hearing critiques and suggestions on every play.  And they were
different than any I knew.  It was actually hard to believe it was happening.

And herein lies the big secret and the big challenge to having this powerful system work
for you – along with hearing answers to your prayers – and being able to communicate
with your loved ones who have passed on.

The big secret and the big challenge are for us to believe that it is really happening.
Our minds have a tendency when anything is too out of the ordinary to close down and
immediately disbelieve.  This stops our communication and our power.  Doubt, fear and
disbelief will always stop our ability to hear.

I have spoken with a number of people who have had their mother or father pass away
and felt at odd times like they were there in the room with them or something strange
happened and they wondered if it was a sign from their loved one that they were there
watching them.  But because they didn’t know for sure, they didn’t really believe it.

And they missed an incredible opportunity to begin a conversation with them and feel
their love.

We must give up the notions that it is crazy, only psychics can do it, or it is wrong, only
in our heads, or too strange.  It can be very real and it can add dimensions to your life
that you have only dreamt about.

How would it feel to be able to feel your loved one’s love, support and guidance who
has passed on?

You can and it is a simple procedure, which we will cover, in another chapter.  But you
can also add that loved one to your X-ecutive Mastermind Team.

As I have discussed before, you can also add your own warrior, magician or any other
type of person to your team.  Maybe you want to add your inner child.  I haven’t tried
that but I bet it could be a powerful addition.  Imagine you inner child telling you what
she/he needs to feel safe and comforted.

It could be powerful to include a Spiritual Advisor, Cupid, Love Generator, Friend
Creator, Healer, Health Specialist, Marriage Counselor, Teacher, Stress Reliever,
Master Organizer, Genius Partner, Power Generator or Millionaire Partner.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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My GGFF came about as a morphing of my belief system.  When I believed in a
Heavenly Father and prayed many times a day, I thought it was His answers and
guidance that came to me through the power of the Holy Ghost.  (The Mormon Church
taught that the Holy Ghost delivered the answers from God.)

After I left the church, I couldn’t pray, I was so hurt and angry with God.  My next
adventure was with the church of Religious Science or Science of the Mind (not
Scientology).  This is not really a church but it studies teachings based on Thoreau,
Emerson, Ernest Holmes and the like.  They taught that ‘God’ or ‘The Universe’ was an
ever-present power that was everywhere.

After praying to a very personal Heavenly Father (where I got very personal answers
and blessings), trying to communicate with a presence that sounded more like ‘air’ was
very difficult for me.

I kept saying to Sandi, the minister, “I can’t use this belief; it is too big and has no form.
I feel like I am talking to air.”  She would laugh and tell me to stop making it an issue.

That didn’t help.

But it did start the process of my ‘communicating’ again.  When I would get direct
answers, blessings and gifts, I would just look up and say, “Who are you?”

The answer I kept getting was, “You can give us any name you like.”

Well that didn’t help either.  I wanted to know who it was or what it was that had the
power.

I was told it didn’t matter what name we give it.  And really, how can it matter?  Look at
all the religious beliefs and nonreligious beliefs out there.  Everyone has a different
name of it.

And this system of creating an X-ecutive Mastermind Team does not negate prayer.  If
you are having a difficult time hearing answers to your prayers, you could ask God to
speak to you through your XMT.  God will do that for you.  Your God wants to
communicate with you.

God works through people to bless us.  God will also use any means possible to
communicate His/Her love for you and give you the answers and blessings you desire.

Create an X-ecutive Mastermind Team that works for you.  It doesn’t have to have
anything to do with God.  It is your choice.  What would work the best for you and your
belief system?
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You can incorporate guardian angels, people who have lived on the earth or who
currently live on the earth.

I like thinking of mine as my friends and partners.  Sometimes I call them my millionaire
or billionaire partners when I want money.  It helps my mind feel the limitless financial
potential when I feel like I have millionaire or billionaire partners.

This system works.  It is powerful and it can change your life.  You can now begin to get
the comfort, guidance, and answers that you deserve.

This process will allow you to tap into the wondrous powers of the Universe.

You will never be alone from this point on.

Doors will open for you that you have only dreamt of before.

But there are some rules.

You must never listen to a voice that comes in anger or cruelty.

You must never listen to a voice that makes you feel guilty or ashamed.  You will learn
lessons and you will make mistakes but you need never feel guilty or ashamed.  You
must remember that you are the one with the power.

You must remember that you are the director, the CEO.

They are following your command and your desires.  Do not let this shift.

And you will never be commanded to do anything!  Remember this!

They will be in your life at your invitation and only by your invitation.

You are the one who will always make the final decisions.  You are the one who will use
your common sense.  You must be the final judge.  Trust your own intelligence.  Be
smart and be in control.

Do not forget this or ignore it.
If I have said this a hundred times in this manuscript it is not enough.  Use your
common sense!  Don’t ‘hear voices’ that tell you to do weird or destructive acts.  Do not
use the process as an excuse for your own crazy behavior because it does not work
that way.

One of my fears in writing these manuscripts was that a few people would use these
systems to say they were ‘told’ to do crazy stuff.  If you hear crazy stuff, it is coming
from your own brain.  Take your brain somewhere else.
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I cannot emphasize enough that you are the master.  You are the one in control and no
‘voice’ can ever be blamed for idiotic behavior.  (Unless you truly have a mental illness.)

It is imperative to acknowledge that in our own lives each of us is ultimately responsible
for every action we take, every decision and choice we make.  As creators we cannot
slide back into claiming victimization in any form.

If any knowledge, inspiration, guidance, or direction comes to us, it is our individual
responsibility to be discerning.  If we feel we have been guided to harm someone that is
absolutely not a voice we heed.  If we feel we have been guided to harm ourselves that
is absolutely not a voice we heed.  If we feel we are being controlled or taken over by
any voice or voices, take control and laugh at them.

We are the masters and creators of our lives completely and totally.  We are so
powerful we create voices in our head all the time; we talk to ourselves, argue with
ourselves, and have discussions with ourselves.  We have the choice to create and
direct our thoughts.

Our thoughts – created, directed, and governed by us - then become the power and
force that initiates our dreams and our creations.

There is discernment that needs to be learned and you can learn it.  A powerful way of
discernment is to ask if it agrees with the principles in your Hour of Power and does it
fall in line with your integrity and honor?  Learn to masterfully discern.  Be the master of
your life.

Having said that (again), please also remember that the guidance you get will require
you being able to step outside your comfort zone.  You cannot achieve your great
dreams and desires by sitting home on your sofa dreaming.  It can be tough and it may
challenge you to your core at times but if you want your dreams to materialize you must
take action.

I don’t know about you but I like being challenged because I like the feeling I have after I
have done something that was difficult for me or frightened me.  To be a creator you will
need to be the one that actually creates.  That is another reason to start small.  Don’t
start by asking them how to have $500,000 in a month.  Be reasonable.  Give yourself
time to learn the process.

And if you are in a state of disaster in your life, you are going to want to be doubly
careful when trying to discern.  I don’t always trust the answers when I am not in a great
state.

If it does not agree with my higher values, I do not listen.
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I laugh and joke with my GGFF quite often.  They are very real to me.  And sometimes I
feel them laughing at my behavior and decisions.  I just laugh right along with them.

Anyone that knows me personally hears me talk about them in our conversations.  They
are extremely real to me.

Wherever this higher knowledge comes from, whether it be God, our Higher Selves,
The Universe, Universal Energy, Guardian Angels, Loved ones who have passed on,
Eternal Masters and Teachers, or our own minds, it is available to us to use.

This is merely a system that works and allows our physical brains to hear and accept
the answers.

Napoleon Hill said, “The faculty of creative imagination is the direct link between the
finite mind of man and infinite intelligence.  All so-called revelations, referred to in the
realm of religion and all discoveries . . . take place through the faculty of creative
imagination.”

His definition of inspiration appears to be ‘imagination.’  I have summarized for you his
experiences with his ‘imaginary council meetings’ using his terminology and
expressions.  This is how he used the system.

In these imaginary council meetings, he called on his cabinet members for the
knowledge he wished each to contribute, addressing himself to each member in audible
words.  “Mr. Emerson, I desire to acquire from you the marvelous understanding of . . . “

After some months he discovered that these imaginary figures became
apparently real.

Each of these nine men developed individual characteristics, which surprised
him.

Even though, the meetings were fictional and existed only in his imagination they
led him into glorious paths of adventure, encouraged creative endeavor and
emboldened the expression of honest thought.

During his meetings with the “Invisible Counselors” he found his mind most
receptive to ideas, thoughts, and knowledge which reached him through the sixth
sense.

On scores of occasions when he faced emergencies, some of them so grave that
his life was in jeopardy, he was miraculously guided past these difficulties through the
influence of his “invisible Counselors.”
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In his last years, his experimentation took on an entirely different trend.  He
would go to his imaginary counselors with every difficult problem which confronted him
or his clients.  The results were often astonishing.

He concludes with, “Eventually you will find yourself in possession of a power
that will enable you to throw off discouragement, master fear, overcome procrastination,
and draw freely upon your imagination.  Then you will have felt the touch of that
unknown ‘something’ which has been the moving spirit of every truly great thinker,
leader, artist, musician, writer, statesman.  Then you will be in position to transmute
your desires into their physical or financial counterpart as easily as you may lie down
and quit at the first sign or opposition.”

Albert Einstein said, “Your imagination is your preview to life’s coming attractions.”

I had a reader ask me if he thought there was any limit to what we can create.  Such a
powerful concept to ponder.  Step by step, piece-by-piece we gain power, Xperience,
and understanding.  Is there a limit?  I doubt it.  I believe we are limited only by our
experience, our fear, our imaginations and our faith or the lack of it.

The other benefit to this system is – it teaches us to ‘hear’ guidance.

This is just a technique that has worked for me – powerfully worked for me.  It appeared
to work for Napoleon Hill also.  Now, where did we both get this idea?

To quote from Richard Bach’s Illusions, as he was talking to his mystical and powerful
pilot friend, “you and I have some kind of mystical agreement that apparently I have
forgotten and you haven’t. . . . There was part of me listening that didn’t think what I said
was fiction.  I was making up a true story.”

How else can we use our X-ecutive Mastermind Team?

I will go to mine many times and say, “What the @#%# is the gift here?  I get incredible
insights and answers.  My anger leaves and I am left with a sense of purpose and
power.

I will ask, “How can I have fun doing this task I am not looking forward to today?”

I will direct them to help me achieve my desires.

I direct them to bring love into my life.

I have been writing this manuscript with them.  I ask them to be with me as I write and to
know what to write for you.
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I call on them when I want the perfect outcome.

In my Hour of Power, I say, “We think as one, We see as one, We hear as one, We feel
as one, We speak as one, We write as one.”  What I mean by this is I want to always be
thinking with their genius thoughts coming into my brain.  I want to hear others as they
do.  I want to hear other people’s hearts and souls, not just their words.  I want to see
into people’s souls.  I want to feel as they do, with the knowledge, compassion and
understanding they have.  I want to speak and write with clarity, power and
discernment.

Sometimes I will ask them, “What is going on here?”

I direct them to give me seats by myself on the airplane.

I direct them to bless my children and help them prosper.

Here is an excerpt from one of my journals.

And again I realize that I am not alone.  That everything and anything is
possible.  I realize I am in the presence and power of my Ultimate Partners who
love me deeply and care about me deeply.

I realize I am not alone.  I remember I am creating a life – a life for
myself and for others.  I realize I am in the midst of the power of now – that
right now – I am creating my dream life.  That this is the time, the space, and all
power is truly in my hands.  And that I have incredible friends, with me.  They see.
They know.  They care.  I am important to them.  My dreams are important to
them.  My life and my thoughts are important to them.  We are one and sometimes
I forget.  But that doesn’t change the realty of it.  It is still there.  They are
still there.  And we are still one.  And the feeling – is incredibly beautiful.  In
fact, I feel immersed in it now.

PLEASE RETURN TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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19. MORNING & EVENING RITUALS – MAKE THEM
SACRED

Morning and evening rituals.  What are these anyway?

We all have rituals we do every morning like getting out of bed, brushing our teeth, etc.

How about creating some rituals for yourself and making them sacred?  When I use the
term ‘sacred’ I mean making them top priority.  They become sacred to you.  You would
not give them up for anything.

Morning rituals for me are my Hour of Power and my Conversation.  Doing these every
morning creates powerful days for me.  Another great thing about these two rituals is
that they include exercise.

There are other rituals I do but these two pertain to this manuscript.

What about evening rituals?

I have a typed page that I read at night before I go to bed.  This is what is on it.

RIGHT NOW   -   TONIGHT

ACKNOWLEDGE AND PRAISE MYSELF FOR ALL I HAVE DONE

AND

FOR WHO I AM

AND

FOR MY CONSTANT FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENT

AND

WHY AM I PROUD OF MYSELF?

NOW . . .

BIG SMILE AND HUG FOR ME!
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Isn’t this a great way to fall asleep?
Other powerful rituals are prayer, meditation and time for your X-ecutive Mastermind
Team meetings.

There is incredible power in consistency and commitment.  This is your life.  It is worth
taking time to prepare yourself to be the master and creator of your day.  Doing morning
and evening rituals consistently like the ones included in this manuscript will change
your life.  You won’t recognize yourself or your life in twelve months.  How badly do you
want your dreams?

It is also important to take time to honor yourself, pat yourself on the back and be happy
with who you are and what you have accomplished.

Begin to live your life from a place of happiness, power, commitment and mastery.

Enjoy your life by actively creating it every morning.

Play with your life.  Xperiment daily.

You do not want to go to your grave with regrets.

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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20.  CREATING YOUR OWN PERSONAL BELIEF SYSTEM

When you have a belief system that is powerful, where you feel powerful, where you
believe you are not alone in creating your life, magic happens.  Little things occur, a
phone call, a conversation, and one day the whole world around you changes.  All of a
sudden, you look toward creating your life with a smile on your face, with enjoyment,
with power and as a creator rather than just someone who puts up with their life.

Because our belief systems are what create our life, our reality and our enjoyment or
lack of it, it is important to actively create a belief system.

It is essential that you become aware of what your belief system is and write it down.  If
it is not an empowering one, it is absolutely essential that you create a new one, one
that is powerful and empowering.

 We all have belief systems whether we know it or not, and they are directing our lives.
Our lives are created around our belief systems and we have the freedom to create any
kind of belief system we want.  So why not choose a powerful one?  Why not choose
one that creates a fun, playful, loving and powerful life for you?

You know, I can look at a person’s life or talk to them for a little while and I can tell you
their belief system.  I can also tell you their future.  No, I am not psychic as many people
think.  It has become easy for me to glean what their belief systems are and I can
predict their future based on them.

I think you will find if you really take the time to look at what your belief systems in life
are, you will see that your life is exactly that way.

To Xperience power, you will need to develop a belief system where you believe you
are a powerful creator.

You now have a step-by-step system as to how to create the life of your dreams.

The power of directing your own life, of directing the outcomes in your life, your power to
create your dreams is based on who you believe you really are and what you deserve in
life.

Evaluate your belief system.  Uncover the beliefs that are holding you back.
Reevaluate.  Take your power back.  Create a new belief system right now that will
empower you and your loved ones.
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PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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21.  HOW CAN WE FEEL THE LOVE & GUIDANCE FROM OUR
LOVED ONES WHO HAVE PASSED ON?

We explained to Sasha that if anyone wants to share experiences with a
loved one passed on all they have to do is ask them to join them and they will be
there.  If they allow the joy and happiness, excitement, adventure or whatever it
is they are feeling to pass on to the loved one, they will feel it with them.  It will
be a wonderful gift to them.

It truly is as simple as that.

You call their name and they are there.  Sometimes their presence is felt stronger than
at other times, which may mean there are times they are involved in other things and
can’t give us their full attention or consciousness.  Other times, their presence is quite
strong and clear.

Again, this is a matter of faith and believing.  At first, it may be a bit of a stretch for you
but it depends on how badly you want it because you can have this experience if you
truly desire it.

I had an experience once where a friend had lost her mother and was deeply grieving
for a number of reasons.  I shared my experiences with my father who she knew and
she wanted to know how I communicated with my father like that.

We were sitting on a sofa together in mom’s home and I asked her if she wanted to do it
right now.  She said yes, and at that moment I could feel her mother’s presence.  I could
even feel where she was standing in the room.  I told her that and then told her what I
felt like her mother was saying to her and invited her to just start talking to her mom and
to listen to what her mother had to say.

She did it silently and it was a very moving experience for her.

Sometimes all you need is for someone to say that you can do it.  You need someone to
open the door to your mind and heart that it is possible.

I want to be that person for you.  It is possible and it is easy and simple to do.  Do not
make it a tough or ceremonial process.

You can call their name in your mind at any time and they will hear you and be there.  In
time you will also feel them with you when you call their name.
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Have that conversation you have wanted to have with your loved one.  They will hear
you.  They want you to know they can hear you and they do care.

Every time someone has been with me and started talking about their loved one who
has passed and their sadness around it, I feel their loved one right there.

And do you know why I feel it and they don’t?

Because I have used these techniques for so many years that it is easy for me to hear,
feel and communicate.  And because I have had so many Xperiences of hearing great
wisdom and been helped with so many creations, I completely believe.  It would be
crazy for me to doubt it.

Because I have complete faith with no doubt or fear, I hear.  I feel.  I know.

Have faith in my words.

This manuscript is for you.

I have been given help in writing it.  Can you imagine all those in ‘heaven’ who are
waiting for their loved ones to read this manuscript and begin to feel their presence and
their love?

They would love to be part of your X-ecutive Mastermind Group.  I promise you that.

Enrich your life with this extra gift.  It is yours and it is waiting for you.

Stop living a life of victimization and moaning your losses.

Step up and become a creator, a powerful creator.  Know who you are.  Know you are
powerful and special.

You are.

You must know that.  You must.  It is essential to your being able to create.

I wish I could transfuse my faith and knowing into you right now.  Maybe you can feel it.
I hope you can and I hope you will accept it as my gift to you.

In time, you will be able to hear their words back to you.

For now, you can call their name and talk to them, knowing they are in the room with
you and are listening – probably with tears in their eyes and definitely with love in their
hearts.
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I have this belief that after we leave this earth and our ‘veil of forgetfulness’ we
remember eternity.  I believe the pettiness of this earth stays here.

I knew I could not have the conversation with my father that I had wanted to have before
he died.  He could not have heard it.  His mind would have been closed to it.  All he
would have been able to feel was that I had left the true path of God and I needed to
return.  Nothing else seemed to be real to him.

I knew he would feel differently once he had been released from these earthly bonds.

He did.

He apologized to me and told me he had not understood before.  He is now excited
about my mission and will be actively helping me take my gift to the world.

Note the aspects of my personal belief system.  My belief system empowers me.  It
comforts me.  It teaches me.  It is powerful.

Is yours?

Is there anything you want to add to your own belief system?

Remember you can choose to believe whatever you desire.

I have felt my father, at times, watching me do my Hour of Power and loving it.

I felt his shock during his viewing and funeral that I could hear his words and
communicate with him so freely.

You have powers beyond your wildest imagination.

Step into this world of power and love and find your real home.

It is waiting for you.

As are your loved ones.
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22.  THE UNEXPECTED MAGIC

Now, here is the fun part.  Once you get into this and begin creating on a regular basis,
real magic begins to happen.  You will one day be thinking about something you would
like to do and the next day you get a phone call inviting you to do it.  Or one day you are
contemplating something you would like and a few days later, there it is.  That is when
you begin to realize the power of your thoughts.

You know how we can be stuck in the cycles of bad stuff happening repeatedly.  Pretty
soon we are telling our trauma and drama to more and more people, then we are
gripping and complaining about our lives.  Then things go from bad to worse and we are
caught in this downward spiral.  Well, the exact opposite happens when you get sacred
rituals in place that keep you focused on your dreams and who you really are.  Pretty
soon you are talking about the cool coincidences that are happening.

Let me give you a few examples.  I hadn’t been golfing for years.  Yesterday, I am
thinking, “Why aren’t you out golfing?  You live on a golf course for heaven’s sake.”
Then as I really got in touch with myself, I realized I didn’t want to go play with someone
who had golfed for years because I hadn’t played for so long, I didn’t want go through
the experience of being stuck on a golf course where it just keeps going downhill.  (That
must have been my last experience.)

I realized I would want to go golfing if I was going with someone that didn’t play all that
well.  (Yes, I was being a weenie!)  Then today I just got a call from an acquaintance
and she said, “Sasha, do you golf?”  She then said she had just started taking lessons
and invited me to join her.  I knew we could have a ball together as I got back into the
swing of it.

One time, I was walking to a medical center for a checkup in Columbia, Maryland.  Right
before I got to the big double doors leading into the building and right as I barely began
to lift my arms to open the doors, they opened like magic for me.  I must have just
finished my Conversation and Hour of Power that morning because I was in this special
place – peace, power and inspiration just seemed to surround me – and I heard this
little whisper saying, “It will be like that for you some day.  You will walk and the doors of
life will open for you just that easily.”

I have never forgotten that message or that moment; it was such a beautiful and
powerful analogy.

One day, I had a business partner that magically materialized and we have been
working together ever since.  She was perfect.  At that point, I didn’t even know I
needed one.  A few days earlier, at an internet conference, I thought how great it would
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be to have the ultimate marketing team.  I merely thought it and part of it appeared, the
perfect part for that moment in time.

Magic.  Easy.  Doors opening for me before I even have to raise my arms or make any
effort.  How cool is that?

Dates, new friends, adventures and travels, opportunities for my children, happiness,
fun, laughter, life flowing easily, people coming into my life at just the right time,
conversations that I need to hear appearing like magic, seminars that move me into
higher realms present themselves to me, and I again see the beautiful symmetry of it all.

You can have all this.  It is what these manuscripts are about.

A few more lines from my journals and cuts from the original Outrageous Mastery.

Feeling impressed to write this morning; Sasha realized she was going to be late
for her appointment to meet with the attorney to look at new office space.  There
was no way around it; she had not even showered yet.  She thought about calling
to move the meeting back by 30 minutes.  Then she remembered the phone ringing
several times in the last 10 minutes.  She thought, “I want the attorney’s office to
have called and moved our appointment.”  She listened to the messages.  There was
a message from the attorney’s office asking if they meeting could be moved back
by 30 minutes.  Wow.  What was it my GGFF had told me?  “The all powerful
alternative universe where nothing is impossible – where all things are; where the
power there can be moved into this world.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

After yesterday’s Conversation, she felt the power and peace move back into
her soul.  Later that day she felt it move back into her physical world.  Two
magnificent apartments were visited that day.  The first, an awesome penthouse in
an exclusive area of the city.  Wow.  The ideas appeared and she wrote them,
committed to use them and make them concrete.  In addition, that day the
opportunity for the most perfect and magnificent office appeared.  Things were
falling into place like she had not even dreamed.  All she had done was get clear
on what type of office and home she wanted and added them to her Hour of
Power.  She had wanted an elegant office but had assumed it would be in her
home.
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Now miracles were falling at her feet.  Oh, wow.

Humbled, awed, and teary eyed she thanked her GGF.  Sarah whispered, “The
doors will open for you just like they did years ago at the Columbia Medical
Center.”  Sasha recalled being in the flow not too many years before when she had
parked and walked up to large glass doors to enter the medical center.  As she
began to lift her arms toward the doors to push them open for herself, they just
opened on their own and allowed her entrance.  The next set did the same thing.
She heard us that morning whisper, “Your life will one day be like this.  You will
just walk in the direction you wish to go and doors will open before you like
magic.”  Sasha had never forgotten the power of the moment and the words she
had heard deep within her soul that day.  Now they came to her again as she
walked with her GGF around the water of the Chesapeake Bay.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Lite 101.9 fm called me last week.  I set up an appointment for today to see
how we could work together.  I went over my big ideas for programs and they
LOVED them.  It was awesome, awesome, awesome.  What a high.  We have had no
publicity for as long as I have been a member of NAWBO and now here we have
the number one radio station for women wanting exclusivity with us.  We have
another appointment already set up to strategize and set dates.  Oh wow.  I was
flying high.  This miracle just fell into my lap.  My programs I wanted them to
work on with me were monstrous!  I told them I needed to reach the 84,000
Women Business Owners in Baltimore and I needed their help.

I also asked the lady to be on our foursome.  She was hesitant because she
doesn’t golf well but that sounded good to me.

Sometimes I feel like I am standing on the verge of incredible power.

I also felt like the universe was rejoicing with me.  I asked and was given
the words to use to set the business appointments.

I feel like the Universe can celebrate and feel through us.  So if we actively
invite them in then we can really be a team.  Now, I am feeling like we are one.
When I move my arms, I am moving with the power and oneness of the Universe.
“I felt today like the radio gift was only the beginning, the tip of the iceberg.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Had my mini-retreat yesterday and it was awesome.  Susan said she was in
awe of me and all I had done.  She was the youngest full professor at her
University years ago.  Outstanding!

After the retreat Ina and I had a program meeting and then she shared
personal feelings.  It was awesome.  She is a fun lady.  I drove away in the clouds
again, feeling mighty powerful – and just a little pleased with myself – and
amazed at the power of directing outcomes.  Of course, my Hour of Power is the
foundation of it all.
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23.  BEING YOUR OWN LOVE GENERATOR – CREATING
OUTRAGEOUS LOVE IN YOUR LIFE

BEING YOUR OWN LOVE GENERATOR

I wrote this ten years ago and I thought I would include it in this chapter.

MAGNETIC DRAW  -  Every ones’ love generator is within themselves.  That
is their highest, truest and most pure form of enlightenment, strength, love, and
security.

When two people connect, their energies begin to merge.  It transforms both
of them.  There is a strong tendency to become dependent on the other’s energy or
the emission that occurs when two energy systems connect.

This happens because we are all one on some level.  The flames of two
matches when held together are always brighter.  It’s a natural law.  It also can
be a great help to see life through another’s eyes, using their perspective as well
as your own.

The thing we need to be consciously aware of is becoming dependent on the
others’ energy.  Dependency on them as our source of strength allows our own
light to dim.  We turn away from our own energy source, which needs continual
kindling, and in turn use the extra light, comfort, security, wisdom and love that
emanates as two people connect in love.

You can see the problem that develops when there is an argument, one dies,
one leaves or one disengages emotionally.  The other is left feeling empty, craving,
scared and alone.

The point is we are always alone.  Alone with ourselves.  Others come in to
brighten our light for a time, give us new insight, supercharge our battery, and
share and magnify the love within us.  Probably more aptly put = draw out the
love from within us.  But it always comes back to the fact that we come into the
world alone, die alone, walk part of the journey alone.  No one ever seems to be
able to come all the way in, to know the deepest part of our soul, to satisfy the
deepest cravings, to love us enough.  WHY?  Because our perceptions are on the
physical level.  Underneath it all we are all already one.  If our physical bodies
were not here we could see and feel that we have a tendency to be too caught up
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in the physical feelings of, ‘do you love me enough or well enough?’  That has
nothing to do with it.

The process of letting go and going within for our love and clarity, security
and warmth keeps our individual light alive, strong, bright, and magnetic.

When our inner light is bright, beaming out warmth and love, energy and
vitality, it becomes more magnetic.  All things are attracted to it naturally; money,
love, people, happiness.

When it dims the attraction begins leaving.  Things then become more
stagnate.  The pace slows down.  Lethargy can even set in.  Others don’t call as
much.  The attraction is gone.  Life becomes less than exciting.  The enchantment
of life dims or seems to leave altogether.

It is all a natural process.  Just like the leaves of a plant turning toward
the light.

If the vitality in a relationship is what keeps you going you are walking on
thin ice.  The outside, physical world is constantly changing.  That, we can depend
on.  What must stay constant in our lives is our own inner light, our own connection
to the source of all things.  Then amidst all turmoil we always know we are okay.
Our security and love is stable.  Outer events affect it but don’t topple it.  Our
relationships are energized.  We are happy, secure and a source of temporary light
and comfort for others as well.

Creating a powerful inner source of strength and light, can and will magnify the vitality of
our relationships.  Ideas, understandings and insights come to us.  We become a
creator in our relationships rather than a survivor.  There is no power in remaining a
survivor.  Of course, there are times when it feels like all we can do is survive but to
remain in that state is to give away our power.

We can each be generators of incredible love but we need to fill our own tanks with our
morning rituals and our commitment to continual love and honor of ourselves on a daily
basis.  If you don’t respect and love yourself, how can you expect anyone else to?

You must set the example for others in how they are to treat you.  You must step up to
the plate and be the person you know you can be.  Love yourself first.
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CREATING OUTRAGEOUS LOVE IN YOUR LIFE

Another excerpt from my journals:

Yesterday I had a powerful coaching session with Michael (my son).  I was
confronted with a belief I had chosen after leaving Mormonism.  The belief was, I
can and will choose who I want in my life.  I do not have to be the one that
sacrifices everything, gives everything, expects nothing in return and lives the
‘Christ-like’ life.  I don’t need to have anyone in my life, especially if they
disempower me.

What I didn’t realize was how I used this belief to keep people out of my
life and to keep myself from feeling hurt.  I realized how I made up stories in my
head about people when I was hurt and how the stories kept me suffering and in
pain.

I have now replaced the old belief with a new one.  I have also added it to
my Hour of Power.  The new belief is, ‘Nothing, no conversation, thought, or
experience will stop my love.’  I do not have to love.  I choose to love.  It is my
choice – alone – to be the One that always loves no matter what.  Replacing this
belief makes me feel like Superwoman.  It causes me to feel powerful and
unstoppable.  And it is fun.

Today as I was doing my Hour of Power, I came to the sentence that said,
“Who I am is a warm, passionate, powerful woman that is so present others feel
my love vibrating through their bones.”  I then realized my son David did not feel
my love vibrating through his bones.  I got present to how much I loved my son and
immediately picked up the phone and in tears, expressed my incredible love for my
son.  He said he was speechless.  It was powerful.

This powerful experience replaced the previous feeling and action of pulling
back to protect myself from pain when I had continually tried to connect with my
son and was not feeling his reciprocation.  My judgments and stories began forming
in my mind; I began suffering and then began to ice him out in protection.

The reward of replacing the ice with love was the experience of incredible
love and feeling like Superwoman.

I had created a deeper manifestation of love in my life.  My life just rocks.
I am laughing all the time, playing all the time and just loving my life.  It is
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incredible.  I am not worrying about the future or reliving the past.  I am creating
in the moment and loving myself passionately.  This is what life should always be
about.  I feel wild and free.  I am wild and free.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

While at Tahoe at my son, Michael Skye’s Creator Boot Camp, he created an
evolutionary leap for me.  It was difficult and challenged me to the core of my
being.  But the freedom and openness it has caused is amazing.

He helped me see the judgments I had for my father, the ones I had had for
as long as I can remember.  I never had a close relationship with my father
because of my judgments.  I am not even sure how they originated or why they
were so powerful in my life but they were solid as stone.  It took my son a few
hours, it took me letting the tears flow in front of others, and it took me to the
edge of reality and courage to let go and make the leap.

I did and I am free.  My son is a genius, literally.  His concepts and realities
are powerful and life altering.  Taking any of his boot camps causes evolutionary
leaps in a person’s life.  He individually works with everyone and it is amazing to
watch one after another shift into a dimension of wakefulness and aliveness
immediately.

As for my relationship with my dad, well, I felt him there that day in Tahoe,
as much as the people in the room that I could see.  I also felt a promise from him
that day.  The promise and understanding came to me – that up to that point he
had not been able to be my full partner in creating my dreams.  But after the
work I was doing in that moment of time he would be completely free to be a full
partner with me and would be released to create the millions of dollars I was
seeking to create.

I now think of my dad and instead of being embarrassed by him or angry and
confused at him, I am inspired by who he was and what he stood in the face of.  I
now stand for being the One that can stand in the face of the same challenges
and create as he did and be free and playful as he was.

You see my father didn’t seem to care what others thought.  He said and did
as he pleased and my mother and I were often embarrassed by what he said
especially when he was a Mormon bishop and said whatever in front of hundreds of
people.  There were many other judgments and because of these judgments, my son
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pointed out that I could do or be anything in life as long as I didn’t look like my
dad – or like what I had judged him to be.

Therefore, this put many barriers around how I allowed myself to be or to
look.  Michael pointed out that our judgments of others keep us from being free to
be like that.  Therefore, we end up with ropes around our internal and external
freedom.

If we have judged so and so for being or looking a certain way, we certainly
cannot look or be that way ourselves.  If we have judgments around many people,
we have taken away our own freedom to be that way.

My father came from nothing, left home at the age of 13 to escape a
whipping, took one college course – horseshoeing – and yet built a multimillion-
dollar empire out west.

I had admired him for that but my other judgments stood in the way of my
freedom to be or look any way at all and not care what others thought.

I now felt free - free and playful.  People were seeing me without make-up,
in any kind of clothes, saying things without fear of others’ judgments, and
laughing aloud at life increasingly.  I loved my life abundantly everyday.

Also, I now respected, loved, and admired my father.  There were no barriers
left.  A powerful transformation and gift from a powerful son.

Michael has given my life back to me, as he has to many others.  I completely changed
during and after the seven years of trauma.  I closed up to protect myself from further
hurt.  I could play the perfect part with anyone but inside I wanted to escape and be
alone.  I became afraid for the first time in my life.  Michael helped release that in me.

He has taught me to take criticism and love it because of the upgrades I can continually
make in my life.  Before this, no one was allowed to criticize me.  I had effectively
trained everyone not to.  (Mike pointed this out to me at one of his Austin Boot Camps.)
He has taught me to live free of guilt and to replace it with continual loving and honoring
myself.  He has taught me to live in love in the face of anything and everything.  He
helped me replace looking at my past and being embarrassed and angry at the
decisions I had made to looking at it and honoring the young girl that made the
decisions she did.  These manuscripts may never have been written if it had not been
for him.  The fear I had felt in putting my life story out to anyone was just too difficult.  I
had been severely judged after leaving the Mormon Church and divorcing my husband
and I didn’t want to go through that again.
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After I did begin writing I became very conflicted about writing about my GGFF.  Michael
is a self-acclaimed agnostic so he doesn’t share my spiritual belief system.  One day I
was almost in tears trying to figure out how to address this in my book.  I had come to
the conclusion that I had to leave it out because people would think I was nuts.  But
then I would remember the plane ride to Utah and the argument that ended up with me
telling my dad I knew he had done the things he had because of his great love for me.
That led to him putting me back in his estate.  I didn’t know how I could leave that out.

I was alone in my home, feeling intense frustration and almost in tears, not knowing
what to do.

Just then the phone rang.  It was Michael.  Michael never calls ‘out of the blue.’  He is
intensely dedicated to his business and works nonstop.

He started the conversation by saying, “Mom, are you okay?”

I replied with, “No.”  (I never admit I am not okay.)  Then I began describing my
dilemma.

He (who doesn’t believe in my GGFF) replied, “Mom, you have a powerful message.
You know you do.  Is taking your message to the world worth standing in the face of
some criticism and maybe some people thinking you are crazy?”

That was all I needed to hear.  Everything rearranged itself in my head and I knew it
was and I knew I could.

I told him so and he replied with.  “Good, because Christian told me to call you.  I love
you, Mom.  Bye.”

You may or may not recall that Christian was the name I gave to one of my GGFF at the
very beginning of Outrageous Mastery.

The other strange part about this call was that Mike has never made a call like this to
me before or since.  He had nothing else to say.

Because of that call, Outrageous Mastery and Outrageous Mastery were written the
way they were.  I pulled out all of the stops and bared my inner soul to you.

CAN WE CREATE INTIMATE LOVE WITH ALMOST ANYONE?

Without really realizing it, after the traumatic experiences I had with almost everyone in
my life that I loved, I had closed my heart to everyone.  I would fly out and spend time
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with my children and everything would seem to go perfectly but I would be incredibly
stressed.

I couldn’t figure out why for years.

I also realized I didn’t have many people in my life and I couldn’t figure out why.

One day a few years ago, I stood looking out my window at the gorgeous mountains
and realized I wasn’t really playing the game of life.  I thought, “Why am I living if I am
not really in life?”  Now, this wasn’t a suicidal question, it was just an analytical and
painful question I asked myself.

I then realized that I couldn’t play the game of life alone.  I needed to have people in my
life on a deep and intimate level.

I was deeply saddened by my present state of being.  I made a decision and
commitment right then that I would begin playing the game of life again and with people
no matter how difficult it was.  I wanted back in.

Shortly after, my son Michael called.  He wanted me to take a transformational program
called Landmark Forum that he had recently taken.  Well, there was no way I was going
to do this because my daughter, Katrina had taken it and she had become almost
fanatical about it.  (That was my definition.)

Then Michael become emotional and my oldest son, almost in tears said, “I just want
my mom back.”

Now, tell me what mother can resist this?

I couldn’t.

So, for my son, I signed up for the weekend course.  Katrina heard I was going and
said, “Mom, just stay in it and don’t leave.”

I responded with, “What do you mean, just stay there and don’t leave?  Of course, I
won’t leave.  I paid for it and I have to drive five hours to get there.  What a silly
comment.”

I went – with a chip on my shoulder – and I almost walked out at least half a dozen
times.  Most of the time, I felt it was an insulting experience.

But after it was completed, I immediately signed up for their advance course in two
weeks.

And it was a transformational experience for me because after those two short but
intensive courses, I could love again.
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I called each of my children, my sister and what friends I had left and we were all in
tears as I apologized for my judgmental behavior and expressed my deep love for them.

I was literally transformed.

And my son got his mom back.

Then something else magical happened.  Michael was staying at Lake Tahoe for a few
months and one day we decided to drive to Sacramento to visit Lisa and her family
together.

He had informed me he had a conference call he had to be on while we were driving
over the Sierra Mountains to Sacramento.  So while I was driving he got on his cell
phone.

The call began with him saying words I had never heard before.  I was shocked.  So
after he completed the call, I said, “Mike, what was that you were saying on the phone
at the beginning of the call?”

He said, “It is a technique I developed where we tell each other who we are for each
other.”  He then demonstrated it for me again.

I was wild with excitement.  Ideas flow when I get this way.  I said, “What if a person
used that on everyone in their life?  That would be amazing.”

So I decided to try it.  Before I share with you how it works, I will share the results.  I
called each of my children and immediately our relationships went deeper than they had
ever been.  They I got real brave and began using it on others.  I wanted to try it on my
brother and was glad he never picked up so I could leave it on his answering machine.
(It does take courage to use it.)

When he called back he was overwhelmed.

I had decided to take a few evening Landmark courses in Sacramento and was riding
down with a car full of women I barely knew.  I was so turned on by what was
happening in my life by using this process; I decided to use it on them.

Most of them were stunned into silence.  The atmosphere in the car completely
changed.  Several had tears running down their cheeks.  The love and closeness that
was shared on that three-hour ride to Sacramento was incredible.  Idle conversations
were given up in exchange for intimate sharing conversations.

From my journals.
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My relationship with my children and grandchildren is amazing.  I delight in
it daily and so do they.  I look for and create moments – often – when I tell each
of them who they are for me and who I am for them.  Sometimes I write it and
give or send it to them.  I continually remember how dear they are to me and I
continually remind them.  I never do this out of obligation but out of the pure joy
of pure love.  They are my finest creations.  I am the finest mom!  They are my
power team.

So what is the powerful technique my son developed that can change a relationship in a
matter of minutes?

It is this.  It is called

WHO I AM FOR YOU AND WHO YOU ARE FOR ME

Remember, this, as most everything else I suggest, will take you out of your comfort
zone.  Hey!  Who needs comfort zones anyway?  Not powerful creators.

This is a process to create love – actually create it.  What happens when we choose to
create powerful love?

We are creating an incredible regeneration within our soul and body.

To create powerful and moving love you need to really get into it.  You will need to let go
of all inhibitions and go as deep and powerful as possible.  Believe me, it will transform
both of you.  The more you express it the more you both will feel it.  The more you let go
the more you expand and the more the love expands you.

You can create powerful love in any moment in time by getting in touch and being
aware of ‘why’ you love someone.  Expressing it in every way you can, reaching deep
inside and finding more ways creates a burning sensation that almost encompasses the
body and soul.  The power is awesome.  The ability to do this at any moment in time is
a powerful tool to have in your love tool belt.  And the more you do it, the easier it gets.
Being the Creator of love is intense and intensely beautiful.  It will knock down all
barriers and allow you to feel and connect on a soul level.

Simply, what you do is say to the person, “_________, who I am for you is the one that
… “  (and then you think of every possible way you are the one for them).

Then you say, “Who you are for me is . . . “ (and you think of every way they are special
to you).
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Do not prepare.  Do not think ahead of time.  Trust yourself and your feelings because it
only works if it is spoken from the soul and what arises from the soul is felt by the other
soul.

I will spontaneously do one for you on paper.  Since I have already written about Mike in
this chapter, I will continue to use him and I will pretend he is here listening to me.

“Michael, who you are for me, son, is (I can’t even start this without the tears coming)
the one who has given my life back to me.  You are the one that is always there for me.
I know if I am ever in need of counsel or love, you will be there.  Who you are for me,
Mike, is a perfect example of a man of honor.  You inspire me and challenge me to
always reach higher.  You laugh with me and share your funny humor with me.  You are
the one that makes me so proud.  You are the true definition of a son.  I watch the ones
whose lives you transform and I love you beyond words.  Who you are for me is the one
who was there for your brothers and sisters when they didn’t have a strong father
image.  You encouraged them through your hours and hours of letter writing to them
telling them they could be anyone they chose.  You called and encouraged them.  You
have made an incredible impact in each of their lives and I love you for that.  You bless
my world and my life.  When I think of you, I smile.  I love you beyond words, Mike.  No
mother has ever been more proud.

And Mike, I love you so much for the times you have devoted to helping me learn to
love again and to open up my heart.  You honor me by who you are.  Who you are for
me is an incredible man and my jewel.  I love you with all my heart.

And who I am for you is the one that would lay down her life for you.  I am the one who
will always be there for you no matter what.  I am the one you can call night or day and
the one you can share anything with.  I will always stand by your side and support you.
I will always love you, no matter what.  And I am your biggest cheerleader and your
biggest fan.  Who I am for you, Mike is the one who honors you and cherishes you.  I
am the one who only wants your success, your happiness and your joy.  Who I am for
you is your Mother.

This process makes me cry.

It dashes away all barriers and bares my soul.  I can feel the depth of my love without
any hiding and that feeling is passed onto the one who is the recipient of that love.

It is amazing to experience.

Will you try it yourself?

PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Who you are for me is the one who is reading my words and therefore coming into my
intimate world.  Who you are for me is the one giving voice to my dream, my long-
awaited dream.  You are for me the one who desires to be a powerful creator just as I
have.  You are of like-mind.  You are for me the one that will share my journey and
share your Xperiences and power with me.  And because of you and your Xperiments,
my power will increase.  And when my power increases, your power will increase.  You
are my soul sister or brother.  Who you are for me is the one who has been led to my
writings and me.  Who you are for me is the one I plan on meeting in person when I
travel to speak and for me that will be extreme pleasure and satisfaction.  Who you are
for me is the one I have entrusted with my life.  You now know my soul and someday I
will know yours.  Who you are for me is my partner in creation.  I feel your soul and I
love you.

Who I am for you is the one who has opened her heart and mind to give you everything
I possess and everything I am.  Who I am for you is the one that knows who you are
and the power that is within you.  Who I am for you is the one who agreed to find you
and share the power.  Who I am for you is the one who knows you are special; that you
are a creator and that you are powerful.  Who I am for you is the one who will help you
find your true power.  I will continue with my work (play) and watch you fly as I do.  Who
I am for you is the one who will grab your hand and take you to our home.  Join me.  For
I love you now – as before.
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24. MY PERSONAL INVITATION TO YOU

This is only the beginning.

I am developing other ways for each of us to be more powerful creators.  The fun has
just begun.

There will be a website developed where we can share and get answers.  There will be
audio and videos developed.  I will be developing a way to lead you through a morning
integration ritual that we can do together to start our days.  I am planning a two-year
speaking tour around the country and the world.

I want you to be able to join with other powerful creators and merge your energy, focus
and creative power.  Ideas are welcome.  If you would like me to speak to your
organization or gathering, let us know.  Support@OutrageousMastery.com.

Can you visualize hundreds, thousands and millions Xperimenting and sharing their
results?  Can you imagine how empowering that would be for each of us?  Maybe the
‘hundredth monkey’ principle would take us all to new levels never before dreamt of.

My plan is to create a series of Outrageous Mastery manuscripts similar to Chicken
Soup for the Soul only the Outrageous Mastery series will be filled with stories of people
like you creating miracles in their lives, creating their dreams.  I want your story in these
series.  In fact, I want more than one story from you.  And we always welcome
testimonials for our marketing materials.  Help me help others.

I invite you to take this journey with me, to share your Xperiments with me, and to help
me create this power around the world.  Can you imagine using these powers to help
the impoverished countries and to bring peace to our world?

I will be creating a foundation to help others in need.

It is only by imitation that we choose to be solo.  Why not dance together as we each
discover our dreams, our powers.

We are connected.  My creations have an affect on you and your creations will have an
affect on me.  My creations will become your creations, your vision, your voice, and your
soul.  You creations will become my creations, my vision, my voice, and my soul.

As Napoleon Hill said, “No two minds ever come together without, thereby, creating a
third, invisible, intangible force which may be likened to a third mind.  The human mind
is a form of energy, a part of it being spiritual in nature.”
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I want you in Outrageous Mastery 4!

PLEASE GO TO YOUR OUTRAGEOUS MASTERY PLAYGUIDE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

There is no passion to be found in playing small – in settling for a life that is less than
what I am capable of living. 

- Nelson Mandela

To begin is the most important part of any quest and by far, the most courageous.
- Plato

Nothing splendid has ever been achieved except by those who believed that something
inside of them was superior to circumstance.

- Bruce Barton

Dream no small dreams for they have no power to move the hearts of men.
- Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe

The master in the art of living makes little distinction between his work and his play, his
labor and his leisure, his mind and his body, his information and his recreation, his love
and his religion.  He hardly knows which is which.  He simply pursues his vision of
excellence at whatever he does, leaving others to decide whether he is working or
playing.  To him his is always doing both.

- James Michener

Whatever you do, or dream you can do, begin it.  Boldness has genius, power and
magic in it.

- Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe

A mighty flame follows a tiny spark.
- Dante

The life given to us by nature is short, but the memory of a life well spent is eternal.
- Cicero

I have missed more than 9,000 shots in my career.  I have lost almost 300 games.  On
26 occasions, I have been entrusted to take the game winning shot . . . and missed.  I
have failed over and over and over again in my life, and that is why . . . I succeed.

- Michael Jordan
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Dream lofty dreams, and as you dream, so shall you become.  Your vision is the
promise of what you shall one day be; your ideal is the prophecy of what you shall at
last unveil.

- James Allen


